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Abstract 

While compensatory striatal neurogenesis is well documented in many injury models, cells of the 

correct lineage for endogenous repair are not always regenerated. To understand why, the molecular 

profile of subventricular zone (SVZ)-derived neural progenitor cells (NPCs), and their response to 

injury was investigated. Expression of the transcription factors Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 and Olig2 in transit-

amplifying-precursor cells (TAPs) and neuroblasts was examined following quinolinic acid (QA) 

lesioning of the adult rat striatum. It was demonstrated that TAPs responded to lesioning in a 

heterogeneous manner, with expansion particularly of the Dlx2+ subpopulation. Dlx2+ neuroblasts 

also increased at early time points compared to controls. Previous work identified SVZ-derived bipolar 

and multipolar cells within the lesioned striatum. I characterised and quantified migration and 

differentiation of retrovirally-labelled SVZ-derived green fluorescent protein (GFP) cells within the 

lesioned striatum. In addition to neuroblasts, migratory Olig2+ bipolar cells were observed, 

representing oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs). Multipolar cells also expressed NG2, indicating 

OPCs were recruited into the lesioned striatum. Proneural genes can repress Olig2 lineage cells, and 

substantially increase neurogenesis when overexpressed in the adult brain. Proneural Dlx2-GFP and 

Pax6-GFP retroviruses were injected into the SVZ on the day of lesioning, or two days post lesion 

(dpl), when the greatest migratory response was observed in controls. Surprisingly, Pax6 

overexpression decreased striatal neurogenesis from NPCs born on the day of lesioning, but 

increased oligodendroglial cells from NPCs born two dpl. Dlx2 overexpression had no effect on NPC 

migration from cells born at the time of lesioning. However at two dpl, a non-neurogenic time point in 

controls, Dlx2 increased numbers of striatal neuroblasts and the percentage of neurogenic cells in the 

lesioned striatum. These results indicated preferential recruitment of Dlx2+ NPCs, GABAergic lineage 

precursors and the correct cell type for QA-induced striatal regeneration. However, retrovirally-

overexpressed proneural genes were downregulated within the lesioned striatum, suggesting factors 

secreted from injured areas could alter cell fate. Quantitative-PCR analysis of signalling genes 

confirmed multiple SVZ alterations after injury, some with the potential to increase oligodendrocyte-

lineage signalling. Understanding molecular signals regulating lineage after injury is essential before 

regenerative medicine can progress towards successful therapies. 
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Chapter 1. Literature Review 

1.1. Stem Cells  

Stem cells, the origin of all cells in the adult body, are currently exciting the research community the 

world over. They have incredible potential to help understanding and treatment of disease in the 21st 

century. Stem cells are defined by the unique properties of self renewal and pluripotency, with the 

ability to differentiate into multiple cell types through asymmetric divisions. Pluripotent embryonic stem 

cells originate from the inner cell mass of the embryonic blastocyst. They can generate every cell type 

in the body, excluding the trophoblast cells of the embryo (Figure 1-1). Multipotent stem cells are 

found in multiple tissue types, including the embryo, blood and brain. They have broad potential to 

generate different cell types (Figure 1-1). Neural stem cells (NSCs) are isolated only from the brain or 

spinal cord. NSCs produce lineage-restricted neural progenitor cells or oligodendrocyte progenitor 

cells that differentiate to generate all the cell types of the nervous system, astrocytes, neurons, and 

oligodendrocytes (Figure 1-1) (FH Gage, 2000). 

 

Figure 1-1: Classes of mammalian stem cells that can generate restricted neural progenitor cells, 
neurons and glia 

(Figure reprinted from FH Gage, 2000, p. 1434. Copyright 2000. Reprinted with permission from the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science).  
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1.2. Developmental Neurogenesis  

While the present thesis focuses on adult SVZ neurogenesis, as more research is performed it 

becomes clear that many developmental pathways are conserved in the adult. Furthermore, many 

transcription factors involved in control over neurogenesis during development are also expressed in 

the adult, and act in a similar manner. Thus to gain greater understanding of adult neurogenesis, it is 

important to understand development of the forebrain, where the adult SVZ neurogenic niche 

originates. The process of forebrain development in the rodent will be described, followed by 

descriptions of adult hippocampal and SVZ neurogenesis. Signalling families and transcription factors 

will be introduced that are involved in these processes. Explanations of how these proteins regulate 

neurogenesis will be further expanded in section 1.4.  

1.2.1. Early Forebrain Patterning 

Neurogenesis in the mammalian forebrain has strict developmental stages. As the forebrain develops, 

neural progenitors become patterned with positional information specific to the time and location of 

generation. This occurs through changes in gene expression, in response to external signalling 

molecules which specify neural progenitor cells towards their terminal fates. Neurons, glia, and 

oligodendrocytes are produced in a distinct order from early progenitor cells (SA Bayer et al., 1991). 

In mice, this process begins from embryonic day 8.5 (E8.5) when transcriptional changes begin in the 

ventricular zone of the anterior neuroepithelium, the part of the embryo that will eventually form the 

brain (JM Hebert et al., 2008). Rat development follows the same pattern, but approximately two days 

later, as shown in Figure 1-2.  

 

 

Figure 1-2: Progression of cell lineage during rat forebrain development 

During forebrain development, neurogenesis occurs first, followed by gliogenesis and oligodendrogenesis. This 
diagram represents lineage progression in rats, in mice each stage occurs earlier by approximately two days, so 
neurogenesis peaks at E12 rather than E14 as indicated. (Reprinted from CM Sauvageot et al., 2002, p. 246. 
Copyright 2002, with permission from Elsevier).  

 
The following will describe forebrain development in mice. At E8.5 the telencephalon becomes 

defined from the diencephalon through the expression of the transcription factor forkhead box G1 

(Foxg1). By E9 dorsal-ventral boundaries are set up through interaction with sonic hedgehog (Shh) 

secreted from the ventral midline, which creates a concentration gradient (highest ventrally to lowest 

dorsally). This antagonises expression of the dorsalising gene GLI family zinc finger 3 (Gli3). Gli3 

further represses the fibroblast growth factors (FGF) secreted by cells in the anterior neural ridge and 
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telencephalic midline. This creates a second ventralising concentration gradient of FGF8. In double 

mutant Foxg1 and Gli3 mice, the forebrain is completely lost indicating these are essential 

transcription factors for early positional specification (JM Hebert et al., 2008; T Yu et al., 2009).  

At E10, Gli3 expression in the dorsal forebrain promotes bone morphogenic protein (BMP) and 

Wingless/INT (Wnt) proteins to be expressed.  Gradients of these proteins stimulate expression of the 

dorsal transcription factors Empty spiracles homeobox 1 and 2 (Emx1, Emx2) and LIM homeobox 

protein-2 (Lhx2).  Emx2, in an antagonistic relationship with Paired box-6 (Pax6) define the boundary 

between dorsal and ventral regions of the forebrain, while Lhx2 and Foxg1 delineate the dorsal 

midline (Figure 1-3). These gradients of gene expression separate the dorsal forebrain into an 

anterior lateral region that will form the cortex, and a posterior medial region that will later develop into 

the hippocampus, cortical hem and the choroid plexus (JM Hebert et al., 2008; SM Lee et al., 2000).  

 

Figure 1-3: Transcription factor gradients delineate regions of the developing rodent forebrain 

(A) Mouse E9, dorsal-ventral patterning is initiated through gradients of Shh and Gli3. (B) Mouse E10, the 
forebrain is further specified into smaller domains (Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: 
Nature Reviews Neuroscience, JM Hebert et al., 2008, p. 680. Copyright 2008). 

1.2.2. Dorsal Forebrain Neurogenesis 

As cortical neurogenesis progresses, from E10.5 in mice, the single celled layer of ventricular zone 

neuroepithelium splits into the preplate and the ventricular zone, and the structural layers of the brain 

begin to form. Neuroepithelial cells in the ventricular zone start to divide to generate neurons and 

radial glia. Radial glial cells divide asymmetrically to self replicate, and generate a basal (or 

intermediate) progenitor cell or neuron (Figure 1-4). Asymmetric division is regulated in part by the 

partitioning defective (Par or Pard) cell polarity proteins. These proteins organise the mitotic spindle, 

regulate proliferation, mode of division and cell cycle exit. Asymmetric distribution of polarity 

determinates in daughter cells leads to differences in Notch signals in progeny. The daughter cells 

with high Par protein develops high Notch signalling and generates another radial glial cell, that with 

low Par protein develops low Notch and becomes an intermediate cell/neuroblast  (RS Bultje et al., 

2009). Basal progenitors which populate the subventricular zone divide symmetrically to produce 

either two more intermediate progenitors, or terminally divide to make two neurons (M Gotz et al., 

2005; SC Noctor et al., 2004; W Zhong et al., 2008). Migration of cortical neurons radially in an 
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‘inside-out’ pattern populates the six layers of the cortex, using radial glial processes as scaffolding to 

aid migration.  

 

 

 

Figure 1-4: Asymmetric cell division by radial glia during cortical development  

Radial glial cells undergo two types of asymmetric division. Type I divisions generate another radial glial cell and 
a neuron. Type II divisions of radial glia generate two proliferative daughter cells, one of which remains in the 
ventricular zone, the other migrates to the subventricular zone and becomes a basal progenitor that subsequently 
divides once to generate two neurons. (Figure reprinted from W Zhong et al., 2008, p. 7. Copyright 2008, with 
permission from Elsevier). 

 

The combination of morphogens in the ventral forebrain from E11.5 initiate expression of further 

ventral patterning genes, transcription factors NK2-Homeobox-2.1 (Nkx2.1) and GS-homeobox-2 

(Gsh2). Antagonism between Gsh2 and dorsal Pax6 is essential for boundary formation between 

these two zones. Nkx2.1 and Gsh2 expression further separate the ventral forebrain into the medial 

ganglionic eminence and the lateral ganglionic eminence (JM Hebert et al., 2008). By E12.5 the 

forebrain has been fully divided into specific domains characterised by transcription factor expression, 

which will eventually direct neuronal subtype specification of progenitors in each domain (Figure 1-5).  

Dorsally generated neurons differentiate into excitatory glutamatergic projection neurons with 

pyramidal morphology, and are specified through a sequential transcription factor expression code 

from Pax6 to Neurogenin2 (Ngn2), T-box brain gene-2 (Tbr2), NeuroD and T-box brain gene-1 (Tbr1) 

(MS Brill et al., 2009).  
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1.2.3. Ventral Forebrain Neurogenesis 

Ventral domains expand from E12 by proliferation of the ventral ventricular zone, and subsequent 

SVZ. It is characterised by expression of transcription factors achaete-scute complex homolog 1 

(Mash1), distal-less homeobox 1 and 2 (Dlx1, Dlx2), oligodendrocyte transcription factor 2 (Olig2), GS 

homeobox 1 (Gsh1) and Gsh2, NK2 homeobox 1 (Nkx2.1), and LIM homeobox proteins 6 and 7 

(Lhx6 and Lhx7) (Figure 1-5). 

 

Figure 1-5: Transcription factor interactions and expression underling patterning of the developing 
forebrain 

(A) Illustration of a coronal section through an E12 mouse forebrain, showing developing dorsal and ventral 
domains, and transcription factor interactions that generate the domains. (CH: cortical hem. MP: medial pallium, 
forms the hippocampus and archicortex. DP: dorsal pallium forms the neocortex. LP: lateral pallium forms the 
olfactory cortex. VP: ventral pallium forms the claustroamygdaliod complex. LGE: (dorsal and ventral) lateral 
ganglionic eminence forms the striatum. MGE: Medial ganglionic eminence forms the pallidum. AEP: anterior 
entopeduncular area). (Figure reprinted from C Schuurmans et al., 2002, p. 27. Copyright 2002, with permission 
from Elsevier).  

Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABAergic) neuronal subtypes are generated ventrally by different 

populations of progenitors in each domain. The ventrolateral ganglionic eminence contains 

progenitors of GABAergic projection neurons, which will populate the striatum and the nucleus 

accumbens, while the dorsolateral ganglionic eminence specifies interneurons destined for the 

olfactory bulb (JM Stenman et al., 2003; H Takahashi et al., 2006). The medial ganglionic eminence 

progenitors specify dorsal interneurons and these neurons will migrate tangentially up into the cortex 

and hippocampus, at specified and varied time points in development, and generate neurons of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma-aminobutyric_acid
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globus pallidus. NPCs in this domain express Nkx2.1 which has been shown to be involved in 

neuropeptide Y, nitric oxide synthase and somatostatin cortical interneuron generation (SA Anderson 

et al., 2001), and Lhx6 and Lhx7 which generate striatal cholinergic interneurons (O Marin et al., 

2001). The caudal ganglionic eminence forms from the caudal parts of both the lateral ganglionic 

eminence and medial ganglionic eminence fused together, and specifies neurons that migrate into a 

number of different locations. These include layer five of the cortex, the nucleus accumbens, the bed 

nucleus of the stria terminalis, the hippocampus, the caudal striatum, and the globus pallidus (S Nery 

et al., 2002). Thus the generation of huge neuronal diversity from a limited number of progenitor cells 

is achieved, through complicated spatiotemporal regulation of proneural transcription factors by a 

number of diffusible morphogens. 

1.2.4. Neurogenesis-Gliogenesis Switch 

From approximately E15, progenitors in the SVZ of the embryonic telencephalon switch from 

neurogenesis toward gliogenesis (Figure 1-6). This switch is controlled by the element of time with 

neural progenitor cell cultures in vitro mirroring normal developmental progression and response to 

secreted factors that occurs in vivo (X Qian et al., 2000). Changes in basic helix-loop-helix 

transcription factor expression (M Nieto et al., 2001; M Sugimori et al., 2007) and cellular responses 

to extracellular factors including the BMPs, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and ciliary neurotrophic 

factor (CNTF) (which are neurogenic during early cortical development but gliogenic prenatal and 

postnatally) are also involved. Epigenetic changes remodel DNA into active states and feedback 

mechanisms enhance these changes to contribute to the switch in cell fate (M Nieto et al., 2001; CM 

Sauvageot et al., 2002).     

 

Figure 1-6: The neurogenesis-gliogenesis switch based on p300/CBP competition 

(A) Neurogenesis is regulated through Ngn2 and BMP signalling. (B) Astrogenesis occurs when BMP and CNTF 
sequester CBP/p300 complex, and Ngns become inactive. Oligodendrogenesis begins later when Shh inhibits 
BMP signalling. (Figure reprinted from CM Sauvageot et al., 2002, p. 246. Copyright 2002, with permission from 
Elsevier). 
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During the early phase of neurogenesis, expression of the proneural transcription factors 

Neurogenin1 (Ngn1) and Mash1 is high. Neurogenins promote neuronal fates through signalling 

through a transcriptional co-activator complex called E1A binding protein p300/CREB-binding protein 

(p300/CBP), and this signalling is enhanced by BMP signalling through the transcription factor SMAD 

family member 1 (Smad1) (Figure 1-6 A). The Ngn-p300/CBP/Smad1 complex binds promoter 

regions of downstream genes to be activated, and creates a bridge between itself and RNA 

Polymerase II. This forms a complex that increases the transcription of target genes, possibly through 

loosening chromatin structure due to an intrinsic histone acetylase activity (JE Darnell, Jr., 1997). 

The p300/CBP complex however is also used to promote gliogenesis through signalling from BMP 

and cytokines (Figure 1-6 B). Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) is a cytokine 

and growth factor signal transducer downstream of BMP signalling. STAT3 forms a complex with the 

co-activator p300, and the Smad transcription factors that initiate astrocyte specific gene expression 

(S Fukuda et al., 2007). CNTF or LIF signals activate the Janus kinase (JAK)/STAT3 cascade leading 

to activation of the astrocytic glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP) promoter. Ngn competitively binds this 

complex at the expense of STAT3. When BMP activates its receptor, phosphorylated Smad1 

complexes with Smad4, together they translocate into the nucleus and also bind p300/CBP (non-

competitively, at the opposite end to STAT), activating GFAP expression in a synergistic way to the 

cytokines (Figure 1-6 B). Ngn1 thus interferes with gliogenesis at this time by sequestering away the 

p300/CBP complexes for itself, and blocking phosphorylation of STAT, so transcription of the 

astrocytic gene GFAP cannot proceed. Also, at this point in neurogenesis, the GFAP promoter is 

methylated at the STAT3 binding site, where the coactivator complex would bind, rendering it inactive 

(AK Hall et al., 2004; CM Sauvageot et al., 2002).  

Before E14 in mice, exposure of cortical progenitors to astrocytic determinants such as LIF or BMP 

does not result in gliogenesis, whereas after E14 it does (Z He et al., 2006). This suggests that the 

timing of the switch from neurogenesis to gliogenesis may be linked to the accumulation of cytokines 

and gliogenic factors to a critical concentration. Some cytokines, including CNTF and LIF are also 

secreted from neurons, suggesting they may be part of the negative feedback mechanism regulating 

their own generation. In addition to this, the secreted gliogenic factors increase responsiveness of 

progenitor cells to respond to these factors, initiating a positive feedback loop to drive astrocytic 

generation (F Barnabe-Heider et al., 2005). From E14, the GFAP promoter becomes demethylated, 

and is able to signal through STAT3, and respond to other external morphogens such as CNTF and 

BMP. Proneural gene expression decreases (by what regulatory factor is not yet known), so 

p300/CBP coactivator complexes are available to bind to STAT3 and activate GFAP expression, thus 

gliogenesis begins (Figure 1-6 B). 

Oligodendrocyte precursor cells are specified early in development around E11.5, through Shh 

secretion in the ventral forebrain. These precursor cells migrate in two waves up into the cortex, firstly 

around E16 from the ventral-medial ganglionic eminence, and secondly around E18 from the lateral 

and caudal ganglionic eminence. These cells differentiate postnatally into myelinating 

oligodendrocytes. Later still, a third wave of OPCs are generated from cortical precursors of Emx1 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CREB-binding_protein
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origin that contribute to ongoing turnover and repair of these cells (N Kessaris et al., 2006). Ventrally, 

Shh promotes OPC identity through promoting the oligodendroglial transcription factors Olig1 and 

Olig2. Neuronal homeodomain transcription factor Dlx2 expression negatively regulates OPC 

formation through repressing Olig2, while Mash1 promotes OPC generation through restricting the 

number of Dlx1/2 progenitors (CM Parras et al., 2004; CM Parras et al., 2007; MA Petryniak et al., 

2007). Thus dependant on which transcription factor Olig2 partners with results in different cellular 

fates, combined with Mash1 or with Nkx2.1 directing towards an oligodendrocyte fate, but with Dlx1/2 

towards a GABAergic neuronal fate.  

Oligodendrogenesis begins after astrogenesis is complete, mostly occurring in the postnatal brain and 

peaking at postnatal day 12 to 14 in rodents. At this time, Dlx2 expression has decreased, and 

expression of transcription factor Id2 that earlier blocked oligodendrocyte differentiation (by 

sequestering Olig cofactors) is downregulated. Shh inhibits BMP astroglial signalling (G Zhu et al., 

1999), upregulating Olig2, and allowing differentiation of OPC. Unusually, the medial ganglionic 

eminence/anterior entopeduncular area derived Nkx2.1+ oligodendrocytes do not last into adulthood, 

but are instead replaced by progenitors that reside near the tips of the lateral ventricles (SW Levison 

et al., 1993). This may be a result of the makeup of the adult SVZ not largely descending from this 

part of the embryonic brain, and so not leaving any progenitors into adulthood. Dorsally derived 

oligodendrocytes are thought to be generated from OPCs through a Shh-independent process, most 

likely involving FGF signalling (N Tekki-Kessaris et al., 2001). Supporting this, microinjection of FGF2 

into the ventricle of mice led to ectopic OPC generation in the developing cortex, in a Shh-

independent manner. Knock-out (KO) and pharmacological studies have also found that FGF 

signalling through its receptors FGF1 and FGF2 is also required for the generation of OPCs from the 

ventral forebrain (M Furusho et al., 2011). FGF signalling was not required for normal proliferation or 

survival of these cells in vivo, contrasting to some in vitro studies (M Furusho et al., 2011). The 

majority of OPCs generated from the ventral forebrain are therefore specified by Shh, in cooperation 

with FGF2.  
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1.3. Adult Neurogenesis 

In parts of the adult mammalian brain there is continued neurogenesis throughout life. This was  first 

shown in the 1960’s where Altman et al. used 3H-thymidine incorporation and autoradiography to label 

dividing cells in the cortex, olfactory bulb and hippocampus of rats and cats (J Altman, 1963; J Altman 

et al., 1965). These findings were confirmed through ultrastructural analysis of new cells (MS Kaplan 

et al., 1977). This exciting and groundbreaking work began to change the previously held dogma that 

cells in the adult brain did not proliferate, and indicated that a capacity for regeneration in the brain 

may exist right through into adulthood. Adult neurogenesis has now been reported in a number of 

other species, including but not limited to birds (A Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1998; SA Goldman et al., 

1983), reptiles, amphibians, fish (P Chapouton et al., 2007; GK Zupanc, 2008), rodents (AI Danilov et 

al., 2009; F Doetsch et al., 1997) and primates, including humans (A Bedard et al., 2004; PS Eriksson 

et al., 1998; E Gould et al., 1999). The existence of adult neural stem cells has been found by multiple 

research groups using both in vitro neurosphere assays and differentiation studies, in vivo 

ultrastructural analysis, bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation, immunohistochemical labelling, and 

retroviral tracer studies (A Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2002; MR Costa et al., 2011; M Knobloch et al., 2011; 

H van Praag et al., 2002).  

Adult neurogenesis is now well established, and endogenous repair mechanisms in the adult brain do 

appear to exist. Methods to successfully generate replacement cells after brain injury of the correct 

lineage must now be developed. As the vast majority of research into adult neurogenesis and brain 

injury is performed in rodents, this thesis will also focus on rodent neurogenesis. In rodents, adult 

neurogenesis occurs in two main regions of the brain (Figure 1-7).  

 

 

Figure 1-7: The adult rodent brain showing the neurogenic regions 

(A) A sagittal view through the rodent brain showing the neurogenic SVZ and SGZ in red, and the rostral 
migratory stream in green. (B-E) Coronal sections representing the regions shown in  A. (Figure reprinted from C 
Zhao et al., 2008, p. 646. Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier).  
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These regions are the SVZ of the lateral wall of the lateral ventricle, generating cells that migrate 

through the rostral migratory stream (RMS) to the olfactory bulb, and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of 

the hippocampal dentate gyrus. There is also evidence that a low level of adult neurogenesis is found 

in the cortex, striatum, hypothalamus, substantia nigra, brain stem, olfactory tubercle, and piriform 

cortex (A Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2002; E Gould, 2007). Hippocampal and SVZ neurogenesis will now 

be discussed in more detail.  

1.3.1. The Subgranular Zone  

In the SGZ two types of neural progenitor cells have been identified using morphological 

characteristics and immunohistochemical markers (Figure 1-8). Type-one stem cells (or quiescent 

neural progenitors) are oriented radially and express GFAP, Nestin and SRY-box containing gene 2 

(Sox2), with a radial process that spans the entire granule cell layer. Asymmetric division of a type-

one cell generates a type-two cell, or intermediate/amplifying neural precursor cells (IPs). These are 

Pax6 and Mash1 positive, have short processes, rapidly self renew and form clusters (JM Encinas et 

al., 2008; RD Hodge et al., 2011; B Seri et al., 2004). Intermediate progenitors can generate both 

Doublecortin+ (Dcx) neurons and glia (H Suh et al., 2007). An additional progenitor called Type-3 IP 

(or D cell) expresses Poly-Sialated Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule (PSA-NCAM) and Dcx (B Seri et 

al., 2004). Type-3 IPs appear to be heterogeneous, although lineage analysis between the different 

types of hippocampal NPCs is not well understood (Y Mu et al., 2010; B Seri et al., 2004; C Zhao et 

al., 2008). Neuroblasts born in the SGZ of the dentate gyrus migrate short distances into the granule 

layer and mature over a number of weeks into calretinin and calbindin interneurons. The mature 

neurons then integrate into existing neuronal circuitry, receive synaptic inputs from cortical axons and 

local interneurons, and form functional outputs. These outputs are with hippocampal mossy cells, 

interneurons of the hilus and granular cell layer/hilus border, and pyramidal cells in layer CA3. New 

neurons release glutamate as their main neurotransmitter (W Deng et al., 2010; N Toni et al., 2008). 

The granule neurons in this area of the hippocampus receive the primary inputs from the entorhinal 

cortex, and granule neuronal axons form the mossy fibres that are fundamental to memory formation.  

The function of ongoing adult neurogenesis in the hippocampus is not completely understood, but in 

the normal brain it is thought to be mainly involved in memory and learning (H Eichenbaum, 2004; HT 

Ghashghaei et al., 2007), with additional roles in regulating emotional behaviours and mood (MS 

Fanselow et al., 2010; MA Kheirbek et al., 2010). 
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Figure 1-8: Neurogenesis in the adult subgranular zone 

(A) The dentate gyrus viewed by sagittal section. (B) Schematic of lineage progression by adult NPCs in the SGZ 
from stem cell on the left to neuron on the right. (C) SGZ progenitors identified by representative cell labels and 
transcription factor expression. (Figure reprinted from RD Hodge et al., 2011, p. 682. Copyright 2011. This 
material is reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)  
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1.3.2. The Subventricular Zone 

The adult rodent SVZ is derived from a mixed population of cells originating from the embryonic 

telencephalic neuroepithelium, specifically originating from the lateral ganglionic eminence and cortex, 

but also with a minority of cells from the medial ganglionic eminence. Descendants of these 

embryonic regions sit in similar positions relative to where they were born, with cortical descendant 

cells residing in the dorsal SVZ and ganglionic eminence cells in the ventral SVZ (KM Young et al., 

2007a). The adult SVZ is made up of four main cell types and is closely associated with the 

ventricular vascular plexus (Q Shen et al., 2008; M Tavazoie et al., 2008). These cells are the 

ependymal cells (E cells), type B neural stem cells, type C transit amplifying precursor cells, and type 

A cells which are neuroblasts. Oligodendrocyte precursor cells, displaced ependymal cells, and 

mature astrocytes are also found, but in fewer numbers (Figure 1-9) (AI Danilov et al., 2009; F 

Doetsch et al., 1997; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 1-9: Arrangement of the adult mouse subventricular zone and the cell types it generates  

(A) Type B1 cells are depicted in bright blue, type C TAPs in green, type A neuroblasts in red, type B2 cells are 
pale blue, blood vessels in orange, ependymal E1 cells in light and dark brown and ependymal E2 cells in pink. 
TAPs can also contact blood vessels, and microglial process also contact B cells, but this is not indicated. (Figure 
reprinted from Z Mirzadeh et al., 2008, p. 274. Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier). (B) B cells 
generate bipotent TAPs that generate both neuroblasts and oligodendrocyte precursor cells. (Adapted from O 
Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011, p. 152. Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier). 
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Many transcription factors that are expressed in the embryonic cortex and ganglionic eminence 

including (but not limited to) Mash1, Olig2, Pax6, Ngn2, Dlx2, Emx1, Gsh2 and Nkx2.1, are also 

expressed in the adult SVZ and RMS (MS Brill et al., 2009; MS Brill et al., 2008; M Kohwi et al., 2005; 

B Menn et al., 2006; CM Parras et al., 2004; L Roybon et al., 2009; KM Young et al., 2007a). Through 

Cre-Lox fate mapping, transcription factors expressed in these discrete embryonic zones were shown 

contribute to specific pools of adult neural progenitor cells, all of which contributed to olfactory bulb 

neurogenesis (KM Young et al., 2007a). Different embryonic zones contributed to different subtypes 

of B cells (even though with current immunohistochemical labelling techniques B cells look identical) 

and TAPs, and generated subpopulations of differentiated olfactory bulb neurons (KM Young et al., 

2007a). This suggested previously unknown complexity within the cells of the SVZ, and that the 

patterning transcription factors not only set up domains in the developing forebrain, but also contribute 

to potential cell fate from adult SVZ derived neural progenitor cells. SVZ cell types can be therefore 

be characterised through transcription factor expression in addition to immunohistochemical cell 

surface markers. This allows reliable identification of the progression from stem cell through to more 

restricted cellular fates (from stem cell, to TAP, to neuroblast or oligodendrocyte precursor cell) and 

that examination of regulation of these cellular relationships. The only limitation of this type of labelling 

is that it currently does not allow identification of potentially different populations of GFAP stem cells. 

Ependymal Cells 
E cells are a layer of ciliated epithelial cells that line the ventricle and contact cerebral spinal fluid with 

their cilia (K Sawamoto et al., 2006). Two types have been identified and are called E1 and E2. E1 

cells are the common ependymal cells with a large rounded morphology, multiple basal bodies and 

multiple long cilia that extend into the ventricle. E2 cells are rarer (less than 5% of E cells contacting 

the ventricle) and have a large basal body (Figure 1-9 A). These cells are biciliated and the cilia are 

significantly longer than for E1 cells and partially invaginated (Z Mirzadeh et al., 2008). Both types of 

ependymal cells are quiescent under normal conditions (Z Mirzadeh et al., 2008; N Spassky et al., 

2005). Under certain conditions, including stroke injury, ependymal cells have been observed to 

incorporate mitotic markers and generate astrocytes and neuroblasts (M Carlen et al., 2009; AI 

Danilov et al., 2009). Although debated in the past, they are not the primary stem cell in this zone (AK 

Chojnacki et al., 2009).  

Type B Cells 
The cells that make up the neural stem cell population in the rodent SVZ are the Type B1 cells. B1 

cells express GFAP, and have ultrastructural characteristics of astrocytes (F Doetsch et al., 1999a; 

AD Garcia et al., 2004; ED Laywell et al., 2000). This includes bundles of intermediate filaments, 

dense cytoplasmic bodies, gap junctions and multiple processes. B1 cells are similar to B2 cells in 

cytoarchitecture, but differ in the SVZ location; B1 cells sit adjacent  to the ependymal layer, B2 cells 

with multipolar morphology are found in the SVZ adjacent to the striatum parenchyma and are most 

likely mature astrocytes (AI Danilov et al., 2009; F Doetsch et al., 1999a). 
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B1 neural stem cells contact the ventricle through a small apical extension between ependymal cells 

(Figure 1-9 A) (AI Danilov et al., 2009; F Doetsch et al., 1999b; Z Mirzadeh et al., 2008; Q Shen et al., 

2008). These ventricular contacts are arranged in the middle of a pinwheel structure formed by 

ependymal cells. This type of pinwheel structure is only found in neurogenic regions of the ventricle. A 

high concentration of cells with this morphology are found near the start of the RMS in the anterior 

ventral wall, also in the posterior dorsal region of the lateral wall of the lateral ventricle. The structure 

is also observed in the anterior ventral region of the medial wall of the lateral ventricle (FT Merkle et 

al., 2007; Z Mirzadeh et al., 2008). The morphology is reminiscent of embryonic radial glial cells in the 

ventricular zone that require ventricular contact for maintaining their stem cell properties, and are the 

precursors for adult neural stem cells. B1 cells extend a long basal process towards and around 

developing neuroblasts, ensheathing them and perhaps directing them towards the RMS. These 

processes terminate on blood vessels, suggesting a close contact between the ventricular system and 

neurogenesis.  

B1 cells have been shown to be the SVZ neural stem cells through a number of different methods. 

Firstly, long term administration of proliferative markers such as 3[H]thymidine or BrdU labelled B 

cells, not ependymal cells. Secondly, B1 cells were seen to divide first, and repopulate the SVZ with 

TAPs, neuroblasts, and oligodendrocytes after mice were treated with an antimitotic agent cytosine-

beta-D-arabinofuranoside (AraC), which kills off all fast dividing cells (F Doetsch et al., 1999b; EL 

Jackson et al., 2006). Finally, if a virus expressing alkaline phosphatase was specifically targeted to 

GFAP positive cells, or if B1 cells were virally labelled via their ventricular surface contacts, this 

resulted in labelled neuroblasts migrating through the SVZ and RMS. Labelled cells were then found 

to differentiate into olfactory bulb interneurons (F Doetsch et al., 1999a; SO Yoon et al., 1996). 

Furthermore, B1 cells dividing asymmetrically have been observed within the SVZ (Z Mirzadeh et al., 

2008). Transgenic in vivo conditional ablation strategies have also shown that the GFAP+ population 

in the SVZ are the main neurogenic stem cell contributing to all neurogenesis from the SVZ (AD 

Garcia et al., 2004). Some of these strategies include using a herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase 

under the expression of the GFAP promoter, this could be activated by antiretroviral drugs, allowing 

conditional ablation of dividing SVZ GFAP+ stem cells. Targeted Cre-recombinase expression to 

excise LoxP flanked stop signals and activate reporter genes have also been used (AD Garcia et al., 

2004).   

Type C Cells 
Type C cells, called TAPs, were also first identified by Doetsch et al. 1997, through ultrastructural 

analysis of the mouse SVZ. They are structurally different to the other cell types seen in the SVZ, 

having characteristic nuclei with deep invaginations and reticulated nucleoli (F Doetsch et al., 1997). 

They are the most actively dividing cell type in the mouse SVZ, and form clumps of cells closely 

associated with blood vessels and neuroblasts (Figure 1-9 A) (M Tavazoie et al., 2008). The work by 

Doetsch and colleagues suggested B cells divide to first give rise to TAPs, which proliferate quickly to 

generate large numbers of neuroblasts, which then migrate down the rostral migratory stream (F 

Doetsch et al., 1999b). TAPs have since been shown to be genetically heterogeneous and can 
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generate neuroblasts or OPCs (Figure 1-9 B). They do this by expressing a range of both neuronal 

and oligoglial transcription factors including Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 and Olig2 (F Doetsch et al., 2002; M 

Kohwi et al., 2005; B Menn et al., 2006; CM Parras et al., 2004). TAPs expressing oligoglial 

transcription factor Olig2 generate a small number of oligodendrocyte precursor cells that migrate 

short distances into white matter and differentiate into mature oligodendrocytes (B Menn et al., 2006). 

TAPs expressing neuronal transcription factors Dlx2 and Pax6 generate heterogeneous neuroblasts 

that migrate down the RMS to differentiate in the olfactory bulb into GABAergic and glutamatergic 

interneurons. TAPs are found in the SVZ and throughout the RMS (L Roybon et al., 2009) indicating 

neuroblasts and OPCs are potentially being generated along the entire axis of the stream. 

Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cells 
In addition to olfactory bulb neurons, a small number of both non-myelinating NG2+ (nerve/glia 

antigen-2) oligodendrocyte progenitor cells, and mature myelinating oligodendrocytes are generated 

from the Type B cells of the normal adult SVZ (EC Holland et al., 1998). When Mash1 is expressed 

with Olig2 in TAPs of the adult SVZ, an oligodendroglial fate is specified (A Aguirre et al., 2007a; MA 

Hack et al., 2005; B Menn et al., 2006). Olig2 expression is then necessary and sufficient to instruct 

oligodendrocyte differentiation (Q Zhou et al., 2000). Olig2+ oligodendrocyte precursor cells migrate 

short distances into the corpus callosum, white matter tracts of the striatum and fimbra formix in the 

normal rodent brain, and differentiate into NG2+ cells and myelinating oligodendrocytes (O Gonzalez-

Perez et al., 2011; B Menn et al., 2006). 

NG2+ cells are believed to be OPCs due to their coexpression of oligodendrocyte markers PDGFα 

(platelet-derived growth factor alpha) and O4. In addition to the SVZ, they are also found proliferating 

throughout the grey and white matter where they generate almost all the oligodendrocytes in the adult 

brain (L Dimou et al., 2008; JM Mangin et al., 2011). They are interesting cells as they associate 

closely with neuronal cell bodies and processes, and can form synapses with a number of neuronal 

cell types. Both NG2-glutamatergic and NG2-GABAergic synapses have been identified in multiple 

brain regions to date. The function of these connections is still unknown (JM Mangin et al., 2011). 

NG2 cells may potentially be multipotent under some conditions, coexpressing Dlx2 and generating 

functional GABAergic neurons in the adult hippocampus. In the adult cortex, NG2 cells expressing 

Sox2 and Pax6 were found that generated pyramidal glutamatergic neurons (AA Aguirre et al., 2004; 

S Belachew et al., 2003; F Guo et al., 2010). After some types of brain injury, astrocyte generation 

from NG2 cells is also observed (SH Kang et al., 2010; JW Zhao et al., 2009).  

Type A cells  
Type A cells are neuroblasts (Figure 1-9 A). SVZ-derived neuroblasts are a heterogeneous population 

of Dcx+ and PSA-NCAM+ cells that migrate long distances through the rostral migratory stream to the 

olfactory bulb. It is a long migration, and neuroblasts travel at a speed up to 70 to 80μm/hr to 

contribute ~30,000 new olfactory bulb neuroblasts daily (F Doetsch et al., 1997; W Sun et al., 2010). 

Approximately 95% of SVZ derived neuroblasts differentiate into GABAergic granule cells, the other 

5% into calretinin+, dopaminergic tyrosine hydroxylase+ (TH+) and calbindin+ periglomerular cells 
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(Figure 1-10) (MA Hack et al., 2005; K Kosaka et al., 1995). These neuroblasts integrate into existing 

circuitry, mature and become functionally active, contributing to olfactory discrimination (MC Whitman 

et al., 2009).  

Neuroblasts travelling down the RMS are not an unspecified homogeneous population (FT Merkle et 

al., 2007; KM Young et al., 2007b). Olfactory bulbectomy and cell fate mapping studies have shown 

that olfactory bulb neuronal subtype specification is established before neuroblasts reach the olfactory 

bulb and is related to where the cells were generated (MS Brill et al., 2008; MA Hack et al., 2005; B 

Kirschenbaum et al., 1999). Dopaminergic periglomerular cells and superficial granule cells are 

generated in the dorsal SVZ. Calbindin periglomerular cells and deep granule cells originate from the 

ventral SVZ (MC Whitman et al., 2009). Periglomerular subtypes were found to be specified in the 

RMS, a higher percentage of these cells were labelled when retroviral injections were targeted to the 

RMS compared to the lateral SVZ (MA Hack et al., 2005).  

1.3.3. The Rostral Migratory Stream  

The RMS initially develops from E15 in the rodent, prior to olfactory bulb generation. At embryonic 

stages neuroblasts migrate through the early RMS without a glial tube, which is later generated 

postnatally. In the adult brain the RMS comprises of both migratory neuroblasts and a glial tube that 

encompasses and scaffolds the migratory cells. The adult RMS extends from the SVZ of the lateral 

ventricle rostro-dorsally across the striatum, then to the rostro-ventral point of the striatum, before 

heading rostrally into the olfactory bulb (Figure 1-7). The RMS terminates by the subependymal 

central region of the olfactory bulb (W Sun et al., 2010). Neuroblasts travel by chain migration without 

the aid of radial fibres down the rostral migratory stream (C Lois et al., 1994; C Lois et al., 1996). 

Migrating neuroblasts have an elongated morphology with a leading process pointing in the direction 

of migration. They extend a leading neurite, preceded by a growth cone, which explores the local 

microenvironment. To move forward they translocate their nucleus towards the leading neurite, after 

which retract the tailing process (R Ayala et al., 2007). The long-distance migration is controlled 

through chemoattractants, chemorepellents, guidance molecules and trophic factors (HT Ghashghaei 

et al., 2007). 

Migration is initiated into the RMS by polarised GFAP+ cell processes in the SVZ and a combination 

of signals, including the chemorepellent slit, that orients neuroblasts away from the SVZ, and 

polarises them for migration (Figure 1-11 A) (HT Ghashghaei et al., 2007). Gradients of molecules 

secreted from the choriod plexus, such as Slit, are created by ciliated cells in the lateral ventricle that 

create a flow of cerebral spinal fluid (K Sawamoto et al., 2006). Once in the RMS, maintenance of 

migration is regulated through a number of chemoattractant and chemorepellent molecules, 

extracellular matrix cues, secreted guidance and motogenic signals, cell adhesions molecules and 

cell-surface tyrosine kinase or integrin signalling receptors (Figure 1-11 B) (HT Ghashghaei et al., 

2007; W Sun et al., 2010). The polysialylated form of NCAM, PSA-NCAM allows neuroblasts to 

migrate in chains, removal of the PSA leads to disorganisation of the RMS. Neuroblasts also express 

ErbB4, a tyrosine kinase receptor for the Neuregulins (NRG1 and NRG2) which act as 
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motogenic/chemoattractant guidance signals (HT Ghashghaei et al., 2006). Dcx expression stabilises 

microtubules to allow migration (R Ayala et al., 2007). Receptors relay signals through intracellular 

signalling pathways, resulting in changes to microtubule and actin networks of the cytoskeleton, and 

ultimately influence cell migration (R Ayala et al., 2007; HT Ghashghaei et al., 2007). When 

neuroblasts reach the olfactory bulb detachment signals including reelin, the transcription factor Arx 

and extracellular matrix protein Tenascin-R regulate exit from the RMS (Figure 1-11 C). Neuroblasts 

detach from their chains and migrate radially, in a glial-independent manner, to their final positions 

(HT Ghashghaei et al., 2007). The majority of the neuroblasts migrate to the granule layer and 

differentiate into GABAergic granule neurons, while the remaining cells migrate out to the 

periglomerular layer and differentiate into glutamatergic, GABAergic, dopaminergic, calretinin or 

calbindin positive periglomerular neurons (Figure 1-10) (MS Brill et al., 2009; MS Brill et al., 2008; MA 

Hack et al., 2005; K Kosaka et al., 1995; SO Yoon et al., 1996). 

The olfactory bulb is the primary input into the brain for olfactory sensory signals. This system is 

constantly changing due to death and replacement of receptor neurons in the olfactory epithelium, 

thus the constant need for new neurons. The constant stream of neuroblasts that arrive at the 

olfactory bulb every day are thought to play a role in this functional plasticity and maintenance of the 

olfactory system, and indeed rodents with odour enriched environments do have increased rates of 

adult neurogenesis (C Rochefort et al., 2002).  
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Figure 1-10: Adult born interneurons of the olfactory bulb 

Colour coded interneuron subtypes in the olfactory bulb. Granule cell layer (GRL), internal plexiform layer (IPL), 
external plexiform layer (EPL), glomerular layer (GL), granule cell (GC), periglomerular cell (PGC). (Figure 
reprinted from FT Merkle et al., 2007, p. 383. with permission from The American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. Copyright 2007). 

 

 

 

Figure 1-11: Factors regulating migration of neuroblasts through the RMS to the olfactory bulb 

Factors regulating (A) initiation of neuroblast migration into the RMS, (B) maintenance of neuroblast migration, 
(C) termination of migration from the RMS. (Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 
Reviews Neuroscience HT Ghashghaei et al., 2007, pp. 144-148. Copyright 2007). 
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1.4. Regulation of Neurogenesis 

Neurogenesis is an extremely complex process that depends on both the external cellular 

environment, and also intrinsic genetic programmes that respond to external cues. External signals 

include a huge number of diffusible molecules, such as growth factors, chemokines, and 

neurotransmitters, which regulate cell behaviour and fate through signal cascades activated by 

receptor binding on cell surfaces. Intrinsic regulation within cells involves timed developmental stages 

and receptor mediated responses to extracellular signals. Activation or suppression of multiple signal 

transduction cascades result in switching the expression of transcription factors on or off.  Epigenetic 

modifications of DNA and proteins occur, allowing genes to become active, and neurogenesis may 

proceed in a stepwise manner. The next two sections will summarise current knowledge regarding the 

roles of exogenous factors involved in regulating intrinsic transcription factor control and 

neurogenesis. 

1.4.1. Extrinsic Factors  

There are a huge number of extrinsic mechanisms (extracellular factors and their intracellular 

machinery) that influence neurogenesis. These act through altering cell cycle length, cell cycle exit, 

proliferation, differentiation, migration, cellular integration and survival. Evidence from in vitro and in 

vivo studies have shown that neurogenesis can be altered by many morphogens (molecules that 

bestow cell identity in a concentration dependant manner), growth factors, cytokines 

neurotransmitters, and hormones (F Guillemot, 2007a). The target cells of many of these extrinsic 

factors are unknown. What is known is that they work in an interrelated fashion, with abundant cross-

talk to regulate neurogenesis through altering intrinsic gene expression. Extrinsic signalling leads to 

changes in gene and protein expression in the cells and these intrinsic factors are discussed in the 

next section.  Some of the main pathways involved in external regulation of neurogenesis are outlined 

below in more detail. 

Notch Signalling 
Notch signalling maintains stem cell populations through control over self renewal. Notch signalling is 

important both during forebrain development and in the adult SVZ to regulate asymmetric division. 

This is required to maintain a pool of proliferative progenitors in an undifferentiated state while 

generating more lineage restricted progenitors (K Yoon et al., 2005). Activation of a Notch receptor is 

by one of its ligands, jagged or delta on an adjacent cell. This stimulates the Notch intracellular 

domain (NICD) of the receptor to be cleaved. NICD translocates into the cell nucleus and binds the 

intracellular signal mediator of all Notch receptors, the transcription factor called recombination signal 

binding-protein for immunoglobulin-kappa-J-region (Rbpj, also called c-promoter-binding factor-1) and 

co-activator Maml. This complex promotes expression of the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor 

family of hairy-enhancer of split (Hes) genes. Hes1 and Hes5 then repress basic helix-loop-helix 

proneural transcription factors Mash1 and Ngn2 expression, effectively inhibiting neuronal 

differentiation (Figure 1-12). Mash1 and Ngn2 cells express Notch ligands, thereby stimulating Notch 

signalling in neighbouring cells. This process is termed lateral inhibition. 
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Proliferation is enhanced as Hes genes can also induce the expression of the mitogen Shh. Shh 

expression has been shown to induce stem cell proliferation in vitro and in vivo (A Androutsellis-

Theotokis et al., 2006). Notch signalling crosstalks with the BMP and Wnt pathways, with NICD 

signalling able to turn on genes that lead to dephosphorylation of STAT, and downregulate Notch 

target genes such as Hes3 (S Kamakura et al., 2004), creating a negative feedback loop that can 

restrict signalling, and allow for cell maturation and differentiation (ME Carlson et al., 2007).   

 

 

Figure 1-12: The Notch signalling pathway 

Neurogenic genes induce expression of Notch ligand Dll1. Binding of ligand to Notch receptor on adjacent cells 
activates Notch signalling. Upon activation the NICD is cleaved and translocates into the nucleus where it 
complexes with Rbpj and Maml. This complex represses proneural genes and Dll1 allowing proliferation cell 
autonomously. (Figure reprinted from H Shimojo et al., 2011, p. 2. Open access article, no copyright permission 
required).  

 

Wnt Pathway Signalling 
Wnt signalling is essential for normal forebrain development by controlling dorsal cortical identity (M 

Backman et al., 2005; WY Kim et al., 2009) regulating neural progenitor cell (NPC) proliferation (WY 

Kim et al., 2009), cell cycle arrest (A Chenn et al., 2002), neurogenesis, oligodendrogenesis and 

myelination (SP Fancy et al., 2004; WY Kim et al., 2009; DC Lie et al., 2005; F Ye et al., 2009). Wnt 

signalling also plays a role in axon guidance, remodelling and synapse formation (L Ciani et al., 2005; 

AC Hall et al., 2000). Wnts are secreted glycoproteins that bind to the Frizzled family of G protein 

coupled receptors, and to the low-density-lipoprotein receptor-related protein co-receptors 5 and 6 

(LRP5/6). Receptor binding stimulates stabilization and translocation of the downstream effector β-

catenin. In the absence of Wnt ligand binding, β-catenin is normally degraded in a phosphorylation 

dependant manner by complexing with a degradation complex (made up of the proteins glycogen 

synthase kinase 3 (GSK3), Casein kinase 1α, and scaffold proteins Axin and adenomatous polyposis 

coli (APC) (Figure 1-13) (JL Freese et al., 2010).  
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Upon Wnt binding to its receptor, cytoplasmic phosphoproteins of the dishevelled (Dvl) family inhibit 

the degradation complex by sequestering away Axin, which leads to stabilization of β-catenin. 

Stabilized β-catenin is then free to enter the nucleus, bind lymphoid enhancer-binding factor (LEF) 

and T cell factor (TCF), and act as a transcriptional co-activator of downstream proneural genes such 

as Ngn2 (Figure 1-13) (S Angers et al., 2009; JL Freese et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 1-13: The Wnt/β-Catenin signalling pathway  

In the absence of Wnt ligand β-catenin is phosphorylated by the destruction complex containing GSK3, Axin and 
APC. It is subsequently ubiquitinated and degraded. Upon Wnt binding to a Fzd receptor and co-receptor 
LRP5/6, Dvl is recruited and inhibits the destruction complex allowing β-catenin to translocate to the nucleus and 
initiate gene expression though the TCF and LEF transcription factor families. (Figure reprinted from JL Freese et 
al., 2010, p. 149. Copyright 2010, with permission from Elsevier). 

 

Two non-canonical Wnt pathways have also been described where Wnt-frizzled receptor activation 

occurs without its co-receptors, which does not lead to stabilization and activation of β-catenin (MV 

Semenov et al., 2007). The non-canonical pathways are not well understood, but believed to be 

involved in cytoskeletal regulation, and are also thought to  be able to act in a homeostatic manner to 

antagonise canonical Wnt/ β-catenin signalling. This suggests Wnt signalling specificity is dependent 

on the receptor and co-receptors expressed at particular times in different cells (JL Freese et al., 

2010). Wnts can control neurogenesis and forebrain patterning through activation of specific classes 

of pro-neural transcription factors including Emx1, Emx2 and Ngn1&2, while suppressing others such 

as Gsh2, Mash1, and Dlx2 (M Backman et al., 2005; JM Hebert et al., 2008; Y Hirabayashi et al., 

2004; N Israsena et al., 2004; O Machon et al., 2007). In vitro, cultured cells exposed to Wnt3a or 

Wnt7a or stabilized β-catenin, increased proliferation and neurogenesis (Q Qu et al., 2010; JM Yu et 

al., 2006). Wnt signalling is also observed in the adult brain and regulates hippocampal neurogenesis.  
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GSK3, part of the β-catenin degradation complex is a known target for human pharmaceutical drugs 

such as lithium. Lithuum is used in the treatment of mood disorders such as depression and bipolar 

disorder. In cultured adult rodent hippocampal progenitor cells, addition of lithium led to increased cell 

proliferation, BrdU incorporation and neuronal marker expression. Further, increased BrdU levels 

were blocked by β-catenin knockdown (JM Beaulieu et al., 2009; EM Wexler et al., 2008). In vivo, 

lithium activates Wnt signalling in the dentate gyrus and expression of stabilized β-catenin improves 

behaviour in a rodent forced swim test. GSK-3β inhibition results in hyperactivity and mania (AJ 

Valvezan et al., 2012). These results indicate a direct link between lithium signalling and the Wnt 

pathway.  

BMP signalling   
BMPs are cytokines of the transforming growth factor-β super-family. They are involved early dorsal 

patterning of the forebrain, NPC proliferation and differentiation, and adult neurogenesis (D Colak et 

al., 2008; AK Hall et al., 2004; A Liu et al., 2005; JK Sabo et al., 2009). BMPs have differing temporal 

effects. They can promote neurogenesis at early developmental time points, but later in development 

induce astrocytic differentiation (MF Mehler et al., 2000; K Nakashima et al., 2001). BMPs exert their 

effects by binding to serine/threonine kinase receptors, resulting in phosphorylation of receptor 

specific Smad family transcription factors (Smad1, Smad5 and Smad8). Phosphorylated Smads then 

form heteromeric complexes with Smad4, that translocates into the nucleus to alter gene expression 

of target genes (Figure 1-14) (JK Sabo et al., 2009). 

 

 

Figure 1-14: The BMP signalling pathway  

BMP ligand binding to heteromeric BMP receptors, the type II receptor phosphorylates the type I receptor which 
then phosphorylates Smads1/5/8. Phosphorylated Smads complex with Smad4 which then translocate into the 
nucleus to activate target genes. (Figure reprinted with permission from S. Karger AG.  JK Sabo et al., 2009, p. 
256. Copyright 2009). 
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Association with the STAT family of transcription factors is thought to be regulate astroglial 

differentiation, and interplay between STATs and Smads is involved in the switch between 

neurogenesis, gliogenesis and oligodendrogenesis as described in earlier sections (D Colak et al., 

2008; P Rajan et al., 2003; M Yanagisawa et al., 2001). BMP2 also activates the basic helix-loop-helix 

repressors, Hes and inhibitor of DNA binding (Id). Id proteins lack DNA binding domains, so act as 

dominant repressors of the other basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors, by binding to them and 

blocking them from binding DNA. Id genes are glial determinates, inhibit oligodendrocyte generation, 

and are highly expressed in the SVZ during astrogenesis (J Samanta et al., 2004; S Wang et al., 

2001). Hes5 is activated by and promotes Notch signalling, and is also a positive regulator on itself. 

Activation of Id or Hes5 by BMP2 leads to downregulation of proneural genes Ngn2 and Mash1, 

negatively affecting neurogenesis (M Yanagisawa et al., 2001).  

Sonic Hedgehog 
Shh is a member of the hedgehog family of secreted glycoproteins. It is a morphogen involved in 

developmental patterning, proliferation and oligodendrogenesis (K Lai et al., 2003; R Machold et al., 

2003; E Traiffort et al., 2010). Shh is secreted by the notochord and ventral floor plate during early 

forebrain development, then later at the ventral midline. Shh expression interacts with morphogenic 

gradients of Wnts, BMPs and noggin to set up ventral forebrain identity. Upon binding of Shh to its 

receptor Patched (Ptc)-Smoothened (Smo), a complex of proteins signal to upregulate the Gli 

transcription factors (Figure 1-15) (E Traiffort et al., 2010). Shh signalling can  activate growth factors 

such as the FGF family, Wnt transcription, and controls oligodendrocyte differentiation through 

inducing expression of the Olig genes (A Ruiz i Altaba et al., 2002). 

 

Figure 1-15: The Shh signalling pathway 

(A) When no Shh is present, receptor Ptc1 inhibits the activity of Smo. Glis in the cytoplasm are cleaved by the 
proteasome to form truncated repressor Glis which translocate to the nucleus and repress target gene activation. 
(B) Upon Shh binding, Smo is activated and prevents degradation of cytoplasmic Glis. These full length Glis are 
activator proteins and translocate to the nucleus to initiate transcription of target genes. (Reprinted by permission 
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Reviews Neuroscience, A Ruiz i Altaba et al., 2002, p. 25. Copyright 
2002). 
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Growth Factors and Neurotrophic Factors 
Multiple growth and neurotrophic factors are involved in regulating neurogenesis. These include 

FGF2, PDGFα, Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF), Vascular 

Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Glial Derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF) and Nerve Growth 

Factor (NGF). These factors enhance proliferation and/or survival of neural progenitor cells during 

development and in the adult brain (A Aguirre et al., 2010; KG Bath et al., 2011; KG Bath et al., 2010; 

CF Calvo et al., 2011; L Calza et al., 1998; EP Duarte et al., 2012; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011; EL 

Jackson et al., 2006; G Mudo et al., 2009; IM Wittko et al., 2009).  

FGF2 and EGF are the two main growth factors that are used to supplement medium for in vitro 

neural progenitor cell culture. Both FGF2 and EGF are potent mitogens for neural progenitor cells in 

vitro and in vivo signalling through their receptors FGFR and EGFR (A Aguirre et al., 2007b; A Aguirre 

et al., 2010). BDNF signalling through receptors Trkb and p75NTR is a potent neuroprotective factor, 

and is crucial for normal endogenous SVZ neurogenesis. Both ligand and receptors are expressed in 

a subpopulation of SVZ cells and knock-out BDNF mice show increased cell death in the SVZ, and 

decreased survival of neuroblasts in the olfactory bulb. Mutation of the p75NTR receptor also led to 

decreased proliferation (KG Bath et al., 2011). VEGF is involved in regulating angiogenesis and 

neuroblast migration through co-receptors, the neuropilins (Nrp). Overexpression of VEGF stimulated 

neurogenesis in normal and ischemic brains, while blocking it reduced SVZ neurogenesis (CF Calvo 

et al., 2011; Y Wang et al., 2007; YQ Wang et al., 2007). NGF also signals through p75, which is 

expressed on proliferating SVZ progenitors. NGF can also enhance survival of hippocampal neurons 

(KM Young et al., 2007b). PDGF is required for proliferation and survival of oligodendrocyte precursor 

cells, the PDGFRα is expressed on adult NPCs in the SVZ (EL Jackson et al., 2006). 

Neurotransmitters 
Several neurotransmitters can regulate neurogenesis including serotonin, dopamine, GABA and 

glutamate (T Hagg, 2009; RA Ihrie et al., 2011a; SZ Young et al., 2011). Specifically, in the adult, 

serotonin releasing projection neurons terminate in the SVZ, and while multiple serotonin receptors 

have been found expressed in the region cell-type specificity is yet to be determined (SZ Young et al., 

2011). Re-uptake inhibitors such as fluoxetine can increase neurogenesis in the hippocampus, 

leading to investigations into the involvement of hippocampal neurogenesis in depression. The 

striatum and nucleus accumbens surrounding the adult SVZ express dopamine, and dopaminergic 

projections from the midbrain are found in the SVZ converging with serotonergic projections (T Hagg, 

2005). Dopamine D1 and D2 receptors are expressed in neurosphere cultures, and the D3 receptor is 

implicated in adult and developmental neurogenesis (SZ Young et al., 2011). TAPs of the SVZ can 

potentially be regulated directly by dopamine, with observations of TH+ neurites directly contacting 

EGFR+ cells (GU Hoglinger et al., 2004).  

GABA and the GABAA receptor are also essential to cortical and adult neurogenesis (S Markwardt et 

al., 2008; DD Wang et al., 2009). The roles of GABA include regulation of cell proliferation, migration 

and maturation. In the adult SVZ, GABA is produced by migrating neuroblasts while the GABAA 
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receptor and GABA transporters are expressed by B cells. Neuroblast secretion of GABA is thought to 

act as a potential negative feedback mechanism to inhibit B cell proliferation (RA Ihrie et al., 2011a). 

Furthermore, GABAergic excitation in vitro could promote cellular maturation (Y Tozuka et al., 2005). 

Glutamate and the NMDA receptor have been implicated in proliferation and cell fate choices in the 

adult SVZ and SGZ (JY Joo et al., 2007; A Tashiro et al., 2006; S Vicini, 2008). High glutamate levels 

are found in the striatum adjacent to the SVZ, and the neurotransmitter is potentially secreted by SVZ 

B cells. Some receptor subtypes may exist in the adult SVZ, potentially on TAPs because glutamate 

in the adult SVZ can increase proliferation of these cells  (JC Platel et al., 2007). 

Cytokines and Chemokines 
Cytokines and chemokines are implicated in mediating NPC proliferation and neurogenesis in the 

normal brain, and in response to brain injury (O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2010). These include 

members of the cytokine family of growth factors, such as CNTF, LIF, interleukin-6, and interferon-

gamma. These factors signal through the JAK-STAT pathway to regulate neurogenesis and are often 

implicated in the glial response to injury and the generation of the glial scar. Downstream affecters of 

the JAK-STAT pathway STAT1 and STAT3 can directly bind the GFAP promoter to drive astrocyte 

differentiation. This effect is enhanced through interactions with Smad1 and Smad4, that can also 

bind the GFAP promoter, together synergistically activating GFAP (K Nakashima et al., 2001).  

Chemokines are small cytokines or proteins, defined as either α-chemokines (or CXC-chemokines), 

β-chemokines (or CC-chemokines), gamma (or C-chemokines) or delta (or CX3C-chemokines) (O 

Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2010). During development growth regulated protein-alpha (GROα) inhibits 

OPC migration in a rapid, reversible and concentration dependant manner. In the adult OPCs also 

express the receptor for GROα, CXC-chemokine receptor 2 (CXCR2) (G Banisadr et al., 2011; HH 

Tsai et al., 2002). GROα and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) in combination with 

interferon-gamma, and stromal cell derived factor 1-α (SDF-1α) receptor CXC-chemokine receptor 4 

(CXCR4), have all been shown to promote oligodendrocyte differentiation (JR Patel et al., 2010; A 

Turbic et al., 2011). Chemokines and inflammatory molecules are also involved in OPC recruitment 

and differentiation. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on cultured adult SVZ oligospheres showed they 

expressed a large range of chemokine receptors including CXCR4, CXCR2, CC-chemokine receptor 

2 (CCR2) (the receptor for MCP-1) and CC-chemokine receptor 1 (CCR1)/CC-chemokine receptor 5 

(CCR5) (receptors for macrophage inflammatory protein-1 α (MIP-1α)) (G Banisadr et al., 2011). The 

receptor CXCR4 and its chemokine SDF-1α have been shown to promote OPC migration and 

differentiation in forebrain and spinal cord development (M Dziembowska et al., 2005), and in the 

adult SVZ (G Banisadr et al., 2011). 
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1.4.2. Intrinsic Factors 

Extrinsic signals led to intrinsic receptor mediated responses culminating in alterations in gene and 

protein expression. Intrinsic regulation involves turning genes on or off at the DNA level by 

transcription factors. Transcription factors are proteins that bind DNA and control transcription of 

genes into RNA, either through direct binding to the DNA, or with the help of co-activators or 

repressors that associate with RNA polymerase and influence its binding to DNA. Proneural 

transcription factors that promote the expression of neural genes are some of the key intrinsic 

regulators of neurogenesis and differentiation. There are two main classes, basic helix-loop-helix 

transcription factors and homeodomain transcription factors  (N Bertrand et al., 2002).  

Basic helix-loop-helix proteins contain a structural motif of two alpha helices which allow homo and 

heterodimerization with other basic helix-loop-helix proteins and their co-factor E proteins. They are 

grouped into eight families including the Achaete-Scute family (including Mash1), Neurogenin family 

(including Ngn1 and Ngn2), NeuroD family (including NeuroD, Math3), Atonal family (including Math1) 

and the Olig family (including Olig2). The majority of these basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors 

proteins are proneural, except the Olig family, which has been shown to suppress neurogenesis (N 

Bertrand et al., 2002; A Buffo et al., 2005). Basic helix-loop-helix genes often signal to, or in 

conjunction with, homeodomain genes to control neurogenesis. Homeobox genes code for 

homeodomain transcription factors. Homeodomain proteins are recognised by their 60 amino acid 

homeodomain that binds DNA. The homeodomain is made up of three alpha helices and a fourth 

helix, where the middle helices form a helix-turn-helix motif that binds consensus sequences in target 

genes. Homeodomain transcription factors are further subdivided into families depending on other 

conserved functional domains that they express in addition to the homeodomain. Families important 

in neuronal development include; the paired domain family (including Pax6, which contains both a 

paired box domain and a homeodomain), NK2 Box family (including Nkx2.1), polyhistidine family 

(including Dlx2), and LIM domain proteins (including Lhx2) (F Guillemot, 2007b). The main 

transcription factors researched in this thesis are outlined below in more detail. 

Mash1 
Mash1 is a proneural bHLH transcription factor with high expression in the ventral forebrain during 

development (S Casarosa et al., 1999; S Horton et al., 1999). Mash1 is also expressed in bipotent 

TAPs of the adult SVZ, and progenitors of the SGZ (Y Liu et al., 2010; CM Parras et al., 2004).  

Mash1 drives neuronal sub-type specification, and in combination with Dlx2 can promote a 

GABAergic fate. Mash1 regulates part of the neuron-glia fate decision, by regulating Ngn2 in cortical 

progenitors to inhibit astrocyte differentiation. Mash1 and Olig2 expressed together drive 

oligodendrogenesis during both during forebrain development and in the adult SVZ and hippocampus 

(C Fode et al., 2000; S Jessberger et al., 2008; EJ Kim et al., 2008; M Nieto et al., 2001; CM Parras 

et al., 2004; MA Petryniak et al., 2007; L Roybon et al., 2009).  Mash1 is a target gene of the Notch 

signalling pathway, and modulation of Mash1 expression is associated with balancing neural 
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progenitor cell differentiation and self-renewal during forebrain development (S Casarosa et al., 1999; 

K Yun et al., 2002). 

Olig2 
Olig2 is a basic-helix-loop-helix transcription factor (N Bertrand et al., 2002). Olig2 is expressed in 

ventral forebrain regions during development, and in TAPs of the oligodendrocyte lineage in the adult 

SVZ. Olig2 is also expressed in grey and white matter, in both NG2+ OPCs and mature 

oligodendrocytes (MR Dawson et al., 2003; KL Ligon et al., 2006). Many Olig2/NG2 cells proliferate 

under normal conditions, representing a major proliferative cell population in the uninjured adult brain 

(MR Dawson et al., 2003).  Expression of Olig2 is sufficient to instruct oligodendrocyte fate (Q Zhou et 

al., 2000), however Olig2 also regulates motor neuron differentiation in the spinal cord, and represses 

both neurogenesis and astrogenesis in the developing forebrain (A Buffo et al., 2005; S Fukuda et al., 

2004; MA Hack et al., 2005; B Menn et al., 2006; CM Parras et al., 2004; CM Parras et al., 2007; Q 

Zhou et al., 2002). Olig2 is a target gene of Shh and FGF signalling (S Chandran et al., 2003; S Nery 

et al., 2001; N Tekki-Kessaris et al., 2001). Other genes known to drive NPCs to become 

oligodendrocyte precursor cells are the SRY-box containing gene 8 (Sox8), Sox9 and Sox10. These 

are E subgroup Sox transcription factors. In spinal cord, terminal oligodendrocyte differentiation was 

dramatically delayed in Sox8-deficient mice (CD Pozniak et al., 2010; CC Stolt et al., 2004; CC Stolt 

et al., 2005). Differentiated oligodendrocytes express Nkx2.1, cell surface antigen O4 (O4) and 

platelet-derived growth factor receptor-α (PDGFRα) (WD Richardson et al., 2006). 

Pax6 
Pax6 is a proneural homeodomain transcription factor expressed at the earliest stages of central 

nervous system development. Pax6 regulates neural specification and proliferation of the embryonic 

neuroepithelium (M Gotz et al., 1998; N Heins et al., 2002). During forebrain development Pax6 is 

expressed dorsally, where it regulates the cell cycle (JC Quinn et al., 2007; SN Sansom et al., 2009), 

interkinetic migration of neuroepithelial cells (H Tamai et al., 2007), and instructs glutamatergic 

neurogenesis (N Heins et al., 2002; C Schuurmans et al., 2004). In the adult brain Pax6 is expressed 

in TAPs and neuroblasts of the SVZ. In the adult SVZ it is essential to promote neurogenesis and the 

subtype specification of dopaminergic and glutamatergic periglomerular and granule neurons in the 

olfactory bulb (MA Hack et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2004; M Kohwi et al., 2005). Pax6 expression is 

also found in some mature forebrain neurons, NPCs and astrocytes in the hippocampus, and in 

dopaminergic neurons of the olfactory bulb (MA Hack et al., 2005; J Nacher et al., 2005).  

Pax6 signalling is activated by BMP/Wnts during development and in the adult (M Backman et al., 

2005; D Colak et al., 2008). Pax6 signals to the Ngn family of basic helix-loop-helix transcription 

factors. Forced expression of Ngn2 in vitro in postnatal cortical glia, or in vivo in ventral forebrain 

leads to complete reprogramming into glutamatergic neurons (R Blum et al., 2010; C Heinrich et al., 

2010). During development Pax6 inhibits Mash1 to promote dorsal glutamatergic phenotypes, at the 

expense of glial phenotypes and ventral GABAergic identity (JC Quinn et al., 2007; R Scardigli et al., 

2003; C Schuurmans et al., 2004). 
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Dlx2 
The Dlx genes are proneural homeodomain transcription factors. They are highly expressed in the 

ventral forebrain during development, and in the neurogenic TAPs and neuroblasts of the adult SVZ. 

Dlx genes control proliferation, migration and cell fate decisions (SA Anderson et al., 1997; MA 

Petryniak et al., 2007; K Yun et al., 2002). Dlx genes are responsible for GABAergic differentiation 

both during development and in the adult brain by inducing GAD67 expression, the rate limiting 

enzyme in GABA synthesis (S Anderson et al., 1999; MS Brill et al., 2008; MA Petryniak et al., 2007). 

Dlx2 expression is regulated by Notch and Mash1 signalling, and Dlx2 can feedback to alter the Notch 

pathway to control the timing of neuronal differentiation (K Yun et al., 2002). Dlx2 can also repress 

OPC generation by suppressing Olig2 (MA Petryniak et al., 2007). Furthermore, forced expression of 

Dlx2 has been shown to reprogramme adult cortical astroglia into functional GABAergic neurons in 

vitro, in both normal conditions and responding to injury (R Blum et al., 2010; C Heinrich et al., 2010). 
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1.5. Regulation of Adult Neurogenesis 

Regulation in the adult SVZ is complex, with extracellular factors in the ‘neurogenic niche’ and 

surrounding tissue controlling rates of proliferation of stem cells, cell fate, survival, maturation, 

differentiation and integration of newborn neurons. Cell loss from injury and brain disease alters this 

signalling, and therefore can alter adult neurogenesis. Many pathways in the adult are regulated in the 

same way as during forebrain development, with exogenous and endogenous factors controlling 

neurogenesis using similar mechanisms. The transition from adult stem cell to TAP, and then through 

to differentiated neuron or oligodendrocyte will be described below. 

1.5.1. Regulation of Type B Neural Stem Cells 

BMPs have been implicated in regulating the B cell neurogenesis in the SVZ (TP Bonnert et al., 2006; 

D Colak et al., 2008; KS Jones et al., 2012). BMP signalling molecules including the ligands BMP2, 

BMP4, BMP6, and BMP7, noggin, associated receptors, and transcription factors Smad4, Id1 and Id3 

are all expressed along the lateral wall of the lateral ventricle (D Colak et al., 2008). Exogenous 

BMP2/4 addition to embryonic SVZ cultures led to reduced proliferation, as did co-culture of adult 

NPCs with endothelial cells that secrete BMPs, indicating BMP regulation over proliferation of adult 

NPCs (JK Sabo et al., 2009). Noggin, a BMP antagonist is expressed by adjacent ependymal cells. 

Noggin may thus promote a neurogenic niche in the SVZ, through inhibition of BMP signalling close to 

the ventricle (DA Lim et al., 2000).  

B cells have long processes that end on blood vessels, and an extension of which reaches past 

ependymal cells to contact the ventricle, and resident SVZ microglial processes also come in close 

contact with B cells. As there is a rich vasculature surrounding the SVZ, this implicates blood born 

and cerebral spinal fluid molecules in NPC regulation (Q Shen et al., 2008; M Tavazoie et al., 2008). 

Consistent with this, T lymphocytes and microglia (cytokine activated neuroprotective microglia, 

expressing MHC-II, and activated inflammatory microglia) act to influence both hippocampal and SVZ 

proliferation, and differentiation into neuronal or oligodendrocyte fates, (J Aarum et al., 2003; S Bauer 

et al., 2006; O Butovsky et al., 2006; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2010; NM Walton et al., 2006; Y Ziv et 

al., 2006). B cells can secrete extracellular nucleotides and morphogens such as FGF2 (G Mudo et 

al., 2009) and VEGF (IM Wittko et al., 2009), that can regulate the proliferation of other neural 

progenitor cells in the SVZ, for example TAPs that express the FGF Receptor (FGFR) (G Mudo et al., 

2009). B cells expresses other growth factor receptors, including neurotrophin receptors p75 (also on 

TAPs and neuroblasts) and truncated BDNF receptor TrkB (RP Galvao et al., 2008; KM Young et al., 

2007b), EGFR (F Doetsch et al., 2002), vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) (IM 

Wittko et al., 2009), ciliary neurotrophic factor receptor (JG Emsley et al., 2003), PDGFRα (EL 

Jackson et al., 2006) and pigment epithelium derived factor receptor, which when secreted by 

ependymal cells can regulate B cell proliferation (C Ramirez-Castillejo et al., 2006). This suggests 

growth factors from multiple origins can regulate proliferation and lineage progression in the SVZ 

niche (KG Bath et al., 2010). Pax6 has also been found expressed in a small number of type B stem 

cells, although its function here in not well understood (M Kohwi et al., 2005). 
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1.5.2. Transition from Neural Stem Cell to Transit Amplifying Precursor Cell 

TAPs are generated through asymmetric divisions from B cells (CM Morshead et al., 1998). Type of 

division can be identified through orientation of the mitotic spindle in relation to apical and basal 

surfaces. For both NSC and NPC, vertical orientation produces symmetric division into two identical 

daughter cells and maintains NPC populations while horizontal cleavage produces asymmetric 

division and two different daughter cells. In normal rat SVZ 55% of dividing cells were found to be 

oriented horizontally, 45% vertically, indicating the majority of SVZ cells divide asymmetrically (R 

Zhang et al., 2004). Asymmetric, symmetric terminal and symmetric non-terminal divisions are all 

observed within the SVZ (Figure 1-16) (R Zhang et al., 2004).  

 

Figure 1-16: Types of cell division in the adult SVZ  

B cells (blue) asymmetrically divide to make TAPs (green/yellow/orange). Heterogeneous TAPs can self renew or 
divide asymmetrically to generate OPCs (pink) or neuroblasts (red). Progenitor cells can be formed through 
symmetric terminal or asymmetrical divisions. (Figure adapted from O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011, p. 147. 
Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier). 

 

Asymmetric division to generate TAPs, and symmetric terminal or symmetric non-terminal divisions in 

TAPs are controlled by interplay between secreted factors and receptor signalling between B cells 

and TAPs in the neurogenic niche. Many Dlx2 and Mash1 TAPs express the EGFR (F Doetsch et al., 

2002), and infusions of EGF into the lateral ventricle have shown to increase proliferation of TAPs, 

while decreasing neural progenitor cell division and neuroblast migration to the olfactory bulb  (F 

Doetsch et al., 2002; HG Kuhn et al., 1997). Consistent with this, Dlx2 has been implicated in 

promoting lineage progression from B cell to EGFR+ TAP, and TAP numbers can feedback to 

regulate B cell division and self renewal through EGFR signalling inhibiting Notch (A Aguirre et al., 

2010; T Cesetti et al., 2009; Y Suh et al., 2009).  
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Type B cells in the adult SVZ express Notch signalling components (TP Bonnert et al., 2006; MI 

Givogri et al., 2006) and active Notch signalling is essential for normal neurogenesis. In a conditional 

knock-out mouse model of Rbpj, deletion led to all B cells transitioning into TAPs and neuroblasts. 

When all stem cells were depleted, neurogenesis was completely lost (I Imayoshi et al., 2010). Shh 

also regulates maintenance of self renewal of B cells and TAPs through expression of Gli1, when 

removed, proliferation and neurogenesis were both decreased (F Balordi et al., 2007; V Palma et al., 

2005). However, the Shh secreting cells have not yet been identified (E Traiffort et al., 2010). While 

Shh, Ptc and Gli3 are expressed in the SVZ, RMS and olfactory bulb, Gli1 is only found in the SVZ (S 

Ahn et al., 2005; T Papanikolaou et al., 2008).  

When TAPs are generated, they express a heterogeneous mix of transcription factors. Depending on 

this combinational expression of Olig2, Mash1, Ngn2, Pax6, and Dlx2, different cell fates are 

specified, just as with forebrain patterning (Figure 1-17). It has been suggested that these fates could 

already be specified from the B cell stage, as B cells and TAPs were found to be inherently different 

depending on the embryonic contribution to the SVZ where they were formed (FT Merkle et al., 2007; 

KM Young et al., 2007a). Transplantation studies and Cre-Lox fate mapping also showed 

differentiated neuroblasts within the olfactory bulb originate from different regions of the SVZ (M 

Kohwi et al., 2005; FT Merkle et al., 2007; KM Young et al., 2007a). 

 

 

Figure 1-17: Transcription factor expression during lineage progression from stem cell to TAP to 
neuroblast or oligodendrocyte  

Bipotent Mash1 TAPs generate heterogeneous TAPs that express combinations of proneural Pax6, Dlx2 and 
Ngn2 or oligodendroglial transcription factor Olig2. Depending on transcription factor expression they generate 
either neuroblasts or OPCs. (Figure adapted with permission from John Wiley and Sons from L Roybon et al., 
2009, p. 241. Copyright 2009).  
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Some TAPs are bipotent. Specifically, Mash1 cells found throughout the SVZ and RMS can generate 

both neurons and oligodendrocytes depending on coexpression with neuronal Pax6, Ngn2, Dlx2 or 

oligodendrocyte transcription factor Olig2 (MS Brill et al., 2009; CM Parras et al., 2004; L Roybon et 

al., 2009). Neuronal Mash1 TAPs also can generate neuroblasts of both the GABAergic and 

glutamatergic fates (MS Brill et al., 2009). Much research has been devoted to identifying the 

transcription factor cascades that determine the different lineage progressions from TAPs to 

differentiated cells (Figure 1-17). 

1.5.3. Oligodendroglial Transit Amplifying Precursor Cells and OPCs 

Olig2 expression in SVZ TAPs is anti-neurogenic, with expression promoting a TAP fate over a 

neuroblast fate through opposing the action of Pax6. When Olig2 is downregulated, cells can proceed 

to a neurogenic lineage (A Buffo et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2004). 

Interestingly, during development, Dlx2 signalling negatively regulates Olig2 expression and the 

generation of oligodendrocytes (MA Petryniak et al., 2007). EGF overexpression can also stimulate 

generation of TAPs of the oligodendrocyte lineage (Mash1/Olig2) (A Aguirre et al., 2007b; A Aguirre 

et al., 2005; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2009), as can infusions of noggin. The BMP effector Smad4 has 

also been shown to suppress Olig2 (D Colak et al., 2008). BMPs then appear to normally drive 

neurogenesis at the expense of oligodendrogenesis in the SVZ, so the balance between EGF, BMP 

and noggin signalling through Dlx2 and Olig2 may regulate lineage progression from B cell to 

neurogenic or oligodendrocyte TAP (D Colak et al., 2008; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011; MA Hack et 

al., 2005).  

1.5.4. Neurogenic Transit Amplifying Precursor Cells and Neuroblasts 

While Notch is not thought to be active in Mash1 TAPs, Notch receptors, NICD and Hes1 are 

expressed in Dcx neuroblasts (C Andreu-Agullo et al., 2009; X Wang et al., 2009). This indicates 

Notch control over neuroblast cell proliferation. Wnt signalling however is active in Mash1 TAPs and 

promotes proliferation and neurogenesis (K Adachi et al., 2007). Viral overexpression of stabilized β-

catenin induced Mash1 TAPs to proliferate and inhibited their differentiation into neuroblasts, while 

inhibition of the pathway using Dkk1 decreased Mash1 proliferation. In addition proliferation and 

neuroblast generation were increased with a GSK3β inhibitor (K Adachi et al., 2007). Wnt signalling 

components including Wnt1, Wnt5a, Wnt7a, Frizzled receptors Fz3, Fz7 and Fz10, and soluble 

frizzled-like receptors sFrp1, sFrp2 and Tcf3 are also expressed in multiple cells lining of the SVZ and 

olfactory bulb in the young postnatal brain, indicating regulation over multiple steps in the SVZ-RMS 

system (T Shimogori et al., 2004b). Wnt3 and Wnt7a are also expressed in hippocampal progenitors 

and promote proliferation and neuroblast generation (DC Lie et al., 2005; CJ Zhou et al., 2004). In 

addition, Shh is also thought to act as a chemoattractant and retention factor keeping neuroblasts 

within the RMS. Neuroblasts express the receptor Ptc, supporting this theory (E Angot et al., 2008; F 

Balordi et al., 2007). FGF2 and EGF ligands and receptors are also found in the adult SVZ. EGF is 

known to regulate the fast proliferation rate of Mash1 and Dlx2 TAPs in the adult SVZ, and the 
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specification of oligodendrogenesis through crosstalk with the Notch pathway (A Aguirre et al., 2007b; 

A Aguirre et al., 2010; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011). 

Dlx2 is expressed in both TAPs and Dcx neuroblasts. It has a dual role in adult neurogenesis, firstly in 

maintaining neurogenesis (in balance with oligodendrogenesis), and secondly in GABAergic subtype 

specification of olfactory bulb neurons. In vivo work with viral vectors has shown that Dlx2 is a potent 

promoter of neurogenesis in the SVZ, is involved in maintaining a fast proliferation rate, migration 

velocity, and is sufficient to instruct progenitor to acquire a GABAergic neuronal fate (MS Brill et al., 

2008; T Cesetti et al., 2009; D Colak et al., 2008; F Doetsch et al., 2002). Occasionally NG2 

expression was observed in Mash1/Dlx2 TAPs and these cells also generated GABAergic neurons 

potentially migrating from the posterior SVZ to populate the hippocampus (AA Aguirre et al., 2004). 

Pax6 also is expressed in both TAPs and neuroblasts and has a dual role in SVZ neurogenesis. It 

initially promotes neuronal fate, and then regulates glutamatergic and GABAergic neuronal subtype 

specification in the olfactory bulb (MA Hack et al., 2005; M Kohwi et al., 2005; L Roybon et al., 2009).  

Pax6 and Dlx2 are expressed in many neuroblasts of the dorsal and lateral SVZ and caudal RMS, but 

are downregulated in subpopulations of migrating neuroblasts in the RMS (MS Brill et al., 2008; M 

Kohwi et al., 2005). 

An intrinsic transcriptional code regulates generation of different neuronal subtypes in the olfactory 

bulb. Specifically, in cells of the glomerular layer, Dlx2 and Pax6 together promote a TH+ 

dopaminergic fate, in conjunction with the E-twenty-six related factor 81 (ER81) and homeodomain 

transcription factor Meis homeobox 2 (Meis2) (ZJ Allen, 2nd et al., 2007; MS Brill et al., 2008; MA 

Hack et al., 2005; M Kohwi et al., 2005). Without Pax6 and Dlx2 expression, TH+ fate is lost and 

instead neuroblasts acquire a calretinin periglomerular fate, which is further controlled by the zinc 

finger trans-acting transcription factor 8 (Sp8). Expression of Sp8 is regulated with Pax6, and if Sp8 is 

downregulated, Pax6 expression is promoted and the subtype fate altered (MS Brill et al., 2008; RR 

Waclaw et al., 2006). Dlx2 and Pax6 expression can also promote a calbindin fate in combination with 

Meis2 (ZJ Allen, 2nd et al., 2007; MS Brill et al., 2008). GABAergic interneuron fate in the granule cell 

layer is regulated by both Sp8 and ER81 (J Stenman et al., 2003; RR Waclaw et al., 2006). 

A small amount of glutamatergic neurons are also generated from the adult SVZ, and reside in the 

glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb. These are also regulated by Pax6 expression (MS Brill et al., 

2009). Specifically, glutamatergic subtypes are defined through a lack of Dlx2, and sequential 

expression of Ngn2, Tbr2, Tbr1, and basic helix-loop-helix neurogenic differentiation factors 

(NeuroD1, NeuroD2). These cells express vesicular glutamate transporter-2 (vGlut2) and integrate 

into the juxtaglomerular layer of the olfactory bulb (MS Brill et al., 2009; L Roybon et al., 2009). Ngn2 

and NeuroD1signalling has also been found in vitro to be sufficient to direct the differentiation of 

Mash1 progenitors into calbindin and calretinin expressing neurons. This appears to be in contrast to 

other know lineage progressions, unusually with glutamatergic fate genes specifying GABAergic fate. 

More work is therefore needed to clarify this lineage in vivo  (L Roybon et al., 2009).  
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1.6. Neural Cell Loss and Endogenous Repair 

Upon brain injury, and in many neurodegenerative diseases, changes are observed in neurogenic 

processes occurring in the SVZ and SGZ suggestive of endogenous repair. This presents the 

opportunity for treatments to a range of conditions to be developed through stimulation or modulation 

of neurogenic processes. 

In many brain injury models, there are a series of events that occur after injury. Immune cells such as 

microglia are the first to respond, migrating towards injured brain areas and activating further immune 

system cells and astrocytes (UK Hanisch et al., 2007). NG2+ oligodendrocyte progenitors respond 

next, by increasing their proliferation (C Simon et al., 2011). Astrogliosis then occurs in the damaged 

parenchyma, which involves morphological changes, and changes in gene expression and function (S 

Robel et al., 2011). As cells and tissue die, a wide range of factors are released into the environment 

that can alter the normal regulation of neural progenitor cells. For example, increased proliferation of 

neural progenitor cells in the SVZ has been observed in many injury models, including in human post 

mortem brain tissue when there was a striatal or white matter injury near the SVZ (M Cayre et al., 

2009; MA Curtis et al., 2003; MA Curtis et al., 2005b; RJ Gordon et al., 2009; KS Jones et al., 2012; 

SG Kernie et al., 2010; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004; P Thored et al., 2006; RL Zhang et al., 2008a). 

The following sections will cover endogenous repair mechanisms found in range of acute brain 

injuries and progressive neurodegenerative diseases, and what signals are potentially regulating 

these changes.  

1.6.1. Acute Brain Injury  

Seizures 
Defects in the normal balance between excitatory and inhibitory circuits in the brain, such as altered 

GABAergic functioning, can lead to seizure activity and epilepsy (JL Noebels, 2003). In rodent models 

of seizures, increased proliferation of NPCs in both the SVZ and SGZ has been observed. These 

models include kainic acid and pilocarpine induced status epilepticus, limbic kindling, and intermittent 

perforant path stimulation. Increased hippocampal SGZ proliferation was observed from four to seven 

days post status epilepticus, and this contributed to increased dentate granule cell neurogenesis 

(Figure 1-18). This was found in models of single brief seizures, multiple seizures, and repeated 

kindled seizures (JM Parent, 2003; JM Parent et al., 2002a). Increased proliferation was by 

progenitors dividing normally prior to status epilepticus, indicating that it was endogenous NPCs 

responding to seizure activity, as opposed to activated quiescent progenitors. In the adult SVZ, 

seizures induced by pilocarpine not only increased SVZ-RMS neurogenesis within a week of status 

epilepticus (JM Parent et al., 2002b), but also increased the speed of migration of neuroblasts through 

the RMS. Redirection of migrating neuroblasts was also observed, away from the RMS and instead 

into damaged forebrain areas (JM Parent et al., 2002b).  

While post seizure neurogenesis could suggest an endogenous repair mechanism is replacing 

seizure-damaged cells, it is not believed that all newborn cells have a positive effect. In the 
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hippocampus, newborn dentate gyrus cells contribute to aberrant mossy fibre reorganisation (JM 

Parent et al., 2002a). A population of newly generated cells also maintain an ectopic location and 

have abnormal hyper-excitable firing activity (HE Scharfman et al., 2000), and increased net 

excitatory synapses (CE Ribak et al., 2000). This suggested seizure activity can actually cause 

abnormal axonal outgrowth or sprouting to atypical sites, resulting in synaptic disorganisation, 

possibly contributing to prolonged seizure activity (JM Parent et al., 1999). 

The Dlx family of transcription factors is essential for normal GABAergic development and migration 

of cells during development of the hippocampus. Recently it was shown that Dlx1-/- mice mutants had 

an age-dependant, cell type specific loss of cortical and hippocampal interneurons. This reduced 

glutamatergic input to surviving hippocampal interneurons and contributed to an induction of seizure 

activity in these animals (I Cobos et al., 2005; DL Jones et al., 2011). Linking the changes in 

neurogenesis in the SVZ and SGZ in seizure models to the transcriptional changes that may be taking 

place in the endogenous progenitor cells will be important to understanding the misregulation of 

neuroblast migration and neurogenesis in seizure models.   

Traumatic Brain Injury  
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) leads to a loss of both neuronal cells and white matter, and a cascade of 

damaging secondary effects. These include ischemia, excitotoxicity, misregulation of calcium and 

mitochondrial homeostasis, and free-radical damage, which all contribute to ongoing degeneration of 

neuronal cells (RM Richardson et al., 2010). TBI is always accompanied by problems with learning 

and memory, which is linked to normal hippocampal functioning (B Leuner et al., 2006). Hippocampal 

cells are thought to be especially vulnerable to TBI as they are some of the first cells to die in  models 

of this type of brain injury (TK McIntosh et al., 1998). However, it has now been shown that 

hippocampal neurogenesis is acutely increased within two days of injury, with increased proliferation 

found in both young and adult animals (AC Rice et al., 2003; RM Richardson et al., 2010; D Sun et 

al., 2005). Different populations of progenitors in the hippocampus respond differently to TBI, with one 

study showing only the slow dividing stem cells increased proliferation, while fast dividing amplifying 

neural precursors were not affected (X Gao et al., 2009). SVZ proliferation was observed to be 

increased by TBI from two to five days post injury, accompanied by redirection of neuroblast migration 

away from the normal RMS-olfactory bulb pathway, towards injured cortical areas (Figure 1-18) (S 

Chirumamilla et al., 2002; GE Goings et al., 2004; JM Parent, 2003; S Ramaswamy et al., 2005; AC 

Rice et al., 2003). Positive Dcx and neuronal nuclei (NeuN) labelling in the pericontusional cortex has 

also been identified from SVZ cells, suggesting mature neuronal replacement could be occurring in 

response to TBI (S Ramaswamy et al., 2005; H Salman et al., 2004). Damage to the white matter and 

demyelination also occur with TBI, although few studies have been carried out to examine the extent 

of this (RM Richardson et al., 2010). If it becomes apparent that demyelination is a significant 

problem, activation and migration of endogenous oligodendrocyte precursor cells from neurogenic 

regions to areas needing repair will be of great interest. 
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Injuries to cortical tissue caused by a stab wound also elicit a strong proliferative response in 

surrounding tissue within two days post injury, independent to changes seen in neurogenic regions of 

the brain (G Alonso, 2005). This is potentially mediated through Notch signalling (MI Givogri et al., 

2006; K Tatsumi et al., 2010). When parenchymal proliferative cells were identified through BrdU or 

RV-GFP labelling combined with cell type specific markers, newly proliferative cells represented 

reactive astrocytes, NG2 cells, other oligodendrocyte precursor cells, microglia, and macrophages (G 

Alonso, 2005; A Buffo et al., 2008). In this model, no new neuroblasts were observed in or around the 

lesion site, indicating that no parenchymal progenitor cells were contributing to neurogenesis. 

Confirming this, no expression of the neuronal cell fate determinate genes Pax6, Ngn2, Mash1, Gsh2 

were observed in the lesioned area (A Buffo et al., 2005), despite positive signals seen in the normal 

adult SVZ. In contrast, levels of Olig2 were transiently increased from three to seven dpl in the injured 

cortex, representing the populations of NG2 progenitors, Sox10+ oligodendrocyte progenitors, mature 

oligodendrocytes and astrocytes (A Buffo et al., 2005). Within a similar timescale, Shh was 

upregulated in the cortex by three days post lesion (dpl) in a cortical freeze injury model where it was 

found to regulate parenchymal Olig2 expression (NM Amankulor et al., 2009). 

The transient increase in Olig2 cells was found to be a pan-injury phenomenon, also observed in the 

middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) model of stroke and in a chronic demyelinating model of 

amyloid plaque deposition. While NPCs and reactive astrocytes cultured from lesioned cortex of 

hGFAP-GFP transgenic mice were able to generate multipotent neurospheres following the cortical 

stab wound (A Buffo et al., 2008), in vivo reactive astrocytes remained within the glial lineage. 

Interestingly, when parenchymal Olig2 levels were suppressed after stab wound injury (or in a stroke 

model), using a retrovirus (RV) encoding a dominant negative form of the gene, positive Pax6 

expression appeared in a small number of Dcx cells. These numbers increased with supplementary 

infection with a Pax6-encoding retrovirus to the same area of cortical injury (A Buffo, 2007; A Buffo et 

al., 2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010). These results indicated that proliferating glial cells located in 

damaged cortical areas could both de-differentiate and be reprogrammed towards a neuronal lineage 

and contribute to endogenous repair. 

Demyelinating Lesions 
In addition to activation of endogenous oligodendrocyte progenitor cells within white matter tracts (A 

Chang et al., 2000; MR Dawson et al., 2003; MS Windrem et al., 2002), lesions or demyelination in 

subcortical white matter of the adult brain also increases NPC proliferation in the SVZ (L Calza et al., 

1998; WM Carroll et al., 1998; JM Gensert et al., 1997; B Nait-Oumesmar et al., 1999; B Nait-

Oumesmar et al., 2008; N Picard-Riera et al., 2002). In experimental allergic encephalomyelitis 

(EAE), a rat model of multiple sclerosis, significant increases were seen in proliferating SVZ cells by 

20 to 21 dpl (L Calza et al., 1998; N Picard-Riera et al., 2002). Similar results were observed in a 

chemical demyelination model by two weeks post lesion (B Nait-Oumesmar et al., 1999). At acute 

time points, cells thought to originate from the SVZ were observed migrating towards the white matter, 

and differentiated into oligodendrocytes (Figure 1-18) (L Calza et al., 1998). Migration of neural 

progenitor cells into the olfactory bulb was also increased in the EAE model (N Picard-Riera et al., 
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2002). It was assumed that migratory cells migrating into white matter tracks were immature 

oligodendrocyte precursor cells. 

In addition to this, PSA-NCAM+ cell numbers (used to identify multiple types of undifferentiated 

neuroectodermal cells) in the anterior SVZ were also expanded from two dpl, with maximal expansion 

in the anterior SVZ (aSVZ) and RMS at two weeks post demyelination (B Nait-Oumesmar et al., 

1999). Interestingly, BrdU labelled, PSA-NCAM+ cells were also seen in the lesioned corpus callosum 

from two to three dpl, and appeared to be migrating out of the aSVZ and RMS. These cells did not 

stain for neuronal markers such as TuJ1, but some were positive for oligodendrocyte markers, and 

GFAP (B Nait-Oumesmar et al., 1999). Menn et al. extended these observations through retroviral 

tracing SVZ cells, in response to a demyelinating lesion of the corpus callosum. They found that when 

GFAP+ B cells were specifically targeted in vivo with a recombinant GFP retrovirus, by 30 dpl a 

fourfold increase in GFP+ cells in the lesioned corpus callosum was observed, compared to non-

lesioned animals. Cells were concentrated in and about the lesion site, and looked morphologically 

like immature and mature oligodendrocytes. These cells stained for combinations of S100β, NG2, 

Olig2 and PSA-NCAM (B Menn et al., 2006). 

In human multiple sclerosis (MS), some patients have chronic, inflammatory, demyelinated lesions in 

subcortical white matter accompanied by axonal damage and neuronal loss. Post-mortem brains from 

these patients showed signs of endogenous repair. Lesioned areas had increased neuronal density, 

increased synaptic connection and cells positive for immature neuroblast markers (A Chang et al., 

2000; A Chang et al., 2008). Regions of SVZ located adjacent to areas of demyelination were 

expanded, with increased numbers of cells expressing Dlx2 and PSA-NCAM. This suggested repair 

was occurring to damaged interneurons in the adult human MS brains, originating from cells of the 

SVZ (A Chang et al., 2008). White matter progenitors were also found in post-mortem human brain 

tissue, and when transplanted into an adult rat model of chemical demyelination, migrated widely and 

rapidly throughout areas of demyelination within a week of transplantation. These cells then 

differentiated into MBP expressing oligodendrocytes (MS Windrem et al., 2002). Combined, these 

results show that endogenous repair is stimulated in neurogenic areas of the damaged adult brain, in 

both rodents and humans. Specific B cells and Olig2+ TAPs of the adult SVZ proliferated and 

migrated in response to cues released by white matter tract lesions, and this occurred in a manner 

appropriate for repair of both demyelinated oligodendrocytes and damaged interneurons. 

Potential signals regulating this response include the semaphorin ligand Sema3 and the Nrp 

receptors, as demyelination injury was found to increase expression of these proteins. Increased 

BMP2, BMP4 and BMP7 signalling within damaged areas and demyelinating lesions is also found and 

thought to be responsible for astrogliosis and scar formation (JK Sabo et al., 2009; JA Shin et al., 

2012). BMP signalling is also responsible for driving endogenous repair in a white matter lesion 

model. Expression of the BMP antagonist Chordin in the adult SVZ drove a fate switch in Dcx+, 

GAD65+, Pax6+ neuronal precursors towards an Olig2 oligodendrocyte fate within the lesioned white 

matter (B Jablonska et al., 2010). Chemokine signalling has also been observed to direct 

oligodendrocyte differentiation. Adult SVZ Olig1+ cells were found to express CXCR4 and migrate 
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towards SDF1α expression in the corpus callosum. When dissociated OPCs were transplanted into 

the ventricles of a brain with a demyelination lesion, significant migration was observed into the white 

matter at one dpl further into the corpus callosum than control animals, indicating that OPCs can have 

a rapid migratory response to injury (G Banisadr et al., 2011).  

Stroke 
Transient focal ischemia, global ischemia and middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) have shown 

to increase neurogenesis in the hippocampus and/or the SVZ in both the animal and human brain 

(SG Kernie et al., 2010; J Macas et al., 2006). Increases in cell proliferation markers BrdU and 

proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), and retrovirus incorporation have indicated increased 

proliferation of progenitors in both the SVZ and hippocampus within the first two weeks post stroke (A 

Arvidsson et al., 2002; K Jin et al., 2001; JM Parent et al., 2002c; T Yamashita et al., 2006). Transient 

increases in BrdU cells were observed in the SVZ as early as four days post stroke (A Arvidsson et 

al., 2002; R Zhang et al., 2004). Newborn cells thought to originate from the SVZ were found to 

migrate in chain like structures towards the stroke damaged striatum and into the peri-infarct cortex, 

at the expense of migration to the olfactory bulb (Figure 1-18) (K Jin et al., 2003; SG Kernie et al., 

2010). The origin of newborn neuroblasts was confirmed to be the SVZ through specific retroviral 

labelling of SVZ GFAP+ B cells with GFP. Newborn Dcx+ cells found in the ischemic striatum were 

also GFP+, showing they originated from the B cells lining the SVZ, not from endogenous 

parenchymal or blood progenitor cells (JJ Ohab et al., 2006; T Yamashita et al., 2006). When the 

same experiments were performed instead with labelled endothelial progenitor cells, Dcx found in the 

striatum did not co-localise with the endothelial progenitor reporter (JJ Ohab et al., 2006). Infusing 

EGF, the receptor of which is expressed by Mash1 and Dlx2 TAPs in the SVZ led to increased 

proliferation of Mash1/EGFR TAPs. After infusion was discontinued, a significant increase in 

neuroblast generation was found both in the SVZ and the ischemic striatum (F Doetsch et al., 2002; M 

Ninomiya et al., 2006),  

By two weeks post lesion, stroke generated BrdU+ cells in the striatum exhibited morphologies 

characteristic of both migratory cells (elongated and with a leading process), and non-migrating cells 

(symmetric with multiple processes). These newborn cells in the damaged striatum expressed 

immature neuronal markers Dcx, TuJ1 and PSA-NCAM, and 20% of Dcx cells coexpressed the 

mature neuronal marker NeuN (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; JM Parent et al., 2002c). By five weeks post 

stroke, cells in the striatum also expressed markers of medium-sized spiny striatal neurons including 

dopamine- and cAMP-regulated neuronal phosphoprotein (DARPP-32), Calbindin, and Meis2 (Figure 

1-18). This is the major cell type affected by stroke (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; JM Parent et al., 2002c). 

Other groups have also reported parvalbumin and calretinin neuron generation, which could be due to 

labelling heterogeneous populations of NPCs in the SVZ, or due to different populations responding in 

a heterogeneous manner to signals coming from the ischemic striatum (SG Kernie et al., 2010).  

Although tens of thousands of newborn neuroblast migrate into stroke damaged areas, survival and 

maturation of these cells is very poor, with up to 80% of newborn striatal Dcx+ cells dying between 
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two to six weeks post stroke. It is suggested that this is either because of the proinflammatory 

environment, a failure to integrate, or/and lack of trophic support (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; SG Kernie 

et al., 2010). Although initial studies suggest that the proliferative effect on the SVZ caused by stroke 

is transient, more recent papers show it can persist out from four months to potentially a year post 

ischemia (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; P Thored et al., 2006; P Thored et al., 2007). Evidence for 

synaptic connections of newborn neurons has been observed by ultrastructural analysis (T Yamashita 

et al., 2006). Furthermore, improvements in functional recovery are associated with the same time 

points when neurogenic change is found occurring (JJ Ohab et al., 2006). However, data linking 

functional integration of new mature neurons, behavioural and memory improvement in animals is still 

lacking (SG Kernie et al., 2010). 

Changes in the kinetics of the cell cycle in progenitor cells of the SVZ have been examined post 

stroke by Zhang and others (D Gleason et al., 2008; R Zhang et al., 2004; RL Zhang et al., 2008b). 

Zhang et al. first showed that by four days post stroke, cell division in the SVZ transiently switches 

from asymmetric to symmetric divisions, thus expanding the progenitor pool, and increasing neuronal 

differentiation in response to ischemia (R Zhang et al., 2004). In addition, the length of the cell cycle 

was altered after injury, significantly shorter by two to four days post stroke, and with more cells 

remaining in the cell cycle (RL Zhang et al., 2008b). This suggested progenitor pools were expanded 

by both increased speed of cell division, and through retaining daughter cells in the cell cycle for more 

cycles.  

The molecular mechanisms involved in the neurogenic response to injury have been examined most 

extensively using stroke models. Notch signalling has been specifically implicated in increasing the 

proliferation of subsets of progenitors, and generation of neuroblasts from the SVZ following stroke 

(and cortical stab wound) in rodents and zebrafish (M Carlen et al., 2009; MI Givogri et al., 2006; N 

Kishimoto et al., 2012; L Wang et al., 2009; X Wang et al., 2009). Mash1, downstream of Notch,  was 

also significantly increased at seven days post injury compared to the contralateral SVZ (RL Zhang et 

al., 2010). Interestingly ependymal cell proliferation is also potentially regulated by Notch signalling (M 

Carlen et al., 2009). After stroke, ependymal cells generated neuroblasts and astrocytes and 

proliferated to maintain their population, although these results are controversial (T Nomura et al., 

2010). Other studies suggest Notch signalling can worsen functional outcome post stroke, through 

making neurons more vulnerable to apoptosis and by activating microglia and inflammatory 

chemokines (TV Arumugam et al., 2006). 

The BMP and Wnt pathways were also activated in the SVZ by ischemia (J Chou et al., 2006; ZN Lei 

et al., 2008; XS Liu et al., 2007a). BMP6 or BMP7 administration in stroke models enhanced SVZ 

proliferation, NeuN expression and functional behavioural outcome (CF Chang et al., 2003; J Chou et 

al., 2006; SZ Lin et al., 1999; Y Wang et al., 2001). STAT3 is upregulated in astrocytes and microglia 

in the injured areas following stroke (and fluid percussion TBI), and expression is associated with glial 

scar and inflammation (JS Choi et al., 2003; JE Herrmann et al., 2008; AA Oliva et al., 2011). STAT3 

signalling in neurons however has been shown to be neuroprotective after stroke (and spinal cord 

injury, and in the Feeney free falling model of TBI) (S Suzuki et al., 2005; K Yamauchi et al., 2006; JB 
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Zhao et al., 2011). Alterations in Wnt signalling are not as clear. Normal and non-ischemic cultured 

SVZ cells, and tissue isolated by laser capture microdissection showed no significant changes in Wnt 

expression when quantified using qPCR, or when immunostained (DC Morris et al., 2007). In contrast, 

infusion of short-interfering-RNA against beta-catenin into the lateral ventricle in transient MCAO, 

reduced the SVZ expansion, inhibited striatal neurogenesis and enlarged stroke infarct (JL Freese et 

al., 2010; ZN Lei et al., 2008).  

Various other studies also suggest input from Shh (JR Sims et al., 2009), tumor necrosis factor-α (RE 

Iosif et al., 2008), and retinoid pathways (JM Plane et al., 2008). Growth factor signalling is also 

involved in regulation over endogenous repair post stroke. Infusion of FGF2 in stroke (or traumatic 

brain injury) models have demonstrated increased SVZ proliferation above that caused by the injury 

alone, enhanced neuronal differentiation, decreased lesion size, and functional recovery (A Bethel et 

al., 1997; YP Ma et al., 2008; D Sun et al., 2009). EGFR cells in the SVZ are also increased after 

ischemia, and infusion of EGF increased proliferating TAPs while reducing neuroblasts (M Ninomiya 

et al., 2006). GDNF infusion after stroke was also found to increase SVZ proliferation, redirection of 

neuroblasts into lesioned striatum, and then enhanced the survival of these cells (EP Duarte et al., 

2012; T Kobayashi et al., 2006). Furthermore, Inflammatory-induced chemoattractants play an 

essential role in the redirection of NPCs into areas of cell loss or damage after injury (M Cayre et al., 

2009; B Connor et al., 2011; RJ Gordon et al., 2009). MCP-1 and SDF-1α and their receptors CCR2 

and CXCR4 have been clearly shown to be involved in SVZ neuroblast recruitment into stroke 

lesioned striatum (JJ Ohab et al., 2006; P Thored et al., 2006; YP Yan et al., 2007).  

Excitotoxic Brain Injury 
One model of excitotoxic brain injury is the quinolinic acid lesion model. QA is an excitotoxic amino 

acid, specifically, an N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-selective glutamate agonist, and an endogenous 

metabolite of tryptophan. When injected intrastriatally, excessive stimulation of excitatory amino acid 

receptors causes pathological elevation of intracellular free calcium levels. This selectively kills the 

GABAergic medium spiny projection neurons, the same neurons that die during late stage 

Huntington’s disease (P Guidetti et al., 2006; I Guncova et al., 2010). For this reason intrastriatal QA 

injections have previously been used as a good animal model of Huntington’s disease (MF Beal et al., 

1986; KL Brickell et al., 1999; T Collin et al., 2005; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; I Guncova et al., 2010; LF 

Nicholson et al., 1995; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004; EM Vazey et al., 2010). 

QA injection generates a lesion of reproducible size that can be observed through lack of NeuN 

labelling (T Collin et al., 2005). Within the lesion, activated microglial cells are increased within 12 

hours, which can potentiate excitotoxic cell death through further generation of endogenous QA (P 

Guidetti et al., 2006; J Schiefer et al., 1998). Proliferating microglia and macrophages are recruited by 

three to five dpl, and there is a strong astrocytic response, with partial necrosis, reactive gliosis and 

well developed neurodegenerative changes by seven dpl. Cell death can continue slowly for several 

months accompanied by enlargement of the lateral ventricle (M Dihne et al., 2001; I Guncova et al., 

2010).  
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Excitotoxic lesioning of the striatum leads to increased proliferation of progenitors in the ipsilateral 

SVZ from one to 14 dpl (T Collin et al., 2005; Y Mazurova et al., 2006; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). 

This is accompanied by augmented migration of progenitor cells through the SVZ-RMS-olfactory bulb 

pathway for 30 days following striatal cell loss (T Collin et al., 2005; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; AS 

Tattersfield et al., 2004). Dcx+ neuroblasts are redirected from the RMS into the lesioned striatum, 

and have been observed to differentiate into mature striatal medium spiny neurons expressing NeuN 

and DARPP-32, and interneurons expressing parvalbumin and neuropeptide Y (Figure 1-18) (T Collin 

et al., 2005; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). This is a similar neurogenic response to what is observed in 

stroke models following damage the striatum (discussed above). To elucidate a temporal profile of 

NPC migration, retrovirally labelled GFP+ cells in the SVZ were tracked in response to QA induced 

striatal cell loss (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). The Gordon et al. study confirmed neuroblasts found in the 

lesioned striatum originated from the SVZ, and also found that the neurogenic response was 

transient, with GFP+ cells recruited into the striatum from two days prior to seven dpl. In particular, 

GFP+/Dcx+ neuroblasts only migrated into the lesioned striatum if they were proliferating immediately 

prior to, or following lesioning (T Deierborg et al., 2009; RJ Gordon et al., 2007). GFP+ neuroblast 

numbers however appeared to increase throughout the RMS for up to 30 days, in contrast to other 

injury models where redirection of migration came at the expense of progenitors in the RMS (GE 

Goings et al., 2004). 

Interestingly, 99% of GFP+ cells found in the lesioned striatum that were born two dpl appeared to 

have a multipolar ‘glial- like’ phenotype, and BrdU+ cells labelled at two dpl stained positive for NG2 

and GFAP, not Dcx. This may indicate changes in chemoattractant cues such as inflammatory 

cytokines had been downregulated, or changed to no longer attracted neuroblasts. It could also mean 

that neuroblasts no longer responded to the migratory cues or had a reduced capacity to respond (RJ 

Gordon et al., 2009; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). Gordon et al. demonstrated 

that adult SVZ NPCs express chemokine receptors, and that alteration in GROα, MIP1α and MCP1 

chemokine expression in the lesioned striatum correlated with neuroblast migration in the QA lesion 

model (RJ Gordon et al., 2009). MCP-1 is also known to promote neuronal differentiation, and 

expression of this chemokine in the lesioned striatum peaked at one dpl (RJ Gordon et al., 2009; RJ 

Gordon et al., 2012; A Turbic et al., 2011). It is possible that alterations in chemokines drives changes 

in NPC transcription factor profiles, and thus cell fate of SVZ progenitor cells, away from 

neurogenesis towards gliogenesis after lesioning. To understand if this is happening, a temporal 

profile of transcription factor expression in TAPs would need to be undertaken. It is also not known 

which subpopulation of progenitors become redirected into the lesioned area, or why only some cells 

are redirected, while others continue down the RMS. It is possible this is related to expression of 

different chemokine receptors on heterogeneous migratory progenitors, or may be in response to 

changing microenvironmental conditions.   
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1.6.2. Neurodegenerative Diseases 

Huntington’s disease  
Huntington’s disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, cause by a mutation in the IT15 

(huntintin, htt) gene. The mutation in the gene causes an expanded CAG trinucleotide repeat, when 

translated this results in an extended polyglutamine tract in the htt protein. More than 40 repeats are 

associated with almost 100% penetrance at 65 years old. The mutant protein misfolds and causes 

gain and loss of function mutations, and excitotoxicity, that leads to progressive degeneration of 

specific neurons of the basal ganglia (CA Ross et al., 2011). Studies using human post-mortem tissue 

from Huntington’s disease patients have shown increased cell proliferation in the SVZ, which 

correlated with the severity of the disease. In addition, labelling of PCNA+ cells with TuJ1 and GFAP, 

indicated new cells proliferating during Huntington’s disease can generate neurons and glia (MA 

Curtis et al., 2003; MA Curtis et al., 2005a). Cell subtype labelling of the human Huntington’s disease 

SVZ demonstrated that B cells, TAPs and neuroblasts all had increased proliferation, but the majority 

of the increase observed was from B cells alone (MA Curtis et al., 2005b). 

As in the QA lesion Huntington’s disease model, transgenic R6/2 Huntington’s disease rodents 

expressing mutant human htt also show expansion of the SVZ and redirection of neuroblasts from the 

RMS into the degenerating striatum (CM Batista et al., 2006) (Figure 1-18). However, multiple other 

studies using R6/2 and R6/1 models of Huntington’s disease show decreased SGZ proliferation and 

unchanged SVZ proliferation but reduced olfactory bulb neurons (B Winner et al., 2011). These 

contradictory results suggest that degeneration caused by mutant htt protein potentially affects the 

SGZ and SVZ differently. Alterations in results between models are most likely due to differences in 

methodology, including which htt gene is expressed, which promoter drives the expression, and the 

number of CAG repeats. This indicates the importance of having a reliable, consistent disease model 

for Huntington’s disease.  

Parkinson’s disease   
Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease characterised by intra-neuronal lewy bodies, and 

progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra, resulting in depletion of 

dopamine in nigral-striatal projections to the striatum. Symptoms include reduced olfactory function, 

severe motor symptoms and cognitive decline. SVZ and SGZ neural progenitor cells express 

dopamine receptors and receive dopamine afferent inputs, and dopamine has been shown to directly 

affect NPC proliferation rates in vitro (GU Hoglinger et al., 2004). Dopamine and D2 receptor 

antagonists can alter proliferation in the adult SVZ, with varying results depending on the drug used 

indicating complex regulation by this neurotransmitter reduced (SA Baker et al., 2004; SZ Young et 

al., 2011).  

In human Parkinson’s disease post mortem tissue, proliferation of NPCs in both the SVZ and 

hippocampus are reduced. Consistent with this, an injection of the neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-

1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), or 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) or overexpression of human 

wildtype α-synuclein, led to ablation of striatal dopamine denervation, and reduced proliferation in the 
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SVZ. This was specifically in type EGFR+ TAPs, and resulted in a drop in neuroblast production (SA 

Baker et al., 2004; GU Hoglinger et al., 2004; B Winner et al., 2011). MPTP models also show 

reduced neurogenesis in the SGZ of the hippocampus (GU Hoglinger et al., 2004). These results all 

suggest that the decrease in proliferation in Parkinson’s disease brains could be due to the loss of 

dopamine signalling, with detrimental effect on endogenous adult neurogenesis. 

However alterations in neurogenesis are not always consistent between different animal models of 

Parkinson’s disease. Aponso et al. found increased SVZ proliferation in a temporal manner from three 

to 21 dpl using a partial-progressive variation of the 6-OHDA model (PM Aponso et al., 2008). 

Increased rates of SVZ proliferation and neuroblast generation can also be stimulated in Parkinson’s 

disease models. Combining a 6-OHDA lesion with dopamine agonist treatment increased both 

EGFR+ and Pax6+ cells in vitro (B Winner et al., 2009). Increased SVZ neurogenesis was also 

observed in models of Parkinson’s disease (and Huntington’s disease) in response to exogenous 

FGF2 or EGF (K Jin et al., 2005; J Peng et al., 2008; B Winner et al., 2008), or by combining a lesion 

was with an embryonic neural stem transplant into the striatum (L Madhavan et al., 2009). Redirection 

of progenitor cell migration into lesioned areas has also been observed, suggesting recruitment of 

cells to areas of dopaminergic defect (Figure 1-18). What these redirected cells differentiate into, and 

if they can repair dopaminergic deficits is still questionable (M Cayre et al., 2009; J Fallon et al., 2000; 

B Winner et al., 2008).  

Alzheimer’s disease 
Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that is both sporadic and caused by 

characterised by mutations in the amyloid beta (A4) precursor protein (APP) and/or presenilin (PS1) 

genes. The mutations cause extracellular amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques derived from mutant amyloid 

precursor protein, intracellular neurofibrillary tangles containing hyper- phosphorylated tau, and 

neuronal cell death in cortical and hippocampal brain areas. Brain degeneration leads to olfactory 

dysfunction, cognitive decline and severe dementia. The effects of Alzheimer’s disease on adult 

neurogenesis are not as clear compared to Huntington’s disease or stroke, with many studies having 

conflicting results. Human post mortem hippocampal tissue, and some mutant Aβ models have 

showed increased neurogenesis (K Jin et al., 2004a; K Jin et al., 2004b), while other studies disagree 

about the origin of the dividing cells (K Boekhoorn et al., 2006). Further, a third human study found 

significant decreased expression of mature neuronal marker label microtubule-associated protein-2 

(MAP2) in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, suggesting that any increased proliferation did not 

lead to mature neuron formation (B Li et al., 2008).  

In rodent models of Alzheimer’s disease, neurogenesis is also decreased. Aβ has been shown to 

disrupt endogenous neurogenesis in both the SVZ and hippocampus (NJ Haughey et al., 2002a; NJ 

Haughey et al., 2002b; JJ Rodriguez et al., 2009). Multi-transgenic rodent models such as APPxPS1-

Ki mice and the 3xTg-Hd mice expressing mutant APP, PS1 and Tau, recapitulate the disease 

process more fully than single-gene models, by combining plaque formation with neuronal loss. These 

models also show dramatic reductions in neurogenesis in the hippocampus over time, correlating to 
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plaque formation (A Faure et al., 2009; JJ Rodriguez et al., 2008). Reduced NPC proliferation in the 

SVZ was also observed with age in the triple mutant model. (JJ Rodriguez et al., 2009). As many 

Alzheimer’s disease models now point to problems with neurogenesis in both SVZ and hippocampus, 

strategies to understand the mechanisms regulating the reduction in neurogenesis will be helpful to 

more fully understand the disease process.  

 

 

Figure 1-18: Summary illustration showing redirected cell migratory routes after brain injury or 
degeneration 

The drawing represents redirected migratory routes taken by progenitor cells in the adult brain after injury or 
during degeneration, and the cell types they differentiate into. Normal adult neurogenic progenitors are shown as 
orange cells, redirection of migration by red arrows. (OB: olfactory bulb. RMS: rostral migratory stream Ctx: 
cortex. CC: corpus callosum. LV: lateral ventricle. SVZ: subventricular zone. DG: dentate gyrus. 3V: third 
ventricle. Fi: fimbra). Adapted from (Figure reprinted from M Cayre et al., 2009, p. 54. Copyright 2009, with 
permission from Elsevier).  
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1.7. Summary 

Adult SVZ neurogenesis is an important pathway for not only normal olfactory functioning, but 

potentially for endogenous repair of the brain after injury. Up to 30,000 neuroblasts are generated 

daily in the adult rodent brain, originating from type B stem cells and rapidly dividing TAPs. These 

neuroblasts enter the RMS using chemoattractant and chemorepellent cues and migrate to the 

olfactory bulb where they differentiate, integrate, and become functional olfactory interneurons of 

multiple sub-types. Neural progenitor cells born in the SVZ are heterogeneous, influenced by their 

developmental origins, and with proneural and oligodendrogenic transcription factor expression 

directing lineage and cellular fate. Expression of Mash1 in TAPs in combination with proneural 

transcription factors Pax6 and/or Dlx2 directs neurogenic TAP generation, and Pax6 or Dlx2 

expression in neuroblasts led to glutamatergic or GABAergic fates in the olfactory bulb. Coexpression 

of Mash1 with Olig2 generates oligodendrocyte progenitor cells which migrate short distances into 

white matter tracts and differentiate into NG2 oligodendrocyte progenitor cells, and oligodendrocytes.  

This elegant system of oligodendrocyte and neuroblast generation and migration is altered by brain 

injury and during degenerative diseases. Multiple signals released from areas of cell loss can alter 

normal proliferation of SVZ progenitors, and redirect migratory routes away from the RMS and instead 

towards injured areas. Chemokines, growth and neurotrophic factors, and members from major 

signalling pathways including BMPs, Wnt, Notch and Shh all play a part in altered SVZ activity after 

injury. Many of these factors have been found to be involved in regulation of normal developmental 

and adult neurogenic pathways in vitro and in vivo, and can increase proliferation and neurogenesis in 

SVZ cells from normal and injured brains. Overexpression of proneural Pax6 and Dlx2, or 

suppression of Olig2 have also been shown to enhance neurogenesis, and even promote it within 

brain parenchyma where neurogenesis normally does not occur. Furthermore, overexpression of 

Pax6 could enhance endogenous repair in adult brain after cortical stab wound or stroke.  

Using the QA lesion model the Connor laboratory has previously shown enhanced proliferation in SVZ 

progenitor cells, increased neuroblast migration down the RMS and redirection of migration into areas 

of striatal cell loss (RJ Gordon et al., 2007; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). Redirection of neuroblasts 

was regulated by chemoattractant chemokines released from within the lesioned striatum (B Connor 

et al., 2011; RJ Gordon et al., 2012; RJ Gordon et al., 2007). SVZ progenitor cells labelled with a GFP 

retrovirus showed that the migratory response was acute, and limited to time points immediately 

surrounding lesioning. It also indicated that of all bipolar cells migrating into the striatum only a small 

proportion were Dcx neuroblasts, and that a switch in fate appeared to occur at time points two days 

post lesion and later. From two dpl multipolar cells were in the majority and neuroblast numbers were 

minimal (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). Why the neuroblast response was acute was correlated to 

chemokine expression patterns within the striatum, but it was not known if the response could be 

enhanced though promoting neurogenesis from the SVZ.  

To investigate this, the present thesis aimed to firstly characterise the alterations in transcription factor 

expression in SVZ progenitor cells post QA lesion. This was to determine if there was a decrease in 
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proneural TAPs or neuroblasts that may have contributed to the increase in multipolar phenotype 

observed preciously. Following from this I wanted to investigate what changes were occurring in 

upstream signals following QA lesion, that potentially could alter NPC proliferation, fate and migration 

from the SVZ. Once characterisation of the SVZ profiles and signalling environment was complete, I 

aimed to overexpress Pax6 and Dlx2 in SVZ cells at time points surrounding QA lesion, and compare 

migration and fate of redirected cells to GFP controls. The overall aim was to determine if enhanced 

neurogenesis and endogenous repair of the rat striatum could be stimulated, through proneural gene 

overexpression in the SVZ after excitotoxic lesioning.  

1.8.  Hypothesis 

I hypothesise that enhanced neurogenesis and endogenous repair of the striatum can be stimulated 

through overexpression of proneural transcription factors Pax6 or Dlx2 in the rat SVZ post unilateral 

QA lesion. 

1.9. Specific Project Aims  

 

1) To identify the temporal profile of transcription factor expression in Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs 

and Dcx neuroblasts in the SVZ and RMS in response to QA induced striatal cell loss. 

2) To identify signalling molecules upstream of proneural and anti-neurogenic transcription factors 

involved in regulating alterations in SVZ proliferation, fate and migration post QA lesion  

3) To characterise redirected SVZ derived progenitors within the lesioned striatum using retroviral 

GFP tracing and phenotypic and transcription factor labelling. 

4) To examine the effect on redirected SVZ derived cell number and fate with the lesioned striatum 

from overexpression of Pax6 and Dlx2 in SVZ progenitors post QA lesion.  
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Chapter 2. Temporal Expression of Transcription Factors 
post QA Lesion 

2.1. Introduction 
Neural stem cells (type B cells) located within the SVZ generate rapidly dividing transit amplifying 

precursor cells (type C cells). These in turn generate Dcx positive neuroblasts (type A cells) which 

migrate via the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb where they differentiate into granule and 

periglomerular neurons, and oligodendrocyte precursor cells that migrate short distances in the white 

matter and the striatum (MS Brill et al., 2009; F Doetsch et al., 1999a; F Doetsch et al., 1997; C Lois 

et al., 1993, 1994). Multiple transcription factors have been identified as regulators of the process of 

neural fate specification during embryonic forebrain development (C Schuurmans et al., 2002). Adult 

SVZ-derived neural precursor cells express many of the same transcription factors observed during 

neural development, and expression of these factors is involved in lineage restriction and cell fate 

determination of SVZ neural precursor cells (MS Brill et al., 2009; MA Hack et al., 2005; KM Young et 

al., 2007a). Organisation of transcription factor expression in the adult SVZ has been shown to be 

related to specific progenitor pools contributed by the developing forebrain, and this is linked to the 

cell types that can be generated from specific parts of the niche (FT Merkle et al., 2007; KM Young et 

al., 2007a). However, the complex molecular regulation that presides over the progression from an 

adult SVZ-derived type B neural stem cell to a mature lineage-committed cell is still not completely 

understood. 

Understanding lineage progression from B cell through to differentiation has been assisted through 

expression and fate mapping studies examining neurogenic transcription factors in vitro and in vivo 

(MS Brill et al., 2008; MA Hack et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2004; CM Parras et al., 2004). Previous 

studies have demonstrated that type B neural stem cells in the SVZ generate Mash1 expressing 

TAPs (F Doetsch et al., 1999b; CM Parras et al., 2004). In turn, Mash1+ cells generate both neuronal 

and glial precursor cells thereby contributing to the majority of all cell progeny originating from the 

SVZ (EJ Kim et al., 2007; CM Parras et al., 2004; L Roybon et al., 2009). The proneural transcription 

factors Pax6 and Dlx2 are expressed in a sub-population of TAPs, downstream of Mash1, and direct 

neural precursor cells towards a neurogenic lineage (MS Brill et al., 2008; F Doetsch et al., 2002; M 

Kohwi et al., 2005; L Roybon et al., 2009). In addition to instructing neurogenesis, Dlx2 and Pax6 are 

also required for interneuron subtype specification in the olfactory bulb (MS Brill et al., 2009; MS Brill 

et al., 2008). The transcription factor Olig2 is expressed in NPCs of the SVZ, and regulates 

oligodendrocytes precursor cell generation. Olig2 is coexpressed with Mash1 in the adult SVZ (B 

Menn et al., 2006; L Roybon et al., 2009),  and specifies a TAP fate while opposing the neurogenic 

role of Pax6, leading to the formation of OPCs (A Buffo et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2005; MA Hack et 

al., 2004). 
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Figure 2-1: Cell lineage progression in the adult SVZ and the genes associated with different TAP, 
neuroblast and oligodendrocyte progenitor populations  

Bipotent Mash1 TAPs generate heterogeneous TAPs that express combinations of proneural Pax6, Dlx2 and 
Ngn2 or oligodendroglial transcription factor Olig2. Depending on transcription factor expression they generate 
either neuroblasts or OPCs. (Figure adapted with permission from John Wiley and Sons from L Roybon et al., 
2009, p. 241. Copyright 2009)  

 

Adult neurogenesis is altered by the presence of cell death induced by brain injury or disease (JM 

Parent, 2003). Increased SVZ neurogenesis and progenitor cell migration has been observed after 

excitotoxin-induced cell loss, stroke, epilepsy, trauma, Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease 

(MA Curtis et al., 2003; MA Curtis et al., 2005b; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; JM Parent, 2003; AS 

Tattersfield et al., 2004). A common feature observed in each of these models is an increase in SVZ 

progenitor cell proliferation. Specifically, in the QA lesion model, selectively killing GABAergic medium 

spiny projection neurons through quinolinic acid injection into the striatum induces a significant 

increase in cell proliferation. This increase (identified by BrdU and PCNA labelling) is found from one 

to 14 dpl in the SVZ (predominantly the anterior SVZ) ipsilateral to the lesioned striatum, when 

compared to sham lesioned animals, with a maximal increase observed at seven dpl. Dcx 

immunoreactivity was also increased in the SVZ ipsilateral to the lesion (AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, the Connor Laboratory and others have demonstrated compensatory replacement of 

striatal neurons originating from endogenous SVZ-derived neural precursor cells following either QA-

induced striatal cell loss, chemoconvulsant-induced seizure activity, or focal ischemic injury (A 

Arvidsson et al., 2002; T Collin et al., 2005; RJ Gordon et al., 2009; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; JM 

Parent et al., 2002b; JM Parent et al., 2002c; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004; P Thored et al., 2006). 

Using the QA lesion model, significant increases in RV-GFP labelled cells originating from the adult 

SVZ were found to migrate from the anterior SVZ laterally and ventrally into the injured striatum.  This 

migration in response to injury was shown to be acute, with maximal migration from cells born two 

days prior, on the day or lesioning or two dpl. Further experimentation showed that 20 to 40% of these 
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cells were Dcx+ neuroblasts born two days prior or on the day or lesioning, with Dcx+/BrdU+ cells 

also maximal from these time points. 99% of cells born two dpl migrated into the striatum and 

exhibited a glial morphology, indicating that a possible temporal switch in cell fate could be occurring 

in SVZ progenitors post QA lesion (RJ Gordon et al., 2007).  

While compensatory striatal neurogenesis has now been well documented in a range of brain injury 

and disease models, the molecular profile of SVZ-derived neural precursor cells following striatal cell 

loss has not been examined. Modulation of Mash1 expression is associated with balancing neural 

progenitor cell differentiation and self-renewal during forebrain development (K Yun et al., 2002) and 

levels of Mash1 and Olig2 expression have previously been shown to change in the adult brain 

following injury (A Buffo et al., 2005; M Ninomiya et al., 2006). Olig2 expression has also been seen 

to be altered in cortical injury models. Buffo et al. showed that the anti-neurogenic transcription factor 

Olig2 was significantly unregulated by both acute and chronic injury to the brain, and that by 

antagonizing its function in proliferating cells after an acute cortical lesion, neurogenesis could be 

induced in these cells. In cells where Olig2 expression was repressed, Pax6 was seen to be activated 

and a small but significant number of new neurons were generated. Extending this, in a model of mild 

transient brain ischemia, Pax6 overexpression and Olig2 suppression led to generation of functional 

synapse-forming neurons (A Buffo et al., 2008; A Buffo et al., 2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010).  

I propose that compensatory neurogenesis in response to striatal cell loss will alter the temporal 

expression of transcription factors in discrete populations of SVZ-derived neural precursor cells. To 

test this hypothesis, the expression of the transcription factors Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 and Olig2 

throughout the SVZ-RMS pathway was investigated following QA-induced striatal cell loss. The 

results of this chapter are presented in a similar order to endogenous NPC lineage progression 

(Figure 2-1), with bipotent Mash1 TAP results presented first, followed by Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs and 

neuroblast changes post QA lesion. Each group of cells have been quantified in the aSVZ, the SVZ 

and the RMS to give an overall picture of the temporal changes in these fate determinate genes with 

the NPC populations post striatal injury. The total neuroblast population, and changes of neuronal 

subtypes within this population are presented last. Changes in transcription factor expression in 

neural precursor cells in response to injury or disease induced cell loss may alter cell fate 

determination. Knowledge of these changes will enhance the understanding of the process of SVZ-

derived adult neurogenesis, and may indicate ways by which endogenous neurogenesis can be 

enhanced following brain injury or disease. 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Quinolinic Acid Lesions 

Adult male Wistar rats weighing 250-300g (three months of age; University of Auckland Vernon 

Jansen Unit) were used in this study. The animals were housed in a temperature and humidity 

controlled room that was kept on a 12 hour light and dark cycle. Food and water were available ad 

libitum. Experimentation was performed with strict compliance to the University of Auckland Animal 

Ethics Guidelines in accordance with the New Zealand Animal Welfare Act 1999 and conformed to 

international guidelines for the ethical use of animals. Animal welfare was monitored daily. Every 

effort was made to minimise the number of animals used and their suffering.  

Surgeries were performed after an inter-peritoneal dose of 60mg sodium pentobarbital per kilogram of 

body weight (0.2 to 0.5ml injection volume, followed by maintenance doses 0.05 to 0.1ml as required). 

When animals lost all pain reflexes, measured by paw pinch, they were deemed fully anesthetised 

and surgery could commence. Fur was trimmed off the skull and the skin cleaned with 70% ethanol 

and 0.1ml of 2.5mg/ml marcain was injected subcutaneously into the scalp. Rats were placed into a 

stereotaxic frame with the incisor bar set to 0.0mm to ensure the head was level, and an incision was 

made into the scalp to expose the skull. Excess blood was cleaned away. Bregma was found and the 

appropriate coordinates for a unilateral intrastriatal QA lesion marked, these were +0.7mm anterior-

posterior, and -2.5mm medio-lateral relative to bregma. A hole was drilled in the skull and a 32 gauge 

needle lowered to a dorso-ventral depth of 5mm relative to dura, at a rate of 1mm/minute. Using a 5μl 

Hamilton syringe attached to a microinjector pump, 400nl of fresh 50nM QA pH 7.4 was pumped into 

the striatum at a rate of 100nl/minute. Five minutes were waited for the QA to diffuse then the needle 

was removed at a rate of 1mm/minute. Skin was sutured together and Xylocaine jelly administered to 

the wound for post operative pain relief. Animals were kept under a heat lamp during the recovery 

period until anaesthetic had worn off, then were returned to their housing unit. Control animals had no 

surgery as previous work from the Connor laboratory indicated sham surgery caused no significant 

difference to SVZ proliferation or NPC migration (RJ Gordon et al., 2007).  

2.2.2. Tissue Preparation  

Animals were overdosed with sodium pentobarbitone 100mg/kg by inter-peritoneal injection, one, two, 

three, five and seven dpl (three to five animals per group). When all pain reflexes were lost, 

transcardial perfusions were performed using 200ml fresh, ice cold 0.9% saline, followed by 400ml 

4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB) (7.73g NaH2PO4 H2O, 20.44g Na2 HPO4  

dissolved in 2L dH2O) pH 7.4. The head of the animal was removed by decapitation and brains were 

removed from the skull. Brains were post fixed overnight at 4oC in 4% paraformaldehyde, then 

cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in 0.1M PB pH 7.2. Brains remained in sucrose until they sank 

(approximately four to five days). Brains were embedded on a sliding microtome stage (Leica 

SM2000R, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) using optimal cutting compound and immediately 

frozen with powdered dry ice. Coronal 40μm sections were cut in a series of eight, with 320μm 
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between consecutive sections in each set. Sections were cut from the olfactory bulbs through to the 

hippocampus (+3.7mm to -0.8mm anterior-posterior to bregma). Sections were stored in a 

cryoprotectant solution at -20oC made from 30% sucrose, 30% ethylene glycol in 0.1M PB pH 7.2 until 

immunohistochemistry was performed.  

2.2.3. BrdU Protocol 

To label proliferating cells, normal adult rats (as in section 2.2.1) were injected intraperitoneally with 

the thymidine analogue BrdU (100mg/kg, AppliChem) three times over six hours, and then perfused 

(as section 2.2.2) two hours after the last injection. For BrdU immunostaining, sections were treated 

with 2M HCl for one hour at 37oC, and then transferred into 0.1M sodium tetraboride pH 8.5 for ten 

minutes prior to incubation with the primary antibody. 

2.2.4. Immunohistochemistry 

Triple label fluorescence immunohistochemistry was performed on free floating coronal brain 

sections, two RMS sections per animal, three aSVZ and SVZ sections per animal, from one series 

(covering from anterior-posterior +3.2mm to +0.2mm from bregma) for each time point studied. 

Sections were soaked in 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (2g KH2PO4, 11.5g Na2HPO4, 80g 

NaCl, 2g KCl dissolved in 1L dH2O) pH 7.4 overnight at 4oC to remove cryoprotectant before three x 

five minute washes in 1X PBS, and three x five minute washes in 1X PBS + 0.2% triton X-100 to 

permeabilise cells. Primary antibodies were incubated at room temperature overnight in immunobuffer 

on a rocking table (1X PBS + 0.2% triton X-100 + 3% normal goat or donkey serum). Migrating 

neuroblasts and neural progenitor cells were identified through their transcription factor expression 

and coexpression with Dcx. Primary antibodies used were: rabbit anti-Dlx2 (Abcam AB18188, 1:500), 

goat anti-Dcx C-terminus (Santa Cruz sc-8066, 1:300), mouse anti-Mash1 (BD Biosciences  556604, 

1:300), rabbit anti-Olig2 (Chemicon AB9610, 1:500), rabbit anti-Pax6 (Covance  PRB278P, 1:1000) 

and rat anti-BrdU (Accurate Chemicals OBT0030, 1:200). Following primary antibody incubation, 

sections were washed three x five minutes in 1X PBS + 0.2% triton X-100 and incubated in 

immunobuffer, rocking, for four hours at room temperature with appropriate directly conjugated 

fluorescent secondary antibodies. Secondary conjugated antibodies used were: donkey anti-goat 

Alexa Fluor 594, donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488, donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647, donkey anti-

rabbit Alexa Fluor 488, donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 594, and goat-anti rat Alexa Fluor 488 (all 

1:500, Invitrogen). Unbound secondary antibody was washed off by three x five minute washes in 1X 

PBS and sections were then mounted onto glass slides from 0.1M PB pH 7.2, coverslipped using 

citifluor (glycerol PBS) and sealed with clear nail polish. 
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2.2.5. Image Capture and Statistical Analysis 

Images were captured using a Zeiss LSM 710 inverted confocal microscope. Confocal images were 

captured using a tile scan, and z stack with an interslice gap of 2.8μm. Microscope settings were 

saved and reused for each set of images to reduce variation in image capture. Counts of transcription 

factors and neuroblasts were quantified manually from three different areas, as previous work showed 

differential responses from different areas of the SVZ-RMS axis. The areas quantified were the 

anterior aspect of the SVZ, the dorsal-ventral aspect of the SVZ and a central part of the RMS. 

Regions of the aSVZ and RMS were identified for quantification using the area of Dcx expression as a 

guide. Areas to be quantified were outlined to avoid the possibility of miscounting cells from the white 

matter or striatum. The observer was blinded and images converted to black and white, inverted and 

thresholded, with every image altered in a consistent manner so that thresholded images clearly 

represented the original RGB images. All positive cells from one optical plane per section were 

counted manually. The same sections from within the coronal series were used from each animal, 

and for each experiment. Neuroblasts were counted by hand through identifying cell nuclei completely 

surrounded by positive doublecortin immunofluorescence or through converting to a black and white 

eight bit image and auto-thresholding the colour levels on image J, and then using the area 

measurement tool. Cell counts from all sections were totalled to give a representative value per 

animal. All cell counts represent the mean ± standard error of the mean. One way ANOVAs were 

performed and results were considered significant if p<0.05. Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc 

test was used to identify significant differences between groups, the post hoc p-values are included in 

figures and the text. 
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Proliferating TAPs in the Adult Rat SVZ-RMS Express Proneural 
Transcription Factors 

Mash1, Olig2, Dlx2 and Pax6 were confirmed to be expressed in proliferating TAPs in the adult rat 

brain through triple labelling with Dcx and BrdU. In both the SVZ and aSVZ BrdU labelled cells were 

observed expressing individual transcription factors, and did not coexpress Dcx (Figure 2-2). Based 

on this, TAPs were further identified in each region by Mash1, Dlx2 or Pax6 immunoreactivity and lack 

of Dcx coexpression.  

 

 

Figure 2-2: Proliferating TAPs express proneural and oligodendroglial transcription factors 

(A-D) Coexpression of transcription factors (red) with proliferating cell marker BrdU (green) and Dcx (blue) in the 
aSVZ. Arrowheads indicate TAPs. (A) Mash1+/BrdU+ (B) Olig2+/BrdU+ (C) Dlx2+/BrdU+/Dcx- (D) 
Pax6+/BrdU+/Dcx-. (Scale bar = 100μm, magnified images = 50μm). 
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In both normal and lesioned animals, Mash1+/Dcx- cells were found throughout the aSVZ, the lateral 

and medial walls of the SVZ, and within the RMS. Mash cells almost never coexpressed Dcx. Dlx2+ 

cells made up the majority of the TAP population, with Dlx2+/Dcx- cells located in the aSVZ, the 

lateral wall of the SVZ, and the RMS. Pax6+/Dcx- TAPs were located predominately in the aSVZ, 

dorsal aspect of the SVZ and throughout the RMS.  

 

2.3.2. Bipotent Mash1 TAPs in the SVZ-RMS post QA lesioning  

Bipotency of Mash1 TAPs was confirmed through positive coexpression with Olig2 (Olig2/Mash1) or 

Dlx2 (Dlx2/Mash1) in the SVZ, aSVZ and RMS (Figure 2-3), indicating that Mash1 cells in the adult rat 

SVZ-RMS can generate both oligodendrocyte and neuronal precursor cells. In control animals, the 

aSVZ contained 50% Olig2/Mash1 and 50% Dlx2/Mash1 (Figure 2-4 D, G). The SVZ contained ~25% 

Olig2/Mash1 and ~30% Dlx2/Mash1, and these percentages were not significantly altered by QA 

lesioning (Figure 2-4 E, H). In the central RMS of control animals ~50% the cells were Olig2/Mash1 

and 50% Dlx2/Mash1. QA lesioning significantly increased the percentage of neurogenic Dlx2/Mash1 

TAPs by seven dpl compared to RMS from non-lesioned control animals (Figure 2-4 F, I). 

Because the proportion of TAPs that were oligodendroglial was not significantly different to control 

animals in the SVZ, aSVZ or RMS the focus of further analysis was on neurogenic progenitors 

expressing Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6. 
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Figure 2-3: Bipotent Mash1+ TAPs are found in the SVZ-RMS but are not altered by striatal injury 

(A-F) Confocal images of TAPs in the aSVZ expressing (A-C) Olig2 in red, Mash1 in green (D-F) Dlx2 in green, 
Mash1 in blue. (WM, white matter; Scale bar = 50μm). 

 

 
Figure 2-4: Quantification of Olig2/Mash1 and Dlx2/Mash1 TAPs in the SVZ-RMS post QA lesion 

(A-C) Representative areas used for cell counts. (D-F) Percentage of Olig2/Mash1 cells in the (D) aSVZ, (E) SVZ 
and (F) RMS. (G-I) Percentage of Dlx2/Mash1 cells in the (G) aSVZ, (H) SVZ, and (I) RMS.   
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2.3.3. Breakdown of Total Dlx2 and Pax6 Cell Populations  

As Dlx2 can be expressed by both TAPs and neuroblasts, the effect of QA-induced cell loss in either 

Dcx- TAPs or Dcx+ neuroblasts was examined. In control animals 66% of Dlx2 expressing cells were 

Dcx-, while 34% were Dcx+, confirming continual expression of Dlx2 across a sub-population of TAPs 

and neuroblasts in the adult rat aSVZ. When the total Dlx2 population was split into these two 

populations, it was found that the percentage of Dlx2 TAPs and neuroblasts were not changed by QA 

lesioning in the aSVZ or SVZ (Figure 2-5 D-E), however in the RMS the percentage of total Dlx2 cells 

that expressed Dcx significantly increased from two to seven dpl compared to controls. By seven dpl 

75% of all Dlx2 cells in the RMS were neuroblasts compared to ~25% of Dlx2 cells in control RMS 

(Figure 2-5 F). When the total Pax6 population was broken into Dcx- TAPs or Dcx+ neuroblasts, it 

was found that Pax6 was predominantly expressed in Dcx- TAPs in the aSVZ. The proportion of Pax6 

cells that were TAPs was significantly increased, and Pax6 neuroblasts concurrently significantly 

decreased in both the aSVZ at two to three dpl, and SVZ at three dpl compared to controls (Figure 2-

5 G-H). In the RMS the percentage of Pax6 cells that expressed Dcx significantly increased at seven 

dpl compared to controls. By seven dpl 50% of all Pax6 cells in the RMS were neuroblasts compared 

to 25% of Pax6 cells in control RMS (Figure 2-5 I). 

 
Figure 2-5:  Breakdown of total Dlx2 and Pax6 populations into Dcx- TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts  

(A-C) Representative areas for cell counts. (A, D, G) aSVZ (B, E, H) SVZ and (C, F, I) RMS. (D-F) Percentage of 
the total Dlx2 population that were Dcx- TAPs (large green stripes) versus Dcx+ neuroblasts (small green stripes) 
in each area. (G-I) Percentage of the total Pax6 population that were Dcx- TAPs (large orange stripes) versus 
Dcx+ neuroblasts (small orange stripes) in each area.  
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2.3.4. Temporal Profile of Transcription Factors in the aSVZ post QA Lesion 

 

Mash1 TAPs are decreased in the aSVZ post QA lesion 

Following striatal cell loss, a significant reduction in the total number of Mash1 cells in the aSVZ at 

one and two dpl when compared to unlesioned controls was observed (Figure 2-6 and 2-7 B). At three 

dpl, the number of Mash1 cells returned to control levels, but was significantly reduced again at seven 

dpl compared to controls.  

Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs are increased in the aSVZ post QA lesion 

A significant increase in the total number of aSVZ Dlx2 cells was observed at three dpl compared to 

controls (Figure 2-7 C). Upon identification of Dlx2 expression in either TAPs (Dcx-) or neuroblasts 

(Dcx+), it was found the total number of Dlx2 TAPs decreased significantly compared to controls at 

one dpl then increased significantly compared to control at three dpl, before returning to control levels 

at seven dpl (Figure 2-7 D).  

A significant increase in the total number of Pax6 cells was also observed in the aSVZ at seven dpl 

compared to control (Figure 2-7 F). Upon identification of Pax6 expression in either TAPs (Dcx-) or 

neuroblasts (Dcx+), a significant increase in the number of Pax6 TAPs was observed at both three 

and seven dpl compared to controls (Figure 2-7 G).  

Dlx2 neuroblast numbers are increased in the aSVZ post QA lesion 

As Dlx2 and Pax6 are expressed in different subtypes of Dcx+ neuroblasts, the temporal profile of 

Dlx2+/Dcx+ and Pax6+/Dcx+ cells following QA-induced striatal cell loss was examined. Dlx2+ 

neuroblasts were much more abundant than Pax6+ neuroblasts at all time points examined (Figure 2-

7 E, H). The total number of Pax6+/Dcx+ cells was also not altered significantly in the aSVZ at any 

time point following lesioning (Figure 2-7 H). In contrast, the total number of Dlx2+ neuroblasts was 

significantly increased compared to controls at seven dpl (Figure 2-7 E). A very small number (<1%) 

of Mash1 cells in the aSVZ coexpressing Dcx was also observed. The level of Mash1 expression in 

these cells was very low and was not altered following QA lesioning. 
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Figure 2-6: Expression of Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 and Dcx in the aSVZ of control and lesioned brains 

Expression of Mash1 and Dlx2 in Dcx- TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts in (A) control aSVZ and (B) at seven dpl. (C-
D) Expression of Pax6 in Dcx- TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts in (C) control aSVZ and (D) at seven dpl. (E-H) 
Magnified images taken from A-D. (Mash1 blue, Dlx2 and Pax6 green, Dcx red. Scale bar A-D = 
50μm).

 

Figure 2-7: Temporal profile of transcription factor expression in TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts the aSVZ 
post QA lesion 

(A) Boxed area represents the aSVZ. (B) Total Mash1+ cell count. (C) Total Dlx2+ cell count. (D) Dlx2+ TAPs. 
(E) Dlx2+ neuroblasts. (F) Total Pax6+ cell count. (G) Pax6+ TAPs. (H) Pax6+ neuroblasts. 
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2.3.5. Temporal Profile of Transcription Factors in the SVZ post QA Lesion 

 

Mash1 and Dlx2 TAPs are increased in the SVZ post QA lesion 

In the normal adult rat brain, proneural transcription factor expression was more abundant in the 

aSVZ than the SVZ. As such, the most prominent molecular response to striatal cell loss was 

observed in the aSVZ. Alterations in transcription factor expression was however also observed in the 

SVZ following QA lesioning, with a significant increase in both the total number of Mash1 and Dlx2 

TAPs observed at three dpl compared to controls (Figure 2-8 A-B, and 2-9 B, D). In contrast, very few 

Pax6 cells were found in the SVZ and no changes in Pax6 cell number were observed following QA-

induced striatal cell loss (Figure 2-8 C-D and 2-9 F-G). Positive Dlx2 staining was observed in the 

ependymal cells of the SVZ, these were identified by their morphology and not included in Dlx2 TAP 

counts. 

Dlx2 and Pax6 neuroblasts in the SVZ are unaffected by QA lesion 

Numbers of Dlx2/Dcx and Pax6/Dcx neuroblasts were lower in the SVZ than the aSVZ, with the 

majority of positive cells found in the dorsal part of SVZ. Throughout the SVZ Dlx2/Dcx cells were 

most abundant, with very few Pax6 neuroblasts were identified in the SVZ. Quantification showed that 

QA lesioning did not significantly alter the total numbers of either population of neuroblasts in the SVZ 

(Figure 2-9 E, H). 
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Figure 2-8: Expression of Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 and Dcx in the SVZ of control and QA lesioned brains 

Expression of Mash1 (blue), Dlx2 (green) and Dcx (red) in (A) control SVZ and (B) at three dpl. (C-D) Expression 
of Pax6 (green) and Dcx (red) in (C) control aSVZ and (D) at seven dpl. (Scale bars = 50μm).  
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Figure 2-9: Temporal profile of transcription factor expression in TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts the SVZ 
post QA lesion 

(A) Boxed area represents the SVZ. (B) Total Mash1+ cell count. (C) Total Dlx2+ cell count. (D) Dlx2+ TAPs. (E) 
Dlx2+ neuroblasts. (F) Total Pax6+ cell count. (G) Pax6+ TAPs. (H) Pax6+ neuroblasts. 
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2.3.6. Temporal Profile of Transcription Factors in the RMS post QA Lesion 

 

Mash1+ TAPs only are increased in the RMS post QA lesion 

Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 expression in the central RMS was quantified following QA lesioning. The total 

numbers of Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 cells in the central RMS increased following QA lesioning (Figure 

2-10 B, C, F). However, while the number of Mash1+ TAPs in the RMS increased significantly at three 

dpl compared to controls, when separating out the TAP count from the neuroblasts, it became 

apparent that the increase in Dlx2 and Pax6 cells came from increased neuroblast populations.  

 
Figure 2-10: Temporal profile of transcription factor expression in TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts the RMS 
post QA lesion 

(A) Boxed area represents the RMS. (B) Total Mash1 cell count. (C) Total Dlx2+ cell count. (D) Dlx2+ TAPs. (E) 
Dlx2+ neuroblasts. (F) Total Pax6+ cell count. (G) Pax6+ TAPs. (H) Pax6+ neuroblasts. 

 

Dlx2+ and Pax6+ neuroblast populations in the RMS are expanded by QA lesioning 

Total numbers of Dlx2/Dcx neuroblasts were significantly increased in the RMS cells from three to 

seven dpl. Total numbers of Pax6/Dcx cells were significantly increased at seven dpl only in the RMS 

compared to controls (Figure 2-10 E, H). 
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2.3.7. Total Neuroblast Population and Neuroblast Subtype Specification post 
QA Lesion 

 

The total neuroblast population is significantly increased throughout the SVZ-RMS  

The total number of Dcx cells (encompassing both the Dlx2 and Pax6 positive cells, and neuroblasts 

negative for these genes) were counted. In addition area measurements for positive Dcx 

immunostaining was calculated and both measures gave comparable results. Cell counts were more 

useful because they allowed double labelling with transcription factors to be quantified, so this method 

was used for all additional analysis. Total Dcx cell numbers were significantly increased compared to 

controls in the aSVZ, SVZ and RMS by seven dpl. The most significant increase was found in the 

aSVZ, with more than twice the total number of neuroblasts identified by seven dpl compared to 

controls (Figure 2-11). 

 
Figure 2-11: Dcx+ neuroblast numbers are increased by seven dpl in the aSVZ, SVZ and RMS 

 

Breakdown of total neuroblast population into subtype through Dlx2 and Pax6 expression 

Total numbers of Dlx2 and Pax6 expressing Dcx neuroblasts, and how these populations are affected 

by striatal injury are presented in earlier results sections. In this sub-section, neuroblast cell fate is 

examined through calculating the percentage of the total Dcx population in each area coexpressing 

each gene (Figure 2-12 and 2-13). The percentage of Dlx2 neuroblasts in the total Dcx population 

was higher than Pax6 neuroblasts in every area quantified. In the aSVZ, ~50% of neuroblasts were 

Dlx2, and this was not altered by injury (Figure 2-13 D). In the SVZ the proportion of Dlx2/Dcx 

neuroblasts increased significantly three dpl compared to controls (Figure 2-13 E). In the RMS Dlx2 

neuroblasts were increased significantly from two to seven dpl (Figure 2-13 F). Pax6 neuroblasts 

were rare in all areas examined, and were not altered post QA lesion in the aSVZ and SVZ. However, 

in the RMS, Pax6/Dcx neuroblasts increased significantly at seven dpl compared to controls (Figure 

2-13 G-I). 
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Figure 2-12: Expression of Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 in TAPs and Dcx+ neuroblasts in the RMS post QA 
lesion 

(A-D) Mash1 (blue), Dlx2 (green) and Pax6 (green) TAPs, and Dcx+ (red) neuroblasts are found in the RMS of 
control (A, C) and QA lesioned (B, D) animals. (E-H) High magnification of confocal images in A-D. Arrowheads 
indicate Dcx+ cells coexpressing Dlx2 or Pax6. (Scale bar A-D = 50μm Scale bar E-H = 25 μm). 

 
 

 
Figure 2-13: The percentages of different neuroblast subtypes are altered post QA lesion 

(A-C) Boxed areas represent areas of cell counts. (D-F) Total percentage of Dlx2/Dcx neuroblasts in the (D) 
aSVZ (E) SVZ and (F) RMS. (G-I) Total percentage of Pax6/Dcx neuroblasts in the (G) aSVZ (H) SVZ and (I) 
RMS.  
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2.4. Discussion 

Overview 
Previously the Connor laboratory has demonstrated that a unilateral intrastriatal QA lesion in the adult 

rat leads to an increase in aSVZ-SVZ NPCs proliferation, and an associated increased Dcx 

immunoreactivity (AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). Dcx+ cells were observed extending from the SVZ into 

the lesioned striatum, and birth dating progenitor cells using a GFP retrovirus confirmed redirected 

cells were born in the aSVZ-SVZ (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). However, of the cells redirected into the 

striatum, it was observed that only a subpopulation were Dcx+ neuroblasts, and the redirected 

migratory response was transitory (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). The majority of cells with a migratory 

phenotype identified in the lesioned striatum were born in the aSVZ-SVZ on the days immediately 

before (day-2) or after (day+2) the QA lesion. Cells observed in the lesioned striatum born more than 

2 days after injury exhibited a glial phenotype (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). Other groups have shown 

acute, selective migration of different populations of SVZ born progenitor cells migrating towards sites 

of injury using different models (M Cayre et al., 2009). However, characterizing specifically which TAP 

and neuroblast populations are responding to injury, through identifying intrinsic transcription factor 

expression is often not investigated. Considering the possible switch in phenotype of striatal GFP+ 

cells originating from the SVZ after QA induced injury, it is important to determine the specific cell 

types responding to understanding endogenous repair mechanisms. Therefore, this study aimed to 

characterize the temporal profile of the neurogenic transcription factors Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 and the 

oligodendroglial transcription factor Olig2 along the SVZ-RMS axis for seven days following a 

unilateral striatal QA lesion. 

The results suggested the presence of a heterogeneous population of SVZ-derived neural precursor 

cells that respond independently to striatal cell loss. They also indicated that temporal alterations in 

Dlx2 and Pax6 expression in the SVZ-RMS pathway may play a role in directing neural precursor cell 

proliferation and neuroblast generation following striatal cell loss. These alterations appear to be 

dependent on the location of the cells in the SVZ-RMS axis. This chapter also demonstrates that in 

addition to altering the expression of TAP subtypes present in the aSVZ and RMS, striatal cell loss 

can alter the number and subtype of neuroblasts in the RMS (KS Jones et al., 2011).    

TAP population responses to QA induced cell loss  
Adult SVZ derived TAPs have previously been shown to be fast proliferating cells that do not express 

Dcx, and that can generate both oligodendrocyte progenitor cells and neuroblasts. They are 

recognised through their expression of Mash1 (CM Parras et al., 2004; L Roybon et al., 2009), Pax6 

(M Kohwi et al., 2005; L Roybon et al., 2009), Dlx2 (MS Brill et al., 2008; F Doetsch et al., 2002) and 

Olig2 (MA Hack et al., 2005; B Menn et al., 2006). Coexpression of Mash1, Olig2, Dlx2 and Pax6 in 

BrdU+, Dcx- neural progenitor cells in the normal adult rat aSVZ-SVZ was confirmed, therefore 

identifying the TAP population.  All TAP subpopulations were found throughout the entire SVZ-RMS 

pathway, indicating that neurogenesis and oligodendrogenesis can occur throughout the length of the 

RMS. 
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The fewest numbers of cells were observed in the ventral SVZ, gradually increasing in number 

moving dorsally. In control animals, the majority of the TAPs observed in the SVZ were Dlx2 with few 

Mash1 and Pax6 cells identified. In the aSVZ there were ten-fold more Dlx2 TAPs than Pax6 TAPs, 

and twice the number of Mash1 TAPs compared to Pax6 TAPs, indicating the abundance of Dlx2 

progenitors. The distribution of Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 expression observed in the adult rat brain is in 

agreement with previous observations reported in the normal mouse brain, although the vast majority 

of Dlx2 cells compared to the other TAPs in the SVZ-aSVZ has not been clearly demonstrated before 

(MS Brill et al., 2008; M Kohwi et al., 2005; CM Parras et al., 2007; L Roybon et al., 2009; RL Zhang 

et al., 2010). 

Bipotent Mash1 TAPs 
Initially it was hypothesized that a switch in Mash1 cell fate, away from neurogenesis towards 

gliogenesis in the aSVZ-SVZ following QA lesioning, may contribute to the change in GFP cell 

phenotype observed in the Gordon et al. 2007 study. In normal animals, Mash1 TAPs either 

coexpress Dlx2 in cells that are destined to produce GABAergic neurons, or Olig2 in cells directed to 

the oligodendrocyte lineage (MA Petryniak et al., 2007; L Roybon et al., 2009; K Yun et al., 2002). 

However, upon quantification It was found that the proportion of Olig2/Mash1 and Dlx2/Mash1 cells 

was not significantly altered, in either the aSVZ or the SVZ following striatal cell loss. This suggested 

that the lineage profile of Mash1 TAPs is not affected by QA induced striatal cell loss. Thus 

phenotypic changes of SVZ born cells that had migrated into the lesioned striatum may have been 

caused by a different mechanism, potentially involving differential expression of chemoattractant 

molecule receptors on different subtypes of NPCs. 

Alterations in the proportions of these two populations have recently been observed in a model of 

white matter demyelination (V Tepavcevic et al., 2011). Lesions to the corpus callosum increased 

Mash1 cell numbers by seven dpl, and expanded the Olig2/Mash1 TAP population of the SVZ, at the 

expense of Dlx2/Mash1 population by seven dpl. The reason Mash1 cell fate is altered in the model 

by Tepavcevic et al. and not post QA lesion is most likely methodological. Their lesions were directed 

to degenerate white matter, while QA lesioning was to selectively kill GABAergic neurons of the 

striatum. The primary targets of cell damage are different and therefore it is not surprising the SVZ 

response is different. Because there was no significant alteration in the Olig2 proportion of TAPs post 

QA lesion, the focus of further analysis was on the neurogenic precursors expressing Mash1, Dlx2 

and Pax6. 

Mash1 and Dlx2 TAPs in the aSVZ-SVZ 
Although cell fate of Mash1 cells was not changed, QA induced cell death did affect TAP populations 

in the SVZ and aSVZ. When the total number of TAPs in the SVZ-RMS pathway were analysed, a 

significant decrease in Mash1 and Dlx2 TAPs was found in the aSVZ within the first one to two days 

following injury. While Mash1 TAPs returned to normal at three dpl, Dlx2 TAPs displayed a significant 

increase in cell number in both the SVZ and the aSVZ at three dpl. 
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The reduction in Mash1 and Dlx2 TAP cell number observed over the first few days following striatal 

cell loss could indicate that these TAPs are proliferating in either an asymmetrical or symmetrical 

terminal mode to generate more restricted precursor cell types and neuroblasts. The subsequent 

increase in Dlx2+ TAP numbers observed in the aSVZ at three dpl may then reflect a move towards 

symmetrical expansion of neural precursor cells. While total Dlx2 cell numbers are increased in the 

aSVZ-SVZ the proportions of TAPs and neuroblasts that make up this population remain static. This 

indicates that alterations in cell cycle mode or length is affecting all Dlx2 progenitors, and the cell 

types that generate them in a similar manner. Regeneration from type B stem cells lining the ventricle 

may also contribute to the observed increase in Mash1 and Dlx2 SVZ TAPs at three dpl. This is 

supported by previous work that showed regeneration of Mash1 TAPs in the SVZ within two days 

following depletion of proliferating cells by AraC administration (F Doetsch et al., 1999b; CM Parras et 

al., 2004). While regeneration of Dlx2 TAPs following AraC infusion has never been examined, these 

results predict that Dlx2 TAPs would display a similar timescale to that observed for Mash1. 

A similar increase in SVZ-derived neural precursor cell proliferation and neuroblast number has been 

reported in rodent models of stroke, accompanied by a shortening of NPC cell cycle length. Cell cycle 

was at its shortest length two days post stroke, coinciding with a switch from asymmetric towards 

symmetric division. This increased SVZ progenitor pools, and occurred at a similar timescale to the 

study in this chapter. When cell cycle length slowed back to control rates, differentiation increased 

resulting in more neuroblast generation (R Zhang et al., 2004; RL Zhang et al., 2010; RL Zhang et al., 

2008b). Preliminary unpublished data from the Connor laboratory into Mash1 cell cycle kinetics has 

suggested a shortening of the cell cycle in Mash1 cells of the aSVZ-SVZ in the first few days post QA 

lesion, which later return to control levels (A Tattersfield, 2009, PhD Thesis). This indicated that cell 

cycle kinetics in TAPs was affected by striatal cell loss, as was found post stroke. 

Mice models of stroke and EAE have both found increased Mash1 by seven dpl in the SVZ (V 

Tepavcevic et al., 2011; RL Zhang et al., 2010), while a decrease in Mash1 was observed at this time 

point post QA lesion. The stroke model used a transgenic mouse with inducible Cre recombinase that 

selectively labelled Mash1 cells with yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) upon treatment with tamoxifen.  

At seven dpl a significant increase in YFP+ cells was observed compared to non-lesioned 

contralateral SVZ regions (RL Zhang et al., 2010). This study clearly showed that Mash1 TAPs 

directly contribute to expanding progenitor pools and neuroblast numbers within a week of striatal 

injury. However, 65% of these YFP+ Mash1 cells were also Dcx+, showing that in addition to Mash1 

TAPs, their neuroblast progeny were also labelled with this protocol. Thus the increase in Mash1 cells 

was not a pure TAP pool, which in addition to the different model used, could potentially explain the 

differences to these results. In the EAE model, Mash1 cells were also increased by seven dpl and 

Dlx2 progenitors were decreased (V Tepavcevic et al., 2011). This paper was targeting white matter 

as opposed to striatum, and did not co-label Dlx2 with Dcx so the proportion of cells that were actually 

neuroblasts cannot be clearly determined, potentially explaining the discrepancy to results presented 

here.  
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Mash1, Dlx2 and Notch signalling 
Mash1 and Dlx2 are expressed in the same cells during rodent forebrain ganglionic eminence 

development (MA Petryniak et al., 2007; K Yun et al., 2002), specifically in the lateral ganglionic 

eminence that largely contributes to the adult SVZ (KM Young et al., 2007a). In these cells Mash1 

promotes neurogenesis in a cell autonomous manner, while repressing neuronal differentiation 

through Notch mediated repression of Dlx2 in adjacent neural progenitor cells through the process of 

lateral inhibition (Figure 2-14). In Mash1 knock-out mice, the Dlx2 progenitor domain is expanded. If a 

similar pathway is active in the adult brain as during ganglionic eminence development, it is possible 

that the decrease in Mash1+ cells observed at one and two dpl in the aSVZ could result in a loss of 

lateral inhibition, similar to that observed in the Mash1 KO, resulting in the large expansion in Dlx2 

TAPs at three dpl (K Yun et al., 2002). In the Mash1 KO, it is suggested that the increase in Dlx2 cells 

represent premature maturation of neural progenitor cells. In the lesioned adult rat brain there could 

therefore potentially also be premature GABAergic progenitor cell maturation. At later stages of 

ganglionic eminence development, Dlx2 suppresses Mash1 to drive cell maturation (JE Long et al., 

2009; K Yun et al., 2002). This suggests the possibility that increased Dlx2 expression in the aSVZ at 

three dpl may contribute to the subsequent reduction in Mash1 TAP cell numbers observed seven 

days following striatal cell loss. 

 

Figure 2-14: Interactions between Mash1, Dlx2 and Olig2 during ventral forebrain development  

In the ventral forebrain during development Mash1 inhibits Dlx2 in adjacent cells through lateral inhibition. 
Decreased expression of Dlx2 allows Olig2 expression and oligodendrogenesis. Dlx2 inhibition of Olig2 in neural 
progenitors allows neuroblast generation. (Figure reprinted with permission of Elsevier from MA Petryniak et al., 
2007, p. 427 Copyright 2007). 

Notch signalling has been observed in the SVZ of normal brains, is increased within two days of 

middle cerebral artery occlusion in rats, and also in other cortical injury models, (K Tatsumi et al., 

2010; L Wang et al., 2009; X Wang et al., 2009) indicating that alterations in the Notch pathway occur 

in response to injury. In these models increased Notch (as opposed to decreased in the Mash1 KO) 

alters proliferation rates and generates an expansion of progenitor cells after injury. In the QA lesion 
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model increased proliferation is observed, but also decreased Mash1, a gene both inhibited by notch 

signalling, and found to promote Notch signalling (R Kageyama et al., 2005; K Yun et al., 2002). 

These changes are found within the same timescale as the changes observed in the stroke model. 

While still speculative, the results presented here do suggest that Mash1, Dlx2 and the Notch 

pathway may be interacting to alter SVZ-derived neural precursor cell proliferation and differentiation 

in the adult brain following neural injury. Immunohistochemistry with Notch family components and 

TAP markers is required to test this theory. 

Pax6 TAPs in the aSVZ-SVZ  
In addition to Dlx2 expression, between 80-85% of Mash1+ TAPs have been shown to coexpress 

Pax6 in the normal mouse brain (M Kohwi et al., 2005; L Roybon et al., 2009). Mash1 lineage tracing 

experiments have shown that Pax6+ cells generated from the SVZ pass through a Mash1+ stage (MS 

Brill et al., 2009; L Roybon et al., 2009). Pax6 expression is largely restricted to the dorsal SVZ-aSVZ 

(MS Brill et al., 2009; MS Brill et al., 2008), an observation confirmed by this study. In contrast to cell 

counts in mice performed by Hack et al, a larger proportion of the Pax6 population represented TAPs 

in the adult rat than the mouse (75% neuroblasts in mouse vs. 35% neuroblasts this study). This 

could be due to species differences, or in the way TAPs were characterized in both studies.  

Following striatal cell loss Pax6 TAPs were observed in greater numbers than Mash1 cells in the 

aSVZ at all time points examined, with a significant increase in the number of Pax6+ TAPs observed 

at three and seven dpl compared to controls. Pax6 TAPs numbers in the SVZ were very low and not 

altered by QA lesioning. These results indicate the Pax6+/Mash1- TAP population responds to striatal 

cell loss in a different manner to the other TAP populations. Also, In contrast to the total Dlx2 cell 

population, when you compare the total percentage of Pax6+ TAPs to the Pax6+ neuroblasts in the 

aSVZ and SVZ, the percentage of neuroblasts decreases significantly in both areas from two to three 

dpl. This suggests that within the expanding aSVZ Pax6 population, there is a shift towards TAP 

generation. This suggests that Pax6 progenitors may be stimulated to alter their mode of division, 

from asymmetric to symmetric. Alternatively it may indicate Pax6 TAPs are proliferating faster than 

their neuroblast counterparts, or that increased Pax6 TAPs are generated by their precursor cells. It 

also indicates that the Pax6 population is responding to QA induced cell death in a different manner to 

the Dlx2 population indicating heterogeneity in regulation of the TAP population.   

The results presented here could also indicate that signals originating in the lesioned striatum are 

altering specific cell populations at the TAP stage, in order to redirect correct NPC subtypes into 

lesioned areas for endogenous repair.  Indeed, in a cortical lesion model, it was found that only Pax6 

cells that directed glutamatergic cell fate responded to lesion cues and altered their migration up 

towards the injured cortical region (MS Brill et al., 2009).  
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Neuroblast generation in response to QA induced cell loss 
Following TAP alterations in response to QA lesioning, changes in neuroblast numbers and subtype 

were observed. Total Dcx counts showed that neuroblast numbers increased in all regions, most 

significantly in the aSVZ, the region observed to have increased proliferation previously (AS 

Tattersfield et al., 2004). This indicates that expansions in TAP populations led to increased 

neurogenesis and neuroblast generation following QA lesion. Furthermore, specific subtypes of 

neuroblasts were selectively altered. An increased percentage of Dlx2 neuroblasts were observed in 

the SVZ at three dpl compared to control, and the total number of Dlx2 neuroblasts almost doubled 

compared to control in the aSVZ by seven dpl. Total Pax6 neuroblast numbers remained unchanged 

in these same regions. This could be the result of changes in proliferation of Dlx2 TAPs observed 

three dpl, and indicates the heterogeneous nature of the response of TAP and neuroblast populations 

post QA lesion. 

In the RMS, while Dlx2 and Pax6 TAP populations remained unchanged, neuroblast number and 

subtype was significantly altered. The number of Dlx2 neuroblasts increased at three and seven dpl in 

the RMS, and total Pax6 neuroblasts numbers significantly increased at seven dpl compared to 

controls. Furthermore, when looking at the percentages of the total Dcx neuroblast population that 

expressed Dlx2 and Pax6 subtypes, again it was observed that the Dlx2 subtype was enriched first 

from two to seven dpl, and the Pax6 subtype at seven dpl. These results imply that the majority of 

TAPs in the RMS are unresponsive to cell death cues released in the striatum, perhaps their location 

may be too distant to elicit a response. Changes in neuroblast specification have most likely resulted 

from altered precursor cell populations, which have then matured and migrated down the RMS.   

Changes in the Dlx2 subtype of neuroblasts were observed as early as two dpl in the RMS. GFP 

tracer studies have previously shown that cells reach this region of the RMS in two to three days post 

lesion, so these may be progeny from the symmetrical or asymmetrical terminal divisions from the 

Dlx2 TAPs observed decreasing in the aSVZ at one dpl. Hack et al. demonstrated that olfactory bulb 

periglomerular fate was specified in the RMS, while a granule neuron fate may be specified closer to 

the SVZ (MA Hack et al., 2005). Many Dlx2 neuroblasts contribute to the granule layer neurons of the 

olfactory bulb, so the expansion in Dlx2/Dcx numbers and proportion in the RMS could again be the 

result of increased TAP proliferation in the aSVZ. Dlx2 expression is also linked to fast migration 

velocity (MS Brill et al., 2008), so the speed of neuroblast migration may be increased post QA lesion. 

These results could also suggest that neuroblasts are becoming specified earlier in response to 

striatal cell loss, specifically the GABAergic Dlx2 subtypes, which are the cells required for striatal 

regeneration. 

Pax6 expressing neuroblasts also increased significantly in the central RMS at seven dpl. This 

suggests that in addition to an increase in GABAergic neuroblast generation, there is a delayed 

increase in periglomerular neuroblasts in the RMS. Increased TH+ periglomerular neurons have also 

been seen in Parkinson’s Disease brains (E Huisman et al., 2004), so it would be interesting to know 

if this also resulted from an alteration in Pax6 or Dlx2 neuronal subtype specification caused by 
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neuronal degeneration. Again, differences in the temporal changes in Dlx2 and Pax6 expressing 

neuroblasts suggest the presence of a heterogeneous population of precursor cells responding 

independently to cell death signals.   

Conclusions 
While a progressive programme of molecular fate restriction can be followed during TAP cell lineage 

specification, TAPs are in fact highly diverse, with most TAPs coexpressing multiple cell fate genes 

that interact and lead to specific lineage restriction and cell fate determination (MS Brill et al., 2009; 

FT Merkle et al., 2007; L Roybon et al., 2009). Together, these results lead me to suggest that the 

alterations in TAP cell gene expression of Mash1, Dlx2 or Pax6 represent a pathway by which to 

increase the production of neurogenic TAPs, and rapidly expand the neural precursor pool in the 

aSVZ during the first three days following cell loss. These results support the presence of a 

heterogeneous population of TAPs, potentially with different embryonic origins and neuronal fates (FT 

Merkle et al., 2007; KM Young et al., 2007a) that each respond independently to cell death signals 

generated in the damaged striatum. Increases in the neurogenic TAP population then generate 

significantly increased neuroblast numbers, and alter the subtypes of neuroblasts generated. 

Specifically, in all regions it appears that Dlx2 TAPs and neuroblasts are affected first, before the 

Pax6 populations. This is particularly interesting as QA lesioning selectively kills the GABAergic 

medium sized spiny projection neurons of the striatum, and Dlx2 is a key gene in GABAergic neuronal 

specification. These results thus suggest that cell death in the striatum stimulates repair mechanisms 

that may target specific subtypes of adult NPCs correct for endogenous repair. They also show that 

the TAPs and neuroblasts found in the aSVZ-SVZ are heterogeneous, and respond to lesion induced 

cell death in a heterogeneous manner.    
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Chapter 3. mRNA Alterations in Regulatory Pathways in 
the SVZ post QA Lesion 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Currently there is a good understanding of the intrinsic genes and signalling pathways involved in 

regulating development of the mammalian forebrain (N Bertrand et al., 2002; F Guillemot, 2007a). 

How these same genes and pathways act in the neurogenic region of the normal and injured adult 

SVZ, and how they can be manipulated to enhance endogenous repair are only recently becoming 

unravelled. There is a huge level of complexity in the regulation of adult neurogenesis, with many 

different extrinsic mechanisms (extracellular factors and their intracellular machinery) influencing cell 

cycle length, cell cycle exit, proliferation, differentiation, migration, cellular integration and survival. 

Evidence from in vitro and in vivo studies has shown that neurogenesis can be altered by many 

morphogens, growth factors, cytokines neurotransmitters, and hormones (F Guillemot, 2007a). In 

addition, many of the well known signalling families cross-talk, and promote different cellular fates 

depending on the developmental stage and location of target cells.  

Injury to the brain from excitotoxic lesioning, stroke, traumatic brain injury or epilepsy leads to 

increases in NPC proliferation and neurogenesis in the SVZ, and activation of endogenous repair 

mechanisms (B Connor et al., 2011; JM Parent, 2003). While the responses are well studied, the 

molecules and signalling pathways underlying them are poorly understood. Microarray data has found 

that after stroke, genes from multiple pathways are upregulated in the SVZ, similar to those active 

during development. These included increases in components from the BMP, Notch and Wnt 

pathways (XS Liu et al., 2007a).   

Specifically, a number of CNS injury models have shown altered BMP family signalling post injury, 

including stroke, spinal cord lesion and spinal cord EAE (J Ara et al., 2008; J Chou et al., 2006; ML 

Fuller et al., 2007; JK Sabo et al., 2009; JA Shin et al., 2012). Alterations in BMP signalling contribute 

to both astrogliosis and scar formation (JK Sabo et al., 2009; JA Shin et al., 2012), and enhanced 

SVZ proliferation, oligodendrogenesis, NeuN expression and functional behavioural outcome after 

injury (CF Chang et al., 2003; J Chou et al., 2006; DW Hampton et al., 2007; SZ Lin et al., 1999; J 

Samanta et al., 2010; Y Wang et al., 2001). Furthermore, BMP signals can drive cells to switch 

lineages after injury. In a white matter lesion model, expression of the BMP antagonist Chordin in the 

adult SVZ drove a fate switch in SVZ neuronal progenitor cells towards an oligodendrocyte fate in the 

white matter (B Jablonska et al., 2010).   

Signalling molecules and transcription factors downstream of BMP signalling have also been found to 

be altered in brain injury models. STAT3, a transcription factor responsible for chemokine and growth 

factor signal transduction regulates astrocyte specific gene expression, and is phosphorylated and 

upregulated in astrocytes and microglia in injured areas following fluid percussion TBI and stroke. Its 
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expression is associated both with glial scar and inflammation (JS Choi et al., 2003; JE Herrmann et 

al., 2008; AA Oliva et al., 2011) but also has neuroprotective effects when expressed in neurons after 

stroke, spinal cord injury and in the Feeney free falling model of TBI (S Suzuki et al., 2005; K 

Yamauchi et al., 2006; JB Zhao et al., 2011).   

Alterations in Wnt signalling have shown contrasting effects after stroke. Normal and non-ischemic 

cultured SVZ cells, and tissue isolated by laser capture microdissection showed no significant 

changes in Wnt expression when quantified using qPCR, or when immunostained (DC Morris et al., 

2007). In contrast, β-catenin siRNA infusion into the lateral ventricle in transient MCAO abolished β-

catenin in the ischemic striatum, reduced the SVZ expansion, inhibited striatal neurogenesis and 

enlarged stroke infact (JL Freese et al., 2010; ZN Lei et al., 2008). Wnts are found in the adult spinal 

cord, with β-catenin significantly increased in qPCR analysis after spinal cord injury indicating 

potential roles in endogenous repair that need further investigation (CM Fernandez-Martos et al., 

2011). 

Shh is implicated in proliferation control, neuronal and oligodendrocyte specification and is a 

chemoattractant that directs for adult SVZ progenitor cells toward the olfactory bulb (E Angot et al., 

2008; CH Hor et al., 2010; RA Ihrie et al., 2011b; V Palma et al., 2005; E Traiffort et al., 2010). Shh is 

upregulated after ischemia and Shh infusion stimulated SVZ proliferation and behavioural recovery 

(NC Bambakidis et al., 2012; JR Sims et al., 2009). Shh expressing reactive astrocytes are increased 

by pro-inflammatory signals in injured cortex, with Shh regulating Olig2+ proliferative cells in injured 

areas (NM Amankulor et al., 2009).  

Alterations in Notch signalling in the adult SVZ has also been implicated in mediating the increase in 

progenitor cells, and neuroblast generation, after stroke and cortical stab wound in rodents and 

zebrafish (M Carlen et al., 2009; MI Givogri et al., 2006; N Kishimoto et al., 2012; L Wang et al., 2009; 

X Wang et al., 2009). Ependymal cells can generate neuroblasts and astrocytes, and proliferate after 

stroke to maintain their population, although these results are controversial. This mechanism is 

potentially regulated by Notch signalling (M Carlen et al., 2009; T Nomura et al., 2010). Some studies 

suggest Notch signalling can worsen functional outcome post stroke, through making neurons more 

vulnerable to apoptosis, and by activating microglia and inflammatory chemokines (TV Arumugam et 

al., 2006). Notch signalling is also involved in inhibiting oligodendrocyte differentiation in the 

developing optic nerve and maturation of oligodendrocyte progenitors in a MS model (GR John et al., 

2002; S Wang et al., 1998).  

Growth and neurotrophic factors such as EGF, FGF2, and BDNF are implicated in normal regulation 

of the adult SVZ (A Aguirre et al., 2010; KG Bath et al., 2011; KG Bath et al., 2010; G Mudo et al., 

2009). Infusion of these factors in neurodegenerative disease and in injury models, including the QA 

lesion model, and can increase proliferation, alter neuroblast migration and promote endogenous 

repair (JA Bagley et al., 2010; KG Bath et al., 2011; A Bethel et al., 1997; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 

2009; RA Henry et al., 2007; K Jin et al., 2005; AP Kells et al., 2008; YP Ma et al., 2008; J Peng et al., 

2008; D Sun et al., 2009). Other growth factors are also implicated in NPC migration. VEGF and its 
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Nrp co-receptors act as migratory chemotaxic molecules. Demyelination injury increases the 

expression of both Sema3 ligands and the Nrp receptors indicating that they too play a role in 

endogenous oligodendrocyte migration and white matter repair after injury (G Piaton et al., 2011).  

It has been shown that QA lesion induced cell loss increases SVZ proliferation from one to 14 dpl, 

and alters populations of TAPs and neuroblasts in the SVZ-RMS axis, and the subtypes of 

neuroblasts. In addition, striatal lesioning redirects sub-populations of NPCs into the lesioned striatum 

(KS Jones et al., 2011; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). It has also been shown that the fate of these cells 

is altered depending on when NPCs are born, with neuroblast lineage rare overall (RJ Gordon et al., 

2007). Furthermore, signals in the lesioned environment appear to be able to influence the type of cell 

that migrates into the damaged striatum, and also the fate of these cells once inside (RJ Gordon et 

al., 2009). Previous research described above has indicated many different signalling families may be 

involved in these endogenous repair mechanisms, but often with conflicting results. This chapter 

aimed to identify excitotoxin induced changes in mRNA expression in SVZ progenitor cells, by 

examining 84 neurogenesis pathway related genes, to try to clarify which families are involved in 

regulation of SVZ neurogenesis post QA lesion.  
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3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Surgical Procedures 

QA lesions were performed as described in section 2.2.1, and the SVZ ipsilateral to the lesion isolated 

one, two, three, or seven days post lesion (four to five animals per group). To extract the SVZ, 

animals were overdosed with sodium pentobarbitone 100mg/kg by inter-peritoneal injection, and 

when all pain reflexes were lost the head of the animal was decapitated, and brains were removed 

from the skull. A slice containing the SVZ was separated from the rest of the forebrain through two 

coronal incisions, and the SVZ dissected out from this piece of tissue. SVZ tissue was immediately 

snap frozen in a cryovial in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80oC until processed. 

3.2.2. RNA Isolation 

RNA was isolated from SVZ tissue using the Qiagen Lipid Tissue RNeasy Mini Kit (Cat # 74804). 

Cryovials containing SVZ tissue were removed from the -80 freezer and placed on ice. SVZ tissue 

samples were lysed and homogenized in 1ml of Qiazol reagent for 30 seconds using an electrical 

homogenizer (OMNI International Inc, Warrenton, VA, USA). After five minutes at room temperature, 

200μl of chloroform was added to the homogenates, and incubated at room temperature a further two 

minutes. Samples were centrifuged at 12,000g for five mins at 4oC, and the upper colourless phase 

containing RNA was removed. One volume of 70% ethanol (usually 500μl) was added and tubes 

vortexed to mix. Samples were pipetted into RNeasy mini spin columns and spun at 10,000g for 15 

seconds at room temperature. All further steps and centrifugation was performed at room 

temperature. RNA attached to the spin column, so all flow through was discarded. Spin columns were 

washed with 350μl of buffer RW1 by spinning at 10,000g for 15 seconds. On-column DNA digestion 

was performed using Qiagen’s RNase-Free DNase Kit (Cat # 79254) with 30 Kunitz units of DNase I 

for 15 minutes at room temperature. Spin columns were washed with 350μl of buffer RW1 by spinning 

at 10,000g for 15 seconds, then with 500μl of buffer RPE by spinning at 10,000g for 15 seconds. Spin 

columns were placed in new collection tubes and spun for a further one minute at 12,000g to remove 

remaining ethanol from buffers and dry the columns. RNA was eluted from the columns using 30μl of 

RNase-free water by centrifuging at 12,000g for one minute. The elutant was pipetted back into the 

same column and re-spun a second time at 12,000g for one minute to increase the final concentration 

of the RNA samples. RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Scientific, USA) by absorbance readings taken at 260nm (A260). Purity of RNA was assessed by 

recording A260/A280 and A260/A230 measurements. 
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3.2.3. First Strand cDNA Synthesis 

Complementary first strand DNA (cDNA) synthesis was performed using the SA Bioscience RT2 First 

Strand Kit (Cat # C-03). In addition to the RNeasy on-column DNA digestion, an additional genomic 

DNA digestion step was required by the RT2 First Strand Kit.  400ng of total RNA was incubated for 

five minutes at 42oC with 2μl of 5X Genomic DNA Elimination Mixture in a total volume of 10μl, then 

immediately placed on ice. For first strand cDNA synthesis, the 10μl Genomic DNA Elimination 

Mixture was added to 10μl of Reverse Transcription Cocktail (containing 5X RT buffer 3, random 

hexamer and oligo-dT primer mix, RT enzyme mix 3 and water). Reactions were incubated at 42oC for 

exactly 15 minutes then immediately stopped by incubation at 95oC for five minutes. cDNA was 

diluted with sterile water to a final volume of 111μl (final concentration of 3.6ng/μl) and stored at -20oC 

until use. 

3.2.4. Quantitative PCR  

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed on an ABI 7900HT machine and the RT2 Profiler PCR Array 

System using a customised SA Biosciences Rat Neurogenesis and Neural Stem Cell PCR Array 

(PARN 404). The 384 well plates contained 96 primer sets optimised for rat genes and designed to 

amplify with equal efficiency. The plate contained 84 genes covering a range of signalling pathways, 

growth factors, cytokines, cell cycle, proliferation, synaptic function, apoptosis, cell adhesion and 

neurogenic transcription factors. The array was customised to also include Smad4, β-Catenin, Dlx2 

and Olig2. Five housekeeping genes for normalisation were included; P1 large Ribosomal protein 

(Rplp1), Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1), Ribosomal protein L13A (Rpl13a), 

Lactate dehydrogenase A (Ldha) and β-Actin (Actb), in addition to positive and negative controls. See 

Table 3-1 for Unigene references, NCBI Refseq numbers, gene symbols and descriptions of all 96 

genes. 

The customised 384 well plates were in the four x 96 well format, so that samples from three different 

time points and controls could be run on each plate. Multiple plates were run until all samples had 

been tested. For each qPCR plate, 102μl of each diluted cDNA (3.6ng/μl) was mixed with 550μl of 2X 

SA Bioscience RT2 qPCR Master Mix (Cat # PA-012-8, containing SYBRgreen and ROX reporter 

dye) and sterile water to a total volume of 1100μl. 10μl of each sample was carefully pipetted into 

each primer set in the customised plates using plate covers specially designed to minimise pipetting 

error (final cDNA amount per well = 3.34ng/μl). The plate was sealed with optical adhesive film and 

spun for three minutes at 1000g to remove air bubbles at the base of the wells. A two step cycling 

programme appropriate for the ABI 7900HT machine was run as follows: initial denaturing cycle for 10 

minutes at 95oC, then 40 replicates of denature 15 seconds at 95oC, primer anneal and extension for 

one minute at 60oC. A dissociation curve was performed to check specificity of all primers at the end 

of 40 cycles.  
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Unigene Refseq Symbol Description 

Rn.105879 NM_172009 Ache Acetylcholinesterase 
Rn.32078 NM_017155 Adora1 Adenosine A1 receptor 
Rn.11180 NM_053294 Adora2a Adenosine A2a receptor 

Rn.202143 XM_001067235 Alk Anaplastic lymphoma kinase 
Rn.19953 NM_080478 Apbb1 Amyloid beta (A4) precursor protein-binding, family B, member 1 (Fe65) 
Rn.32351 NM_138828 Apoe Apolipoprotein E 
Rn.10518 NM_012781 Arnt2 Aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator 2 

Rn.154711 NM_053397 Artn Artemin 
Rn.32936 NM_022384 Ascl1 Achaete-scute complex homolog 1 (Drosophila) 

Rn.103502 XM_343260 Bai1 Brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor 1 
Rn.11266 NM_012513 Bdnf Brain derived neurotrophic factor 
Rn.42867 NM_021670 Bmp15 Bone morphogenetic protein 15 
Rn.90931 NM_017178 Bmp2 Bone morphogenetic protein 2 
Rn.10318 NM_012827 Bmp4 Bone morphogenetic protein 4 

Rn.126011 XM_001059507 Bmp8a Bone morphogenetic protein 8a 
Rn.11213 NM_053891 Cdk5r1 Cyclin-dependent kinase 5, regulatory subunit 1 (p35) 

Rn.203271 NM_145721 Cdk5rap1 CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 1 
Rn.13247 XM_575844 Cdk5rap2 CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 2 
Rn.3727 NM_024488 Cdk5rap3 CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 3 

Rn.10752 NM_031016 Chrm2 Cholinergic receptor, muscarinic 2 
Rn.10907 NM_030845 Cxcl1 Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1 (melanoma growth stimulating activity, alpha) 
Rn.9765 NM_019621 Dlg4 Discs, large homolog 4 (Drosophila) 

Rn.10628 NM_032063 Dll1 Delta-like 1 (Drosophila) 
Rn.87299 NM_012547 Drd2 Dopamine receptor D2 

Rn.138110 NM_012768 Drd5 Dopamine receptor D5 
Rn.219497 XM_221304 Dvl3 Dishevelled, dsh homolog 3 (Drosophila) 
Rn.44398 NM_017089 Efnb1 Ephrin B1 
Rn.6075 NM_012842 Egf Epidermal growth factor 

Rn.12447 XM_576312 Ep300 E1A binding protein p300 

Rn.93966 NM_017003 Erbb2 V-erb-b2 erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog 2, neuro/glioblastoma 
derived oncogene homolog (avian) 

Rn.5468 NM_031066 Fez1 Fasciculation and elongation protein zeta 1 (zygin I) 
Rn.15709 NM_053428 Fgf13 Fibroblast growth factor 13 
Rn.31808 NM_019305 Fgf2 Fibroblast growth factor 2 
Rn.4213 XM_238167 Flna Filamin, alpha 

Rn.53970 NM_019139 Gdnf Glial cell derived neurotrophic factor 
Rn.90161 NM_017327 Gnao1 Guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha O polypeptide 1 
Rn.84435 NM_207592 Gpi Glucose phosphate isomerase 
Rn.9840 NM_017010 Grin1 Glutamate receptor, ionotropic, N-methyl D-aspartate 1 

Rn.23483 XM_343629 Hdac4 Histone deacetylase 4 
Rn.203327 XM_345868 Hdac7 Histone deacetylase 7 
Rn.19727 NM_024360 Hes1 Hairy and enhancer of split 1 (Drosophila) 
Rn.98202 XM_342216 Hey1 Hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW motif 1 
Rn.58672 XM_344806 Hey2 Hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW motif 2 
Rn.22252 XM_233495 Heyl Hairy/enhancer-of-split related with YRPW motif-like 
Rn.10652 NM_031513 Il3 Interleukin 3 
Rn.9874 NM_017128 Inhba Inhibin beta-A 

Rn.91085 NM_022634 Lst1 Leukocyte specific transcript 1 
Rn.17447 NM_030859 Mdk Midkine 
Rn.2477 XM_574821 Mef2c Myocyte enhancer factor 2C 

Rn.62341 XM_236194 Mll1 Myeloid/lymphoid or mixed-lineage leukemia 1 
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Rn.9077 XM_342552 Ncoa6 Nuclear receptor coactivator 6 
Rn.3096 NM_001008558 Ndn Necdin homolog (mouse) 

Rn.45519 XM_343763 Ndp Norrie disease (pseudoglioma) (human) 
Rn.44289 NM_019218 Neurod1 Neurogenic differentiation 1 
Rn.10154 XM_343954 Nog Noggin 
Rn.65930 NM_024358 Notch2 Notch homolog 2 (Drosophila) 
Rn.54707 NM_153735 Nptx1 Neuronal pentraxin 1 
Rn.10691 NM_013150 Nrcam Neuronal cell adhesion molecule 
Rn.37438 NM_031588 Nrg1 Neuregulin 1 
Rn.10815 NM_145098 Nrp1 Neuropilin 1 
Rn.10816 NM_030869 Nrp2 Neuropilin 2 
Rn.41052 NM_053731 Ntn1 Netrin 1 
Rn.5827 NM_031763 Pafah1b1 Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase, isoform Ib, alpha subunit 45kDa 

Rn.31803 NM_031235 Pard3 Par-3 (partitioning defective 3) homolog (C. elegans) 
Rn.21123 XM_342589 Pard6b Par-6 (partitioning defective 6) homolog beta (C. elegans) 

Rn.137112 XM_239083 Pax2 Paired box 2 
Rn.214198 XM_343601 Pax3 Paired box 3 
Rn.89724 NM_013001 Pax6 Paired box 6 
Rn.11354 NM_138837 Pou3f3 POU class 3 homeobox 3 

Rn.198983 XM_341372 Pou4f1 POU class 4 homeobox 1 
Rn.1653 NM_017066 Ptn Pleiotrophin 

Rn.29157 NM_134366 Rac1 Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 
Rn.44468 NM_022188 Robo1 Roundabout homolog 1 (Drosophila) 
Rn.1348 NM_031831 Rtn4 Reticulon 4 
Rn.3233 NM_053485 S100a6 S100 calcium binding protein A6 
Rn.8937 NM_013191 S100b S100 calcium binding protein B 

Rn.16190 XM_225215 Sema4d Sema domain, immunoglobulin domain (Ig), transmembrane domain (TM) 
and short cytoplasmic domain, (semaphorin) 4D 

Rn.10432 NM_017221 Shh Sonic hedgehog 
Rn.146652 XM_346464 Slit2 Slit homolog 2 (Drosophila) 
Rn.141194 XM_220283 Sox8 SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 8 
Rn.10247 NM_012747 Stat3 Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 
Rn.11028 NM_013045 Tnr Tenascin R 
Rn.1923 NM_031836 Vegf Vascular endothelial growth factor 

Rn.3324 NM_013052 Ywhah Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation 
protein, eta polypeptide 

Rn. 9774 NM_019275 Smad4 SMAD Pathway Member 4 
Rn.112601 NM_053357 Ctnnb1 Catenin (cadherin associated protein), beta 1 
Rn.144853 XM_230986 Dlx2 Distal-less homeobox1 
Rn.22121 XM_221668 Olig2 Oligodendrocyte lineage transcription factor 2 

Rn.973 NM_001007604 Rplp1 Ribosomal protein, large, P1 
Rn.47 NM_012583 Hprt1 Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 

Rn.92211 NM_173340 Rpl13a Ribosomal protein L13A 
Rn.107896 NM_017025 Ldha Lactate dehydrogenase A 
Rn.94978 NM_031144 Actb Actin, beta 

N/A U26919 RGDC Rat Genomic DNA Contamination 
N/A SA_00104 RTC Reverse Transcription Control 
N/A SA_00103 PPC Positive PCR Control 

Table 3-1: Table of pathway related genes examined in quantitative PCR reactions 

96 genes were run on each qPCR plate. 88 pathway related genes of interest are listed in regular font. Five 
housekeeping genes used for normalisation are indicated in bold. Positive and negative controls are indicated in 
italics.  
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3.2.5. Data Analysis  

Output files from the ABI 7900HT qPCR machine were obtained and the baseline was set at two 

cycles, ranging up to two cycles before the first observable amplification (from two to 13 cycles). The 

cycle threshold (Ct) was manually set in the lower third of the linear phase of amplification at 0.2 (as 

specified by the RT2 Profiler PCR Array System protocol). Baseline and cycle threshold values were 

kept constant between all qPCR runs, and positive controls on each plate were analysed to ensure 

runs were comparable. Primer dissociation curves were checked for specificity as indicated by one 

single peak of fluorescence.  

Cycle threshold values were inputted into the SA Bioscience PCR Array Data Analysis Web Portal 

(http://www.SABioscience.com/pcrarraydataanalysis.php). Any sample that did not amplify or 

amplified above 35 cycles was called negative and Ct was inputted as 35. SA Bioscience software 

was used to calculate fold changes and statistical significance between gene expression in the QA 

lesioned SVZ compared to control SVZ using the ∆∆Ct method (E Arikawa et al., Technical Article; KJ 

Livak et al., 2001). A correction for false discovery rate was not performed. Results were normalised 

to the arthritic mean Ct of the three most stable of the five housekeeping genes (multiple 

housekeeping genes give more accurate results than using just one gene alone). Means and 

standard deviations were determined for each group. ∆Ct values were first calculated as the 

difference in Ct between genes of interest (GOI) and the averaged housekeeping genes (HKG) (∆Ct = 

Ct GOI- Ct Avg HKG), ∆∆Ct were then calculated between control and QA lesioned groups (∆∆Ct= ∆Ct 

group two - ∆Ct group one). Fold changes were calculated using 2 -∆∆ Ct. Fold changes greater than 

one are described as a fold upregulation, fold changes less than one converted to fold regulatory 

changes through taking the negative inverse of the value, these represent fold downregulation.  

All results tables show the mean fold change in SVZ gene expression at one, two, three and seven 

dpl. Fold changes shown in colour (blue or red) represent down or upregulated genes, greater than 

1.5 fold compared to non-lesioned control SVZ. Up or down regulated genes less than 1.5 fold, but 

significant are shown in black. Statistical significance is shown as p<0.05 = *, p<0.01 = **, p <0.001 = 

***, ns=not significant. Alterations in gene expression will only be shown if they are greater than 1.5 

fold increased or reduced, the only exception to this is when a gene of interest explored elsewhere in 

this thesis has a small but significant change, where it is still important to report.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sabioscience.com/pcrarraydataanalysis.php
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Quantitative PCR Quality Control 

RNA quality was assessed by nanodrop and all samples were of a high quality as based on A260/280 

and A260/230 ratios. Controls on customised qPCR array plates indicated that there was no genomic 

DNA contamination in cDNA samples, and a reverse transcription control indicated that there were no 

impurities in the samples that could interfere with the qPCR reactions. In addition, a non-quantitative 

RT-PCR on all samples using the GAPDH housekeeping gene showed one clean band when run on 

an agarose gel, indicating clean specific amplification in all samples. Therefore cDNA was of a 

consistent high quality to generate accurate qPCR results. Positive PCR controls on all experimental 

plates consistently amplified at 20 ± 2 cycles, indicating arrays were comparable. The baseline and Ct 

were kept constant between all qPCR runs. Primer pairs for qPCR were optimized to amplify with 

equal efficiency by SA Biosciences, dissociation curves were performed to check for primer 

specificity, all primers exhibited one single peak upon melting indicating specific binding and no 

primer dimer (Figure 3-2 A-B). Housekeeping genes amplified at a consistent number of cycles in all 

samples, showing that they were appropriate for normalisation.  

 
Table 3-2: Amplification plots and dissociation curves for all 96 genes  

Examples of (A) amplification plot for all genes and (B) dissociation curves for all genes. 
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3.3.2. Alterations in mRNA of Signal Transduction Pathways post QA Lesion 

 

BMP Signalling 
Many changes were observed in BMP pathway elements (Table 3-3). STAT3 was highly upregulated 

one dpl, four-fold higher than control SVZ, and was significantly increased two fold or more from three 

to seven dpl.  STAT3 binding partner p300 was significantly reduced at one dpl only. Significant 

downregulation was observed in BMP2 for the entire time course. BMP4 was also significantly 

reduced at one dpl, then returned to control levels at two dpl, before increasing significantly at three 

and seven dpl. The antagonist Noggin significantly increased at three dpl. Inhba (inhibin beta-A), a 

putative BMP antagonist was significantly reduced greater than two-fold compared to controls from 

two to seven dpl. Smad4 was significantly reduced at one and two dpl, but below the 1.5 fold cut off. 

Alterations in oligodendroglial transcription factors Sox8 and Olig2 were also observed. Expression of 

Sox8, was significantly reduced at one and two dpl. By three dpl Sox8 had returned to control levels, 

and Olig2 (which was not altered at one and two dpl) significantly increased compared to control SVZ. 

At seven dpl, expression of both Sox8 and Olig2 had returned to control levels. Dlx2 was significantly 

reduced, greater than two-fold from one to three dpl. Pax6 was two-fold reduced compared to control 

at one dpl, and also significantly decreased at two dpl, but below the 1.5 fold cut off. 

 

 1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 
Stat3 4.2 *** 2.2 ** 2.6 *** 2.0 ** 
Bmp4 -2.4 ** -1.4 ns 2.4 ** 1.7 * 

Noggin -1.6 ns 1.1 ns 1.8 ** 1.3 ns 
Olig2 -1.2 ns -1.1 ns 1.8 ** 1.0 ns 
Sox8 -3.2 *** -1.5 * -13.0 ns 1.0 ns 
Bmp2 -3.0 ** -3.6 ** -2.2 * -2.1 * 
Dlx2 -2.0 *** -2.3 *** -2.0 * 1.2 ns 
Pax6 -2.0 ** -1.4 * -1.2 ns -1.1 ns 
Inhba -1.3 ns -2.3 *** -2.4 *** -2.0 ** 
p300 -1.7 ** -1.1 ns -1.1 ns 1.2 ns 

Smad4 -1.3 ** -1.4 *** -1.2 ns 1.0 ns 

Table 3-3: Fold regulatory changes in BMP pathway components in the SVZ post QA lesion  

Fold changes shown in blue represent significant downregulation greater than 1.5 fold relative to control SVZ. 
Fold changes shown in red represent significant upregulation greater than 1.5 fold relative to control SVZ. (Sig = 
Significance, p<0.05 = *, p<0.01 = **, p <0.001 = ***, ns=not significant). 
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Notch signalling  
A number of Notch family members were altered post QA lesion in the SVZ (Table 3-4). Notch ligand 

Hes1 was significantly upregulated at seven dpl, 1.8 fold more than control SVZ. Hairy-related 

ligands, Heyl and Hey1 were significantly reduced at one dpl, three fold less than control SVZ, and 

1.7-1.8 fold lower at two dpl. Dll1 was also decreased but not significantly compared to controls. 

Mash1 mRNA decreased significantly at one to two dpl compared to control. Dlx2 expression is 

described under BMP signalling. Notch2 receptor was not altered in the SVZ post QA lesion at any 

time point.  

 

  1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Family Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 
Hes1  1.1 ns 1.1 ns 1.5 ns 1.8 ** 
Heyl 

Notch 

-3.1 *** -1.7 ** 1.1 ns -1.2 ns 
Hey1 -3.0 *** -1.8 ** -1.1 ns -1.3 ns 
Dll1 -3.0 ns -2.2 ns -2.2 ns -1.3 ns 

Mash1 -2.3 ** -1.5 ** 1.0 ns -1.0 ns 
Dlx2 -2.0 *** -2.3 *** -2.0 * 1.2 ns 

Notch2 1.0 ns -1.1 ns 1.5 ns 1.3 ns 

Table 3-4: Fold regulatory changes in Notch pathway components in the SVZ post QA lesion 

 

Wnt signalling 
Wnt family members were also altered post QA lesion in the SVZ (Table 3-5). Wnt family members β-

Catenin, Ndn (Necdin) and Ndp (Norrie disease protein) were all significantly decreased one dpl. β-

catenin 7.6 fold less than in control SVZ at one dpl. Mash1 is described under BMP signalling. Wnt 

receptor Dvl3 was significantly upregulated at seven dpl.  

 

  1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Family Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 
Dvl3  -1.1 ns -1.1 ns 1.1 ns 2.1 ** 

β-Catenin 

Wnt 

-7.6 * -1.0 ns -11.1 ns 1.0 ns 
Ndn -2.2 * 1.0 ns -1.9 ns -1.1 ns 
Ndp -1.7 * -1.1 ns 1.4 ns 1.2 ns 

Mash1 -2.3 ** -1.5 ** 1.0 ns -1.0 ns 

Table 3-5: Fold regulatory changes in Wnt pathway components in the SVZ post QA lesion 
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Sonic Hedgehog Signalling 
Shh and downstream transcription factors were altered in the SVZ post QA lesion (Table 3-6). Shh 

was significantly decreased at all time points, almost 9 fold less compared to controls at one dpl, 3.4 

fold at two dpl, five-fold at three dpl and 2.4 fold reduced at seven dpl. Olig2 and Sox8 are described 

under BMP signalling. Mash1 is described under Notch signalling.  

 

  1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Family Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 
Shh 

Shh 

-8.9 *** -3.4 *** -5.1 *** -2.4 ** 
Olig2 -1.2 ns -1.1 ns 1.8 ** 1.0 ns 
Sox8 -3.2 *** -1.5 * -13.0 ns 1.0 ns 

Mash1 -2.3 ** -1.5 ** 1.0 ns -1.0 ns 

Table 3-6: Fold regulatory changes in Shh pathway components in the SVZ post QA lesion 

 

3.3.3. Alterations in mRNA from Growth and Neurotrophic Factors post QA 
Lesion 

Many growth factors in this assay were significantly altered post QA lesion (Table 3-7). BDNF and 

FGF2 were the only two growth factors in this assay that were upregulated post QA lesion in the SVZ. 

BDNF was highly upregulated, 11 fold more than controls at one dpl, 18 fold at two dpl and four-fold 

at three dpl. FGF2 was increased four-fold by one dpl, then was 1.7 and 1.8 fold increased from two 

to three dpl. By seven dpl they both returned to control levels.  

 

 1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 

Bdnf 11.4 * 18.4 * 4.0 * 11.2 ns 
Fgf2 4.1 *** 1.7 * 1.8 ** 1.6 ns 
Fgf13 -2.8 ** -1.7 * -3.2 ** 1.3 ns 
Vegf -2.6 *** -1.9 *** -2.0 *** -1.7 *** 
Gdnf -1.3 ns -2.5 * -2.5 * -2.0 * 
Artn -1.8 ** 1.0 ns -2.2 ** 1.0 ns 
EGF -1.9 ns -1.6 ns -1.5 ns -1.3 ns 
Bai1 -3.3 ** -1.4 ** -1.5 * 1.1 ns 
Fez1 -2.9 *** -1.6 *** -1.4 ** -1.2 ns 
Ptn -1.6 *** 1.1 ns 1.7 *** 1.0 ns 
Mdk -1.3 ** -1.5 ** 1.1 ns 1.4 ns 
Nrg1 -2.1 *** 1.4 ns -2.9 ** 1.1 ns 

Table 3-7: Fold regulatory changes in growth factors or neurotrophic factors in the SVZ post QA lesion  
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In contrast, a number of growth factors were significantly decreased. FGF13, VEGF, GDNF, Artemin 

(a GDNF family member), and ErbB2 were all significantly reduced post QA lesion. There was almost 

three fold less FGF13 in the SVZ at one dpl, 1.7 fold less at two dpl and over three fold less at three 

dpl.  At seven dpl FGF13 was not significantly different to control. VEGF was 2.6 fold less at one dpl, 

1.9 fold less at two dpl and two fold less at three dpl. VEGF remained significantly decreased at seven 

dpl, 1.7 fold less than control SVZ. GDNF did not change on the first dpl, but from two to seven dpl 

was greater than two fold reduced. Artn mRNA was significantly reduced at one and three dpl, 

approximately two fold less that control SVZ. Heparin binding growth factors Pleiotrophin and Midkine 

were dynamically regulated. Ptn was significantly downregulated at one dpl, then significantly 

upregulated at three dpl. Midkine was significantly downregulated at one and two dpl, but to a lesser 

extent that other factors. Other genes of interest include: Brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor 1, 

significantly downregulated from one to three dpl, Fez1, significantly decreased almost three fold at 

one dpl and 1.6 fold at two dpl. Fez1 continued to be downregulated at three dpl, to a lesser extent. 

By seven dpl Fez1 returned to control levels. Neuregulin1 (a schizophrenia risk factor gene containing 

an EGF-like domain), significantly decreased at one and three dpl. EGF mRNA was not significantly 

altered at any time point in the SVZ post QA lesion.  

3.3.4. Alterations in Migratory Regulators in the SVZ post QA Lesion 

A number of genes that regulate migration were also altered in the SVZ post QA lesion (Table 3-8). 

The Neuropilins Nrp2 and Nrp1 were significantly upregulated post QA lesion in the SVZ. Nrp2 was 

over two-fold increased at one and three dpl and 1.7 fold increased at two dpl. Nrp1 was two-fold 

upregulated at three and seven dpl compared to controls. Sema4d, a ligand for the neuropilin 

receptors was significantly decreased one dpl, and then increased at three dpl. VEGF, also a ligand 

for the neuropilins is described above in the growth factor section. Robo1 was significantly reduced 

from one to three dpl, Netrin-1 reduced one to two dpl, NCAM two fold less that control at one dpl and 

Reticulon 4  significantly downregulated one to two dpl. Tenascin R was significantly downregulated 

at one dpl, and significantly upregulated at three dpl. 

 

 1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 
Nrp2 2.3 *** 1.7 ** 2.1 ** 3.7 ns 
Nrp1 1.1 ns 1.6 ns 2.0 ** 2.1 * 
Vegf -2.6 *** -1.9 *** -2.0 *** -1.7 *** 

Robo1 -2.7 *** -1.4 ** -1.6 * -1.1 ns 
Ntn1 -2.2 *** -1.5 ** -1.2 ns -1.3 ns 

Nrcam  -2.0 * 1.1 ns -1.5 ns -1.0 ns 
Tnr -2.2 *** -2.1 ns 2.0 *** 1.2 ns 

Sema4d -1.7 *** -1.1 ns 1.3 * 1.2 ns 
Rtn4 (Nogo) -1.6 ** -1.3 * -1.1 ns -1.1 ns 

Table 3-8: Fold regulatory changes in migration related regulators in the SVZ post QA lesion 
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3.3.5. Alterations in Genes Controlling Proliferation in the SVZ post QA Lesion 

Genes that control cell proliferation were found to be altered in the SVZ post QA lesion (Table 3-9). 

Arnt2 was significantly decreased at one and three dpl. Cell cycle regulator and associated proteins 

Cdk5r1 (also called p35) and Cdk5rap1 were significantly reduced.  Cdk5r1 was more than threefold 

reduced at one and three dpl, and also significantly reduced to SVZ control at two and seven dpl. 

Cdk5rap1 was only downregulated at one dpl. The cell polarity proteins Pard3 and Pard6b were both 

significantly decreased. Pard3 for every time point, while Pard6 was only reduced at one dpl 

compared to controls. Adapter protein Apbb1 (also called Fe65) was 2.1 fold less that controls at one 

dpl. Apoe mRNA first decreased significantly at one dpl, returned to control levels at two dpl, then was 

significantly upregulated at three and seven dpl. 

 

 1 dpl 2dpl 3dpl 7dpl 
Gene Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig Fold ∆ Sig 
Arnt2 -2.2 *** -1.1 ns -1.4 * 1.0 ns 

Cdk5r1 (p35) -3.4 *** -1.8 ** -3.3 *** -1.4 * 
Cdk5rap1 -1.7 *** -1.2 ns -1.1 ns -1.0 ns 

Pard3 -2.2 ** -2.4 ** -1.8 * -1.8 * 
Pard6b -2.1 ** -1.4 ns -1.5 ns -1.4 ns 
Apbb1 -2.1 * -1.3 ns -1.4 ns 1.0 ns 
Apoe -1.6 ** -1.2 ns 1.7 *** 1.9 * 

Table 3-9: Fold regulatory changes in proliferation regulators in the SVZ post QA lesion 
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3.4. Discussion 

Overview 
Previously the Connor laboratory has shown that SVZ proliferation and neuroblast generation is 

increased post QA lesion, with subpopulations of cells recruited into lesioned areas, attracted by 

inflammatory chemokines (B Connor et al., 2011; RJ Gordon et al., 2009; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; AS 

Tattersfield et al., 2004). Chapter Two demonstrated that TAPs and neuroblasts responded to signals 

released by areas of cell loss in a heterogeneous manner, with Dlx2 TAPs and neuroblast numbers 

altered prior to Pax6 TAPs and neuroblasts. Mash1 and Dlx2 TAP profiles suggested alterations in 

the type of cell division, from asymmetric to symmetric in order to increase the pool of progenitors and 

later neuroblasts (KS Jones et al., 2011). This chapter aimed to investigate signals upstream from 

intrinsic regulators of SVZ neurogenesis Pax6, Mash1, Dlx2 and Olig2, to identify some of the factors 

leading to the alterations observed in the SVZ post QA lesion. The qPCR assay contained 84 

neurogenesis related genes and therefore allowed investigation of multiple signalling pathways, 

growth factors and other neurogenesis related genes  

Significant upregulation in only a small number of genes was observed in the SVZ post QA lesion. 

(For the purposes of this discussion when changes are referred to, these are all statistically significant 

with fold regulation altered greater than 1.5 times that of control SVZ). BDNF, FGF2 and STAT3 were 

highly upregulated, and smaller increases were found in pleiotrophin, Dvl3, Hes1, neuropilin, tenascin 

R, ApoE and some BMP family members. Significant downregulation was observed in the majority of 

transcripts from the Wnt, Notch and Shh signalling families, with some downregulation also of BMPs. 

Downregulation of hypoxia and angiogenesis related genes, genes regulating proliferation and 

migration, and growth factors were also found. Downregulation of components of the BMP, Wnt, 

Notch and Shh families initially suggested reduced proliferation in the first few dpl, and reduced 

mRNA for migratory regulators could have indicated reduced migration. However proliferation and 

migration are known to increase, through previous quantification of BrdU and progenitor cell numbers 

(RJ Gordon et al., 2007; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). Results presented here suggest instead that 

while some subpopulations of NPCs may potentially have reduced proliferation, overall proliferation is 

increased due to the pro-proliferative actions of BDNF and FGF2. Decreases in other genes may 

instead suggest the mode of proliferation is altered in the first few dpl, to increase NPC progenitor 

pools, and at later time points generate increased neuroblasts. In contrast to migration decreasing, 

alterations in migratory genes may indicate an enhanced ability of neuroblasts to detach from RMS 

chains and allow migration of individual cells into the lesioned striatum. Genes related to 

oligodendrocyte generation also suggest this fate may be stimulated throughout the time course.  
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Major Signalling Families 

BMP Signalling  
 
Consistent with other studies demonstrating alterations in BMP signalling in injured brain parenchyma 

and spinal cord (JK Sabo et al., 2009; V Sahni et al., 2010; JA Shin et al., 2012), significant 

alterations in BMP ligands and downstream signalling molecules in the adult SVZ were identified post 

QA lesion. In the first one to two dpl, significant downregulation in the ligands BMP2 and BMP4, and 

transcription factor Smad4 was observed, while STAT3 was significantly upregulated. At three dpl 

BMP4, antagonist Noggin, STAT3 and Olig2 were all significantly upregulated. At seven dpl, BMP2 

was still downregulated, while BMP4 and STAT3 remained significantly higher than controls.  

BMP signalling is active in adult SVZ B cells and Dlx2 TAPs, and has been thought to both inhibit and 

promote neurogenesis, while inhibiting oligodendrogenesis. BMP4 is expressed more highly than 

BMP2, and while neuroblasts express BMP receptors, p-Smad has previously not been observed in 

them indicating BMP signalling was not active (D Colak et al., 2008; DA Lim et al., 2000; JK Sabo et 

al., 2009). Increased BMP2, BMP4 and BMP7 signalling within areas of brain injury and demyelination 

is thought to be responsible for astrogliosis and scar formation (JK Sabo et al., 2009; JA Shin et al., 

2012). However BMPs can also be beneficial to neurogenesis. BMP6 or BMP7 administration in 

stroke models enhanced SVZ proliferation, NeuN expression and functional behavioural outcome (CF 

Chang et al., 2003; J Chou et al., 2006; SZ Lin et al., 1999; Y Wang et al., 2001). Exogenous BMP2/4 

addition to embryonic SVZ cultures led to reduced proliferation, as did co-culture of adult NPCs with 

endothelial cells that secrete BMPs. Thus the decrease in BMP2/4 mRNA, with downstream effector 

Smad4 observed in the first one to two days post QA lesion could indicate both a loss of inhibition 

over neurogenesis, and an increase in proliferation, depending on specific cell type expression of 

ligands and receptors. BMP4 was later increased at three and seven dpl. BMP4 has found to be 

increased in models of spinal cord transaction, crush injury and demyelination, involved in 

astrogliosis, oligodendrocyte generation and the inflammatory response in the damaged parenchyma 

(JK Sabo et al., 2009). Astrocyte generation from the SVZ was not observed post injury, so increasing 

BMP4 at these time points could indicate additional alterations in proliferation or lineage of NPCs.  

BMPs in the normal adult SVZ negatively control oligodendrogenesis (D Colak et al., 2008), so 

decreased BMP2/4 could lead to increased OPC generation. BMPs in other parenchymal injury 

models are involved in remyelination, which increased endogenous repair (JK Sabo et al., 2009). 

Sox8 is significantly reduced compared to control SVZ at one to two dpl, this could indicate delayed 

oligodendrocyte lineage in the first two dpl, and perhaps indicate the pro-neurogenesis BMP pathway 

is more active at these time points. The BMP antagonist Noggin is secreted by SVZ ependymal cells. 

It inhibits the anti-neurogenic activity of BMP2/4 thus assisting in creating the adult SVZ neurogenic 

niche (DA Lim et al., 2000). Noggin can also stimulate oligodendrogenesis at the expense of 

neuroblast generation when infused into the SVZ (D Colak et al., 2008). In the QA lesion model, 

Noggin is significantly increased by three dpl concurrent with increased Olig2 suggesting that 

oligodendrogenesis may be increased post QA lesion at this time, as is seen in other injury models 
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(DW Hampton et al., 2007; J Samanta et al., 2010). Smad4 and Dlx2 significantly decrease two to 

three dpl compared to controls, this could further indicate oligodendrogenesis, as Smad4 knockout 

has previously been shown to convert Dlx2 TAPs into Olig2 TAPs and promote oligodendrocyte 

generation. Pax6 and Olig2 regulate each other’s expression to balance neurogenesis and 

oligodendrogenesis in the adult SVZ. Post QA lesioning, Pax6 mRNA is decreased one to two dpl, 

before Olig2 is increased. However, upstream regulators of adult SVZ Pax6 signalling have not yet 

been clarified (MA Hack et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2004) and Smad4 knockdown did not stop 

expression of Pax6 or Dlx2, indicating pathways other than BMP must have control over them (D 

Colak et al., 2008).  

Post ischemia, overexpression of Noggin reduced infarct size, increased activated microglia, 

increased oligodendrogenesis and functional recovery compared to controls (K Dummula et al., 2011; 

J Samanta et al., 2010). Thus increased Noggin post QA lesion, potentially secreted by ependymal 

cells, could indicate further stimulation of neurogenesis and/or oligodendrogenesis. BMP2 and BMP4 

mRNA expression moved in opposite directions at from three dpl when Noggin increased, indicating 

more complex regulation over these genes than noggin antagonism alone indicates. BMP signals can 

also drive cells to switch lineages after injury. In a white matter lesion model, expression of the BMP 

antagonist Chordin in the adult SVZ drove a fate switch in Dcx+, GAD65+, Pax6+ neuronal precursors 

towards an Olig2 oligodendrocyte fate in the white matter (B Jablonska et al., 2010). However, results 

from this chapter may differ to others that show increased BMP signalling after injury, due to the fact 

that the SVZ is a neurogenic niche, and other studies examined BMPs in brain or spinal cord 

parenchyma. 

STAT3, p300 and the Smad transcription factors initiate astrocyte specific gene expression (S Fukuda 

et al., 2007). STAT3 was not thought to be active in the normal SVZ, but this chapter found a large 

upregulation at all time points examined (S Bauer et al., 2006). While the phosphorylation state 

cannot be identified, upregulated STAT3 mRNA has been correlated with active STAT3 signalling (AA 

Oliva et al., 2011). STAT3 is upregulated in astrocytes and microglia in injured areas following fluid 

percussion TBI and stroke, and is associated with glial scar and inflammation (JS Choi et al., 2003; 

JE Herrmann et al., 2008; AA Oliva et al., 2011). STAT3 signalling in neurons however has been 

shown to be neuroprotective after stroke, spinal cord injury and in the Feeney free falling model of TBI 

(S Suzuki et al., 2005; K Yamauchi et al., 2006; JB Zhao et al., 2011). STAT3 is also upregulated in 

the SVZ by five dpl in a demyelination model when BMP signalling alters fate of proneural NPCs into 

Olig2 OPCs (B Jablonska et al., 2010). Thus, inflammatory or neuroprotective mechanisms activated 

by STAT3 are injury type and cellular dependant. In addition, STAT3 expression in cortical 

progenitors during forebrain development is responsible for maintaining the progenitor state non-cell 

autonomously through FGF2 and the Notch ligand Dll1 (T Yoshimatsu et al., 2006). qPCR analysis 

showed that elimination of STAT3 in NSC promoted neurogenesis and inhibited astrogliogenesis 

through downregulation of Notch1, Notch2 and Hes5, but not Hes1 mRNA expression (F Cao et al., 

2010) indicating potential cross-talk with other pathways. Therefore STAT3 upregulation in the SVZ 

post QA lesion could represent highly upregulated neuroprotective or neurogenic signalling. 
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Inhibin βA is the β subunit of the inhibin protein. When dimerised the βAβA protein is called activin-A 

(PE Hughes et al., 1999). Activin-A is a transforming growth factor-beta pathway gene, and infusion 

into the hippocampus increases Sox2 and Nestin cell proliferation. In vitro treatment can promote 

astrocyte differentiation from progenitor cells (A Abdipranoto-Cowley et al., 2009; M Satoh et al., 

2000). Activin-A is endogenously expressed in damaged neurons of the hippocampus after ischemia, 

hypoxia or Kainic acid induced neurodegeneration, and can increase hippocampal neurogenesis and 

reduce tissue death after injury (A Abdipranoto-Cowley et al., 2009; SS Mukerji et al., 2009; YP 

Tretter et al., 2000; YP Tretter et al., 1996). Inhibin βA or Activin-A expression has not been reported 

in the adult SVZ of normal or injured brains previously. This study found it significantly downregulated 

from three to seven dpl. Activin-A has anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective properties, and 

previously intrastriatal infusions of the protein offered neuroprotection to subtypes of striatal neurons 

after QA lesion (PE Hughes et al., 1999). The decrease in mRNA observed in the QA lesion model  

could thus indicate a reduction in the genes tumour suppressor function, and therefore increased SVZ 

proliferation, or an alteration in an anti-inflammatory neuroprotective mechanism (A Abdipranoto-

Cowley et al., 2009). mRNA levels decrease in this model, while they go up in all other hippocampal 

injury models, this may be due to differential regulation of the NPCs in the SVZ compared to neurons 

in brain parenchyma and progenitors of the hippocampus after injury. 

Notch Signalling 
Notch signalling is essential to maintain proliferating progenitors during development and in the adult 

and expression of Notch pathway in the adult SVZ is essential for normal neurogenesis. Signalling 

through transcription factors Hes1 and Hes5, Notch represses proneural genes Mash1 and Ngn2, and 

ligand Dll1, thereby leading to progenitor proliferation and inhibition of differentiation. Mash1 and 

Ngn2 cells express Notch ligands, thereby stimulating Notch signalling in neighbouring cells. Ligand 

Dll1 and factors Heyl and Hey1 are not well studied in the adult brain. The limited research done 

suggests in contrast to other Notch affecters, Dll1 can promote neuronal differentiation in vitro and in 

vivo (D Kawaguchi et al., 2008). Heyl also has a proneural function, binding and activating Ngn2, 

while feeding back to inhibit other Hes genes (A Jalali et al., 2011; M Sakamoto et al., 2003). 

Apart from Hes1, downregulation was observed in all other Notch pathway components in this assay. 

Results from Chapter Two indicated potential Notch signalling influencing TAP cell numbers after QA 

lesioning. Results from this chapter confirm that Notch signalling is active in the SVZ post QA lesion. 

Decreased Mash1 cells were observed at one and two dpl, and by three dpl the Dlx2 TAP population 

expanded, potentially due to a loss of lateral inhibition from Notch-signalling Mash1 cells. While Notch 

receptors, NICD and Hes1 are expressed in Dcx neuroblasts, and the ligand Jaggard in B cells, Notch 

components have only been examined in Mash1 TAPs. This was with a transgenic mouse that 

expressed GFP under four CBRF response elements, so where GFP was observed, this indicated 

Notch signalling. GFP and Mash1 very rarely co-localised (C Andreu-Agullo et al., 2009). However, 

Notch inhibits Mash1 so it appears unlikely that GFP would ever been co-localised with Mash1, and 

therefore difficult to determine if Notch signalling was active or not in these cells. The reporter mouse 

also does not indicate expression of Notch ligands in Mash+ cells. Notch components are however 
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expressed by Mash1 and Dlx2 progenitors during forebrain development, where they influence the 

lineage switch between neuronal and oligodendrocyte differentiation, so the potential is there for 

Notch components to be found in adult TAPs (MA Petryniak et al., 2007; K Yun et al., 2002). Notch 

control over oligodendrogenesis is also observed in the developing forebrain, developing optic nerve, 

and in a MS model (GR John et al., 2002; S Wang et al., 1998). 

Dll1 and Heyl have not been previously reported in the adult SVZ, but Hey1 is found in adult SVZ 

ependymal cells, along with Notch1, Hes1 and Dlx2 (CV Pfenninger et al., 2011). Only limited 

information about Dll1, Heyl and Hey1 regulation in adult neurogenesis is available. Active Notch 

signalling in E cells controls cell quiescence. Decreasing Notch in ependymal cells can potentially 

lead to proliferation and neuroblast generation after stroke (M Carlen et al., 2009; BV Jacquet et al., 

2009; T Nomura et al., 2010). Hes1 was found to be significantly upregulated at seven dpl compared 

to controls in this study. This suggests activation of Notch signalling in neuroblasts and/or ependymal 

cells, and indicates increased proliferation (X Wang et al., 2009). This is the same time point when  

significantly increased neuroblasts in the SVZ-aSVZ was found, suggesting this may be the result of 

Notch signalling through Hes1, as no depletion of the ependymal cells was observed. Hes1 is also 

known to feedback and downregulate itself, expression cycling with a two hour time frame during 

development in some cell types, while in others it remains stable (H Shimojo et al., 2011). Depending 

on how it is expressed in the adult, this will affect the type of proliferation observed. 

Alterations in Notch signalling in the adult SVZ was previously implicated in mediating the repair 

process after injury , through increased signalling of NICD, Hes1, and Shh (M Carlen et al., 2009; MI 

Givogri et al., 2006; N Kishimoto et al., 2012; L Wang et al., 2009; X Wang et al., 2009). However, in 

the QA lesion model, Notch mRNA was not altered in the SVZ, and while Hes1 mRNA was 

significantly increased seven dpl, Shh was highly downregulated compared to control SVZ. This 

demonstrates that Notch signalling is altered differentially depending on the disease model studied.  

Some studies suggest Notch signalling can worsen functional outcome post stroke, through 

increasing the vulnerability of neurons to apoptosis, and because microglia and inflammatory 

chemokines can be activated by Notch signals (TV Arumugam et al., 2006). Notch2 expression in 

neurons correlates with levels of apoptosis post-stroke (L Alberi et al., 2010). The QA lesion model 

found that Notch2 expression remained unchanged throughout the time course. This could indicate 

that apoptosis of neural progenitor cells is not a problem post QA lesion.  

Increased Notch signalling has also previously been found to lead to a bipolar morphology that 

favours migration, whereas decreased Notch signalling leads to a more multipolar morphology that 

stalls migration (K Hashimoto-Torii et al., 2008). Thus Notch pathway changes could also be altering 

migration of cells redirected into areas of striatal cell loss. Indeed, the Connor laboratory previously 

identified a number of multipolar cells in the striatum after cell loss. These may be the result of 

changes in Notch signals, although this requires further investigation.  
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Wnt Family Signalling 
Wnt signalling is not only crucial to normal forebrain development, it is also involved in adult 

hippocampal and SVZ neurogenesis. In the adult SVZ multiple components of the Wnt pathway have 

been detected through qPCR, and transgenic mice have demonstrated Wnt signalling in 

subpopulations of B cells, Mash1 TAPs, but not in neuroblasts (K Adachi et al., 2007; XS Liu et al., 

2007a; T Shimogori et al., 2004b; AJ Valvezan et al., 2012). Viral overexpression of stabilized β-

catenin in adult SVZ induced Mash1 TAPs to proliferate and inhibited their differentiation into 

neuroblasts, while inhibition of the pathway using Dkk1 decreased Mash1 proliferation (K Adachi et 

al., 2007).  

Significant decreases in β-Catenin, Ndn (Necdin, which binds Dlx2 and activates transcription from 

the Wnt1 promoter), Ndp (Norrie disease protein, a ligand that activates canonical Wnt signalling by 

binding to its receptor, Frizzled-4), and Mash1 in the first dpl were identified. β-Catenin was over 

seven fold downregulated compared to control. Based on past research in normal SVZ this would 

indicate reduced proliferation and potentially neuroblast generation from Mash1 TAPs. Consistent 

with the results of Adacihi et al., a significant decrease in Mash1 mRNA and cell numbers in the aSVZ 

at one (and two) dpl in the aSVZ was observed (K Adachi et al., 2007). This would be consistent with 

an altered mode of Mash1 proliferation as hypothesised from results in Chapter Two. Indeed, Piccin 

et al. demonstrated that Wnt signalling was enhanced in cells dividing symmetrically, but not 

asymmetrically while not altering total proliferation rates (D Piccin et al., 2011). After stroke they found 

upregulated Wnt signals in cells dividing symmetrically. This may suggest that immediately following 

QA lesion Mash1 TAPs proliferated asymmetrically and terminally, before changing to a more 

symmetrical mode of division to increase the NPC pool in the following dpl.  Wnt signalling has not 

been investigated in Dlx2 or Pax6 TAPs. As both these populations are found to significantly increase 

in the aSVZ post QA lesion, it would be very interesting to see how Wnt signals affected their modes 

of division.  Interestingly, at seven dpl a significant increase was observed in Wnt receptor Dvl3. This 

could imply a potential feedback mechanism.  

Contrasting effects of Wnt signalling have been observed after stroke. Normal and non-ischemic 

cultured SVZ cells, and tissue isolated by laser capture microdissection showed no significant 

differences in Wnt expression when quantified using qPCR, or when immunostained (DC Morris et al., 

2007). In contrast, β-catenin siRNA infusion into the lateral ventricle in the transient MCAO stroke 

model abolished beta-catenin in the ischemic striatum, reduced the SVZ expansion, inhibited striatal 

neurogenesis and enlarged stroke infact (JL Freese et al., 2010; ZN Lei et al., 2008). β-catenin also 

significantly increased in qPCR analysis after spinal cord injury (ER Hollis, 2nd et al., 2012). As a 

large reduction in β-catenin was found, this is in contrast to some other studies. This again may be 

due to the nature of the cells expressing Wnt components, and the type of model used. The amount 

of conflict in results in the Wnt injury field indicate their role in endogenous repair responses need 

further investigation (CM Fernandez-Martos et al., 2011). 
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Shh Signalling 
In the developing and adult SVZ, Shh is implicated in proliferation control, neuronal and 

oligodendrocyte specification and migration (E Angot et al., 2008; RA Ihrie et al., 2011b; N Tekki-

Kessaris et al., 2001; E Traiffort et al., 2010). Shh regulates maintenance of self-renewal of B cells 

and TAPs in the adult SVZ through expression of Gli1 (E Traiffort et al., 2010). A number of studies 

have indicated that Shh is upregulated after injury or AraC treatment, and contributes to the resulting 

induced proliferation of SVZ NPCs. Infusion of Shh was also shown to stimulate SVZ proliferation and 

behavioural recovery after ischemia. In a cortical freeze model Shh was upregulated in the cortex by 

three dpl where it regulated parenchymal Olig2 expression (NM Amankulor et al., 2009; F Balordi et 

al., 2007; NC Bambakidis et al., 2012; JR Sims et al., 2009). Shh promotes Olig lineage in injured 

cortex (NM Amankulor et al., 2009), however it is unclear if Olig2+ TAPs are regulated by Shh in the 

adult SVZ. 

A large significant reduction in Shh mRNA was observed in the SVZ at all time points examined, 

contrasting to other papers. As with reduced β-catenin signalling, based on previous research this 

suggests reduced proliferation in the Shh responsive B cells and TAPs, or altered 

symmetric/asymmetric cell division mode (RK Dave et al., 2011). Mash1 has been shown in vitro to be 

directly regulated by Shh/Gli in the P19 embryonal carcinoma cell line and in adult NPCs (A Voronova 

et al., 2011; L Wang et al., 2007), but no one has examined Shh receptor expression in Dlx2 or Pax6 

TAPs. Potentially decreased Shh signalling could contribute to decreased Mash1 mRNA and cell 

number, in combination with Wnt signals described in section above. However, Mash1 mRNA returns 

to control levels by three dpl, and cell numbers of TAPs and neuroblasts increase by seven dpl while 

Shh remains decreased. This suggests other factors can override Shh induced reduction in 

proliferation. In addition, as expression of Shh acts as a retention factor keeping migrating 

neuroblasts within the SVZ (E Angot et al., 2008; F Balordi et al., 2007), the decrease observed in the 

SVZ after QA lesion may allow ectopic migration away from the RMS, instead into areas of cell loss. 

Growth and Neurotrophic Factors 
Growth and neurotrophic factors such as EGF, FGF2, and BDNF are implicated in normal regulation 

of the adult SVZ (A Aguirre et al., 2010; KG Bath et al., 2011; KG Bath et al., 2010; G Mudo et al., 

2009). Significant upregulation in two growth factors, BDNF and FGF2, was found in the first three 

dpl. Interestingly EGF was not significantly altered in the SVZ post QA lesion at any time point. 

Perhaps surprisingly there was significant downregulation found in many growth factor genes 

including FGF13, GDNF, VEGF, and Artenin. mRNA for neurotrophic factors were also reduced, 

including Midkine and Pleiotropin, Brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor, and Neuregulin.  

Previously, exogenous infusion of a variety of growth factors has proved beneficial for SVZ 

neurogenesis post injury, however few groups have examined endogenous alterations in these 

factors after injury. Based on the large pool of infusion research, increases in BDNF and FGF2 post 

QA lesion are probably positively regulating endogenous repair through enhancing proliferation of 

NSCs and TAPs, and providing neuroprotection to newly generated neuroblasts.  
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BDNF is a potent neuroprotective factor (KG Bath et al., 2011). In addition, BDNF is implicated in 

normal SVZ-olfactory bulb neuroblast migration regulation rate and direction. Adeno–associated virus 

(AAV) BDNF overexpression in the normal adult rat SVZ led to increased neuroblast migration to the 

olfactory bulb, and ectopic addition of GABAergic neurons in the striatum (JA Bagley et al., 2010; KG 

Bath et al., 2011; A Benraiss et al., 2001; RA Henry et al., 2007). While some disagreement in the 

literature exists over which receptor BDNF is binding to and which cell type proliferative effects are 

acting on in the SVZ (RP Galvao et al., 2008), what is clear is that BDNF is very important in the 

endogenous repair response post striatal cell loss in the adult rodent brain. Specifically, in the QA 

lesion model, previous work showed AAV-BDNF delivery into the rat SVZ increased striatal 

recruitment, neuronal differentiation and survival of redirected progenitor cells (RA Henry et al., 2007). 

Proliferation in the SVZ 21dpl was also maintained at normal levels while decreased in lesioned 

control animals, suggesting control over maintenance of TAP populations (RA Henry et al., 2007). 

AAV-BDNF infusion into the striatum before QA lesioning offered neuroprotection from excitotoxic cell 

death, decreased lesion size, increased cell recruitment and attenuated motor impairment caused by 

the lesion (AP Kells et al., 2004; AP Kells et al., 2008). Due to its large upregulation in this assay, 

endogenous BDNF is most likely to play a major role in excitotoxic cell death induced NPC 

proliferation and neuroblast migration. AAV-BDNF models are thus harnessing an endogenous repair 

mechanism naturally stimulated post QA lesion. The decrease back to control levels of BDNF found at 

seven dpl could thus contribute to the lack of on-going endogenous repair, and poor survival of 

redirected neurons at longer time points as previously identified.  

FGF2 is a potent mitogen. Infusion of FGF2 in stroke or TBI models have demonstrated increased 

SVZ proliferation above that caused by the injury alone, enhanced neuronal differentiation, decreased 

lesion size, and functional recovery (A Bethel et al., 1997; YP Ma et al., 2008; D Sun et al., 2009). 

Increased SVZ neurogenesis was also observed in models of Huntington’s disease and Parkinson’s 

disease in response to exogenous FGF2 (K Jin et al., 2005; J Peng et al., 2008). Endogenous FGF2 

is released from apoptosis induced-cortical explants in vitro, which enhanced proliferation of SVZ 

cultures (F Agasse et al., 2007). FGF2 also offered neuroprotection to dopaminergic neurons from QA 

in vitro (A Freese et al., 1992). Thus upregulation post QA lesion in vivo may also be a 

neuroprotective mechanism in response to excitotoxicity.  

Many growth and neurotrophic factors in this array were significantly downregulated. VEGF was 

highly significantly downregulated for the entire seven day time course, GDNF from three to seven 

dpl, and Artenin, a GDNF family member reduced at one and three dpl. This may seem surprising 

since many of these factors have been shown to promote SVZ neurogenesis in normal and injured 

brain. For example, GDNF infusion after stroke increased SVZ proliferation, redirection of neuroblasts 

into striatum and enhanced survival of these cells (T Kobayashi et al., 2006), Artenin however has 

never been reported in the adult SVZ, but is involved in survival of sensory neurons (S Park et al., 

2006). FGF13 also reduced infarct volume and improved behavioural recovery when intravenously 

administered in stroke rats (DL Yao et al., 1999). VEGFR is expressed on B1 cells in the SVZ, and 

VEGF overexpression stimulated neurogenesis in normal and ischemic brains, while blocking it 
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reduced SVZ neurogenesis (CF Calvo et al., 2011; Y Wang et al., 2007; YQ Wang et al., 2007). 

Decreases in these growth factors could indicate that the FGF2 and BDNF pathways are overriding 

their signals in this injury model. It also indicates that examining expression or infusion of only one 

gene at a time in injury models may give an oversimplified response, such as increased proliferation 

and neuroblast generation, but does not represent the multigenic interactions that actually occur 

within a neurogenic niche after injury. 

After injury a number of growth factors including FGF2, GDNF and VEGF, have been found to be 

released by Iba+/NG2+ inflammatory cells recruited from the bone marrow, and activated astrocytes 

in injured regions, indicating a possible non-SVZ origin for these molecules (A Smirkin et al., 2010; 

FW Wang et al., 2011). BDNF is also thought to be secreted by B cells, Nestin+ cells, vascular 

endothelial cells and centrifugal afferent nerves (KG Bath et al., 2011).  

Pleiotrophin and midkine are heparin binding growth factors, expressed during normal brain 

development to regulate proliferation (T Muramatsu, 2010; P Zou et al., 2006). A decrease at one dpl 

of pleiotrophin, and then midkine at two dpl was observed, before pleiotrophin significantly increased 

at three dpl. Pleiotrophin expression has demonstrated neuroprotection after excitotoxicity, and in a 

model of Parkinson’s disease (H Asai et al., 2011; IR Taravini et al., 2011). Endogenous pleiotrophin 

is upregulated within three days of stroke in adult rat, consistent with the QA lesion model. Expression 

was found in macrophages, astrocytes, and endothelial cells in areas of developing neovasculature 

after ischemia, indicating that new blood vessels may also be generated post QA lesion in the SVZ 

(HJ Yeh et al., 1998). This is supported by the decrease in Bai1, an inhibitor of angiogenesis, 

downregulated from one to three dpl (JD Sokolowski et al., 2011). Increased expression of midkine 

was observed in mouse hippocampus post kainic acid-induced seizures. Infusion of exogenous 

midkine at the same time as the kainic acid reduced cell death (YB Kim et al., 2010). Therefore these 

genes may be involved in proliferation and neuroprotection post excitotoxic cell death.  

Neuregulin-1, significantly downregulated at one and three dpl, signals through the interaction of an 

EGF-like domain with an ErbB receptor. Neuregulin-1 is thought to regulate Dlx2 progenitors in the 

SVZ as infusion of neuregulin-1 led to increased Dlx2 cells, and altered neuroblast migration through 

the RMS (HT Ghashghaei et al., 2006). Dlx2 mRNA is reduced from one to three dpl, Nrg1 may 

therefore play a role in this. EGF also signals through Erb receptors. Interestingly, EGF mRNA was 

not altered at any time point. EGF is a potent mitogen in vitro and in vivo for adult neural progenitor 

cells and regulates Mash1 and Dlx2 TAP proliferation and oligodendrogenesis through crosstalk with 

Notch (A Aguirre et al., 2007b; A Aguirre et al., 2010; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011). After ischemia, 

EGFR+ cells increased, and infusion of EGF increased proliferating TAPs while reducing neuroblasts 

(M Ninomiya et al., 2006). Because EGF is not altered post QA lesioning, it suggests that the primary 

signal driving increased proliferation may act on B cells, this could also explain why TAP mRNA and 

cell counts initially drop post QA lesion, before the B cell regenerative programme is initiated, and the 

TAP and neuroblast pool subsequently increase. 
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Fez1 expression has also not been reported in the adult SVZ. In the forebrain it is found in GABAergic 

neurons of the olfactory bulb and hippocampus, where it regulates dendritic growth. QA lesion causes 

Fez1 expression to be significantly decreased, up to three dpl. Suppression of Fez1 expression in 

cultured embryonic neurons caused a deficiency of neuronal differentiation (E Kang et al., 2011; AD 

Maturana et al., 2010). This could indicate that Fez1 expression causes NPC to remain in a more 

immature proliferative state for longer compared to controls. 

Nogo is a negative regulator of plasticity that inhibits neurite outgrowth and CNS regeneration. 

Inhibiting nogo during neuronal damage of the spinal cord can protect the cells from death (T Wang et 

al., 2012; X Wang et al., 2011). When nogo was knocked out cell motility was increased in the 

developing cortex (C Mathis et al., 2010). Nogo is significantly decreased post QA lesion. This could 

indicate the generation of a more favourable environment for endogenous repair and faster neuroblast 

migration.  

Semaphorin4D is dynamically altered after QA lesioning, significantly reduced at one dpl then 

increased at three dpl. Sema4D has roles in neuroprotection through inhibiting microglial activation 

and oligodendrogenesis (Y Taniguchi et al., 2009; M Toguchi et al., 2009). Semad4 is expressed in 

mature oligodendrocytes and not OPCs, and is thought to negatively control differentiation during 

development and after ischemia (Y Taniguchi et al., 2009). Expression in the adult SVZ has not been 

described, but it may also have a role here in oligodendrogenesis after injury.  

Other Genes Related to Cell Migration  
A number of altered genes are involved in regulation of neuronal or OPC migration. These include 

Neuropilins, NCAM, Netrin and Robo. Neuropilins have a role in negative axon guidance through 

binding the class three semaphorins, while neuroprotection and angiogenesis is regulated through 

VEGF. Neuropilins were significantly upregulated in the SVZ post QA lesion, Nrp2 from one to three 

dpl, and Nrp1 from three to seven dpl. Neuropilins are expressed by OPCs of the adult spinal cord 

and are upregulated after spinal cord demyelination and surrounding ischemic brain lesions, (H Beck 

et al., 2002; ST Hou et al., 2010; G Piaton et al., 2011). This indicates that OPC generation or 

migration may be altered post QA lesion by the Neuropilins. Nrp1 is regulated by Shh, with a positive 

feedback mechanism. However in this model Shh decreases while Nrp1 increases, indicating a more 

complex mode of regulation (RT Hillman et al., 2011).  

Robo, the receptor for the chemorepellent Slit, is expressed on SVZ-RMS neuroblasts. Robo-Slit 

signals initiate neuroblast migration into the RMS and neuroblasts themselves secrete Slit that 

modulates the glial tubes they are migrating through (W Sun et al., 2010). Neuroblasts and OPCs also 

express NCAM (Nrcam), a cell adhesion molecule. Mice deficient in NCAM have a lack of normal 

neuroblast migration down the RMS which results in a small olfactory bulb (W Sun et al., 2010). A 

significant reduction in NCAM at one dpl compared to controls was observed. Netrin regulates axon 

guidance in cortical development, and migration of a subpopulation of SVZ neuroblasts through the 

RMS in the adult (J Hakanen et al., 2011). Tenascin R (Tnr) is an extracellular matrix protein that 

regulates detachment of neuroblasts from migratory chains in the olfactory bulb. Expression was 
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thought to be limited to the anterior end of the RMS (A Saghatelyan et al., 2004). However, 

expression was found in the SVZ, and it was significantly downregulated at one dpl, and significantly 

upregulated at three dpl. This indicates an additional role for Tnr in injury-induced detachment from 

migratory chains, allowing for migration of individual cells towards injured tissue. Decreased 

expression of NCAM, Robo and Netrin in the SVZ post QA lesion could also lead to less attraction 

within the RMS for neuroblasts and OPCs. This potentially allows cells to be redirected out of the 

RMS, into areas of striatal cell loss.  

Other Genes Involved in Regulating Cell Proliferation 
Pard3 (Par3) and Pard6b (Par6) are cell polarity determinants. Par6 organises the mitotic spindle, 

while Par3 also regulates proliferation, mode of division and cell cycle exit in combination with Notch 

during development. (RS Bultje et al., 2009). Neither Par6 nor Par3 have been reported in the adult 

brain, and their affects after injury are unknown. However, B cells in the adult SVZ originate from 

radial glia, and signal through Notch, so may also be regulated by Par3. Par3 was observed to be 

significantly reduced at all time points post QA lesion compared to controls. Suppression of Par3 in 

cortical models led to increased neuroblast generation, it would be interesting to know if a similar 

mechanism is active in the adult after injury.  

Apbb1 (Fe65) is an adaptor protein thought to regulate transcription, and is upregulated in injured 

areas after TBI in rat. In this study it was observed to be downregulated in the SVZ at one dpl. 

Expression or function of Fe65 in SVZ has not been reported before, but it is known to reduce Notch 

signalling so may be involved in B cell or TAP proliferation control (MY Kim et al., 2012). Cdk5r1 (p35) 

expression is found in adult hippocampus, and regulates migration of neuroblasts into different cell 

layers. Cdk5rap1 is a regulatory subunit of p35 (S Jessberger et al., 2009). Cdk5 activation occurs in 

some models of stroke and is apoptotic (J Rashidian et al., 2009). Expression of these genes has not 

been described in the adult SVZ but the significant reduction observed was in these genes from one 

to three dpl. This indicates potential roles control over proliferation, neuroblast migration and cell 

survival in this region of the brain in addition to the hippocampus. ApoE has also not been described 

in adult SVZ, but has recently been observed in hippocampal neurogenesis. Mice deficient in ApoE 

had enhanced early proliferation of NPCs leading to depletion of the progenitor pool (CP Yang et al., 

2011). ApoE was dynamically altered in the SVZ post QA lesion, first reduced at one dpl, then 

increased at three to seven dpl. This may be related to proliferation of different progenitor pools in 

response to QA induced striatal cell loss. 

Hypoxia Response Genes 
Arnt2 is basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor, thought to be involved in regulating neural 

progenitor cell proliferation and survival. Arnt2 forms the β-subunit of hypoxia-induced-factor 1α (Hif-

1α). To my knowledge this is the first description of the expression of Arnt2 (Hif-1β) in the adult SVZ. 

Post QA lesion, Arnt2 mRNA was reduced at one dpl and three dpl. In models of oxidative stress or 

focal ischemia, cell death was also preceded by an almost complete suppression of Arnt2 expression 

and experimental downregulation of Arnt2 led to inhibition of cell proliferation and initiation of 
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apoptosis (G Drutel et al., 1999). Which cells in the adult SVZ express Arnt2 is unknown, but 

downregulation may suggest cell death or reduced proliferation in these cells. VEGF acts downstream 

of HIF-1α, so potentially Arnt2 downregulation is linked to decreased VEGF (KM Harms et al., 2010). 

Arnt2 signalling can also increase BDNF transcription, which was highly upregulated in this 

experiment so may play a role in BDNF induced neuroprotection (P Pruunsild et al., 2011).  

Necdin is a tumour suppressor that negatively regulates proliferation, promotes cell survival, and 

influences differentiation and migration (K Hasegawa et al., 2008). To my knowledge, this is the first 

study to find alterations in Necdin in the adult SVZ. Necdin is activated after DNA damage, and can 

regulate the response to hypoxia through repression of Arnt2, and HIF1α (ER Friedman et al., 2007).  

Depletion of Arnt2 by short hairpin-RNA led to increased proliferation in vitro in 3T3 cells (J Lafontaine 

et al., 2012). In embryonic mouse forebrain, Necdin promotes GABAergic differentiation via 

enhancing the transcriptional ability of Dlx2, and signalling through Wnt1. It also controls tangential 

GABAergic neuronal migration (T Kuwajima et al., 2011; T Kuwajima et al., 2006; AA Tennese et al., 

2008). Necdin is repressed by STAT3 signalling (R Haviland et al., 2011). Increased STAT3 in the 

SVZ post QA lesion could also then lead to concurrent suppression of Necdin to allow for increased 

proliferation in response to growth factors and extracellular signalling. 

Comparison to Immunohistochemistry Results 
Unexpectedly transcript levels transcription factors did not always follow the same trends as the 

immunohistochemistry cell counts from Chapter Two. For comparisons between chapters, aSVZ and 

SVZ counts were combined and total numbers of Dlx2, Pax6 and Mash1 cells were related to mRNA 

regulation. Messenger RNA levels of Mash1 were significantly decreased at one and two dpl, 

supporting results from chapter two that showed total Mash1 cells significantly lower at these same 

time points. However, by seven dpl, cell counts indicated Mash1 levels had dropped again and this is 

not reflected in Mash1 mRNA levels that return to control levels from three to seven dpl. This could 

potentially reflect a lag between promoter activation and protein expression. Hes1 inhibits Mash1 

transcription, and Hes1 mRNA was significantly upregulated at seven dpl, indicating potential 

regulation that could lead to reduced Mash1 protein. Total Dlx2 cell counts indicated that after a 

reduction at one dpl, significantly more Dlx2 cells were generated by three dpl. Messenger RNA 

expression however shows significant downregulation from one to three dpl before returning to control 

levels. Similarly, Pax6 cell numbers significantly increase at seven dpl but mRNA expression is 

decreased one to two dpl. These differences could derive from the methodology used for each 

experiment, or post-transcriptional regulation by micro-RNA (miR). Pax6 mRNA has been shown to be 

expressed the entire length of the SVZ and is regulated post-transcriptionally by miR-7a. This micro-

RNA restricts protein expression to the dorsal SVZ only (A de Chevigny et al., 2012). Taking the 

entire SVZ region for RNA collection means cells were included in the analysis that expressed mRNA 

for Pax6, which may be altered post QA lesion by changes in miRNA regulation, regions where Pax6 

protein is not found. It is possible that Dlx2 is also regulated post-transcriptionally, which could 

account for differences in mRNA and protein results for this gene too.   
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However, differences in mRNA and protein levels were not completely unexpected, with previous 

reports indicating that some mRNA transcripts do not correlate well with protein expression (KP Das 

et al., 2001; Z Kokaia et al., 1996; H Nawa et al., 1995). After lesion-induced limbic seizures, BDNF 

protein was found to be increased four dpl while mRNA returned to control levels within two days. 

This was attributed to post-translational regulation over protein synthesis and/or sub-cellular 

processes for BDNF production (H Nawa et al., 1995). Gene expression involves transcription and 

mRNA degradation then translation and protein degradation. Transcription and translation are 

themselves regulated differently. Some mRNA and proteins have low stability, especially regulatory 

genes that require fast alterations in expression, these include transcription factors (B 

Schwanhausser et al., 2011).  

Many regulatory families were downregulated post QA lesioning, when previous research had shown 

increases in many of the same families after injury, or that overexpression/infusion led to increased 

proliferation and neurogenesis. This does not mean that the results observed here are not correct. In 

fact the array used has stringent positive and negative controls, and is normalised against multiple 

housekeeping genes to ensure integrity of results. These results demonstrate how examining growth 

factors or chemokines one by one can give an oversimplified picture of how the SVZ is regulated in 

response to injury. Almost all signalling pathways cross-talk in one way or another, and certainly 

changes in the neurogenic environment in response to injury would generate feedback homeostatic 

mechanisms (B Bilican et al., 2008; S Kamakura et al., 2004; T Shimogori et al., 2004a). However, as 

SVZ progenitor cells are heterogeneous, and all cells are pooled when tissue is collected for mRNA 

extraction, only the ‘big picture’ is able to be seen in these results. This may mean subtle changes 

may have been missed on each type of NPC, and often the cell type that expresses each ligand or 

receptor is still unknown. However, there is still much information gleamed from observing the overall 

alterations in mRNA levels in the SVZ post QA lesion compared to control. 

Conclusions 
Large significant upregulation of BDNF and FGF2 throughout the seven day time course indicates the 

major role these growth factors play in the regenerative effects observed in the SVZ post QA lesion. 

Decreases in other genes of the BMP, Notch, Wnt and Shh families may suggest the mode of 

proliferation is altered in the first few dpl, to increase NPC progenitor pools and at later time points 

generate increased neuroblasts. Alterations in migratory genes may indicate an enhanced ability of 

neuroblasts to detach from RMS chains and allow migration of individual cells into the lesioned 

striatum. Genes related to oligodendrocyte generation may also suggest this fate may be stimulated 

throughout the time course. These results show that it is always important when examining transcript 

changes to also quantify protein levels. While they may not always move in the same direction, 

examining mRNA levels by qPCR has here indicated many genes altered in response to striatal cell 

loss, many of which have not been observed before in the adult SVZ. Such findings can lead to new 

concepts of how adult neurogenesis and regeneration is regulated after injury. 
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Chapter 4. Retroviral Labelling of Progenitor Cells in Vivo 
 

4.1. Introduction 
Labelling neural progenitor cells in vivo gives researchers the ability to visualise how dividing cell 

populations are altered after injury and disease. Because neural stem and neural progenitor cells self 

renew (proliferate), they go through cell mitosis (symmetrical or asymmetrical division). When DNA is 

synthesised during S phase of cell division, analogues of the pyrimidine deoxynucleoside thymidine 

can be inserted in place of a regular thymidine. Traditionally, 3H-thymidine detected by 

autoradiography was used (J Altman et al., 1965). Non-radioactive thymidine analogues such as 

Bromodeoxyuridine, Iododeoxyuridine, Chlorodeoxyuridine, detected by antibodies are now 

commonplace for identification and characterisation of progenitor cells (Figure 4-1 A)  (F Doetsch et 

al., 1999a; B Leuner et al., 2009; C Lois et al., 1993; CJ Vega et al., 2005). BrdU labelling has 

previously been used to show increasing proliferation in the SVZ and striatum of QA lesioned brains 

(T Collin et al., 2005; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). 

However, thymidine analogue labelling has a number of drawbacks. They label the nuclei of all 

dividing cells, not only those that originate from the neurogenic regions in the brain. This can be a 

problem as in many types of brain injury, including excitotoxic lesioning, proliferation is stimulated 

within the injured areas and NPCs are recruited from neurogenic regions (A Buffo et al., 2005; JM 

Parent, 2003; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). Being able to distinguish these two populations of cells is 

very important. These methods can also only label cell nuclei, thus not allowing morphological or 

structural properties to be examined without adding additional immunohistological markers. The 

fraction of proliferating cells that will be labelled is dependent on dosage, and higher doses can be 

toxic and decrease proliferation. Also, if cells continue to proliferate as many stem and progenitor 

cells do, the label is diluted out making long term differentiation studies difficult. DNA repair and 

apoptotic cells may also incorporate the labels, so false-positive labelling can be reported especially if 

used in injury models (B Leuner et al., 2009; GL Ming et al., 2005; P Taupin, 2007). Furthermore, 

labelling between techniques is variable. Visualization of BrdU and related analogues also requires 

DNA denaturing, which can be problematic for later immunohistochemistry protocols (BL Cavanagh et 

al., 2011; H Landgren et al., 2011; B Leuner et al., 2009). 

The thymidine analogue 5-ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine (EdU) is a newer method for detecting proliferating 

cells that does not require a DNA denaturing step for detection. The alkyne group in EdU is detected 

using a fluorescent azide probe and copper catalysis using 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition (A Salic et al., 

2008). All thymidine labelling protocols however lack the ability to clearly label the origins of 

proliferating cells, and track migration of these cells. Due to these downfalls, better methods using 

viral vectors have been developed (Figure 4-1 B, and Figure 4-2). 
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Figure 4-1: Methods for analysing adult neurogenesis in vivo 

Diagrams indicate the methodology and results obtained from using different methods to examine rodent 
neurogenesis. (A) Thymidine labelling. (B) Viral injection. (C) Recombinant animal models. (Reprinted with 
permission from Annual Reviews, Inc. GL Ming et al., 2005, p. 227. Copyright 2005). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Examples of the viral vector Cre-Lox system 

(A) Cre-recombinase can be expressed under a constitutive promoter such as CMV, or (B) cell specific promoter 
such as Foxj1, an ependymal cell marker. (C) CreER: Conditional activity of Cre can be regulated by fusing to a 
modified estrogen receptor. (D) A stop signal, or any gene of interest is flanked by LoxP sequences, a reporter 
gene such as LacZ or GFP sits downstream. (E) Upon recombination with Cre, the stop signal or gene of interest 
is excised, and the reporter transcribed. (Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 
Neuroscience, M Carlen et al., 2009, p. 260 Copyright 2009). 
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Animals have also been engineered to knock-in reporter genes such as GFP or β-Galactosidase 

(LacZ) to be expressed where a gene of interest is found, such as Mash1-GFP rodents (Figure 4-1 

C). This allows in vivo tracing of cell lineage (CM Parras et al., 2004). Knock-out animals that have 

neurogenesis related genes deleted have allowed the identification of many important functions and 

interactions between genes. However, many genetic KOs are lethal, and so gene function in the adult 

and adult neurogenesis cannot be studied. To combat this, sophisticated Cre-Lox and conditionally 

inducible genetic systems have been developed to target deletion to specific cell and tissue types. 

Cre-Lox involves excision of a LoxP-flanked sequence by Cre-recombinase under a cell or tissue 

specific promoter. The Lox-P transcript can also express additional genes such as GFP or LacZ, or 

other inserted genes with different functions (e.g exchange Pax6 for Olig2), allowing GFP expression 

or genetic swaps to occur when the Lox-P gene is excised (See Figure 4-2) (A Nagy, 2000). Cre-Lox 

systems can also be virally delivered. Cre-Lox systems have been used to track the embryonic origins 

of adult SVZ NPCs (KM Young et al., 2007a), and determine cell lineage from adult SVZ cells in 

normal tissue and after injury (M Carlen et al., 2009). To induce or delete gene expression in a 

temporal manner, conditionally activated systems use a modified estrogen receptor added to the Cre 

recombinase construct. Cre is fused to a mutant ligand-binding domain of the estrogen receptor which 

can bind the estrogen agonist tamoxifen (CreER), but not estrogen itself. Upon tamoxifen treatment, 

the Cre fusion protein translocates to the nucleus, recombines with Lox and induces/deletes genes of 

interest. This system can potentially be switched on and off to induce reporter gene expression 

whenever is of interest during development or adulthood.  

Viral labelling is an excellent technique used to insert reporter genes into specific populations both 

proliferating and non-proliferating cells in vitro and in vivo, and allows for migration and lineage to be 

tracked. Many different types of recombinant virus have been constructed for this purpose. Adeno-

associated viruses have been used to infect multiple cell types in vivo to overexpress genes such as 

growth factors (AP Kells et al., 2004; AP Kells et al., 2008). Lentiviruses (LV) also have been used to 

target transgenes to areas such as the adult SVZ and RMS where they can infect a wide variety of 

cell types (M Alonso et al., 2008; RA Henry et al., 2007; ES Jang et al., 2011). Most useful for 

labelling adult neural progenitors cells are the retrovirus family, as these viruses only label 

proliferating cells (DG Miller et al., 1990). Retroviral injections can be targeted into the neurogenic 

areas of the adult brain, to distinguish NPCs from glial or inflammatory cells stimulated to divide within 

injured areas. The infectability of retrovirus is lost rapidly after injection in vivo, so viruses are thought 

to infect cells dividing immediately around the time of infection only, allowing specific temporal 

labelling of progenitor cells (LL Horky et al., 2006). Previous studies have demonstrated how viruses 

engineered to express either alkaline-phosphatase or GFP (Figure 4-1 B) can be used to label in vivo 

adult NPCs in the SVZ, RMS and hippocampus of the rodent brain (A Aguirre et al., 2007b; MS Brill et 

al., 2008; F Doetsch et al., 1999a; N Rogelius et al., 2005; H van Praag et al., 2002). Retroviruses 

carrying fluorescent transgenes allow researchers to not only specifically identify proliferating NPCs, 

but determine their subtypes and lineage through morphological analysis. They also allow migration 

pathways and differentiation of NPCs to be studied in both fixed brain sections, and under slice 

culture conditions (SO Suzuki et al., 2003). 
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Some studies have shown that RV labelling can be variable, and that GFP transgene expression can 

be silenced or downregulated when NPCs differentiate (H van Praag et al., 2002; M Vroemen et al., 

2005). While older vectors are still useful for morphological analyses when short term time points are 

examined, better vector construction in newer studies using CAG promoters rather than CMV 

promoters allow for longer GFP detection. Enhancing GFP fluorescence by using a GFP antibody can 

also be useful to visualise expression if endogenous GFP fluorescence is low or downregulated.  

GFP labelling in the adult brain can track neurogenesis, migration and cell fate not only under normal 

conditions, but also in areas of the brain following injury. GFP labelling has previously been used to 

show increasing neurogenesis from SGZ, CA1 layer and granular cell layer of the hippocampus 

following various forms of ischemia brain injury (DK Miles et al., 2008; H Nakatomi et al., 2002; R 

Tanaka et al., 2004), to determine cell fate of endogenous NPCs in spinal cord injury models (LL 

Horky et al., 2006), and to examine the SVZ injury response to stroke and excitotoxic injury (M Carlen 

et al., 2009; T Deierborg et al., 2009; RJ Gordon et al., 2007; R Tanaka et al., 2004). Thus 

retroviruses specifically targeted to the adult progenitor cell populations can effectively be used to 

birthdate NPCs, follow their normal migration and redirected migratory routes, and track differentiation 

in various injury models. 

To this affect, Gordon et al. previously labelled SVZ NPCs on a range of time points around a 

unilateral QA lesion to examine redirection of migration and cell differentiation from cells born on 

specific days after QA lesioning (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). Cell were labelled from two days before the 

lesion until 30 days afterwards and newborn GFP+ cells allowed five days to migrate and differentiate 

in response to the cues released from the lesioned environment. Cell migration and fate were 

determined from representative sections from one animal per time point. In addition, a BrdU time 

course was carried out to examine total proliferation, with BrdU labelling cells at the same time points 

as with RV injection. Both studies found that lesioning the striatum stimulated proliferation in the SVZ 

and qualitative measurements showed increased GFP+ neuroblasts migrating down the RMS for up 

to 30 days. It also showed some cells born in the SVZ within the first seven days of injury were 

redirected to migrate into the lesioned striatum in an acute, transient manner, while other neuroblasts 

continued their normal migration down the RMS. It was hypothesised that two different populations of 

neuroblasts may exist to explain this result. BrdU quantification revealed that the majority of 

neuroblasts migrating into the lesioned area were born either two days prior, or up to two days post 

lesion. Cellular fate in the striatum also appeared to change over time, as cells born two dpl in the 

SVZ differentiated into cells that exhibited glial-like phenotypes. Very few cells born at later time 

points migrated into the lesioned striatum. In addition, there was a population of GFP+ cells identified 

that had a migratory/bipolar phenotype that did not label with Dcx, these cells made up ~35 to 60% of 

GFP+ cells in the striatum from cells born two days prior to, or on the day of lesioning. 

However, the immunohistochemical profiles of the GFP+ glial-like cells was not determined, and a full 

quantification from more than one animal per time point was not carried out. This study therefore 

aimed to firstly calculate the statistical significance of the number of GFP+ cells migrating into the 

lesioned striatum and determine what cell type the GFP+/Dcx- bipolar population of cells represented. 
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It also aimed to quantify the number of glial GFP+ cells that were either NG2+ or GFAP+ at each time 

point, and to clarify whether GFP+ labelled TAPs migrated into the lesioned striatum or down the 

RMS.  
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4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Plasmid Transformation and Preparation 

Membrane containing the pMXIG-GFP plasmid (Figure 4-3 A) was kindly given to the Neural Repair 

and Neurogenesis Laboratory by Professor Dr Magdalena Gotz (Department of Physiological 

Genomics, Ludwig-Maximilians University, Munich, Germany). To remove plasmid DNA, the 

membrane was soaked in 50μl of sterile distilled water for 2.5 hours at 4oC. For bacterial 

transformation, XL10-Gold ultracompetent E. Coli cells (Stratagene) were thawed on ice, and 20µl of 

cells were added to pre-chilled 15ml round bottomed falcon tubes with 1µl of beta-mercaptoethanol. 

Tubes were incubated on ice for 10 minutes and swirled gently every two minutes to mix. 1μl of the 

DNA diluent from the soaked membrane was added to the XL10 cells, gently mixed, and incubated for 

30 minutes on ice. Reactions were heat shocked at 42oC for exactly 30 seconds, then incubated on 

ice for two minutes. 225µl of SOC buffer preheated to 42oC was added, and the reaction incubated in 

a shaking incubator at 37oC set to 250rpm for one hour. Using sterile technique, 5µl, 10µl, 50µl and 

100µl of transformed cultures were streaked out onto sterile liquid broth (LB)-agar plates (LB 20g/L, 

agar 25g/L) containing 50µg/ml ampicillin, and incubated overnight at 37oC. The following day single 

colonies were picked and inoculated into 3mls of LB containing ampicillin. Starter cultures were 

expanded in a shaking incubator at 37oC set to 250rpm for approximately eight hours, then diluted 

1/500 into 500mls fresh LB containing ampicillin and expanded further in a shaking incubator at 37oC 

set to 250rpm for approximately 14 hours, or until they reached exponential growth phase.  

Plasmid maxipreps (Qiagen plasmid kit #12162) were performed to isolate DNA. Bacterial cells were 

harvested by spinning at 6000g for 15 minutes at 4oC, and then resuspended completely by vortexing 

in 10mls buffer P1. 10mls of buffer P2 was added and mixed thoroughly by inverting the tubes 4 to 6 

times. Samples were then incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. 10ml of pre-chilled buffer P3 

was then added to each sample and mixed well by inverting the tubes 4 to 6 times. Samples were 

then incubated on ice for 10 minutes. Each sample was transferred into a 50ml polypropylene falcon 

tube, remixed by inversion, and spun at 20,000g for 30 minutes at 4oC. Supernatant containing 

plasmid DNA was removed quickly, transferred into a new 50ml falcon tube and re-spun at 20,000g 

for an additional half hour at 4oC. Qiagen-tip 500 columns were equilibrated by applying 10ml of buffer 

QBT and allowing it to empty by gravity flow. Supernatant containing plasmid DNA was then applied 

to the column and allowed to empty through by gravity flow. Columns were washed with 2 x 30ml of 

buffer QC, and DNA eluted using 15ml buffer QF into a new falcon tube. DNA was precipitated using 

10.5ml of room temperature isopropanol, and spun immediately at 9000g for 30 minutes at 4oC. The 

supernatant was decanted off and discarded. The DNA pellet was washed gently with 5mls of room 

temperature 70% ethanol, and then spun at 9000g for 10 minutes at 4oC. The isolated pellet of 

plasmid DNA was air dried for 10 minutes, and then redissolved in 0.5mls of dH20. DNA was 

quantified using a Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA) by absorbance 

readings taken at 260nm (A260). Purity of DNA was assessed by recording A260/A280 and A260/A230 

measurements. 
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4.2.2. Plasmid DNA Restriction Digest 

To check the size of the maxiprepped plasmid and the specificity of the expected restriction sites, 

0.5μg of pMXIG-GFP DNA was digested for 1.5 hours at 37oC, with either  EcoRI (10U/μg, Roche), 

XhoI (10U/μg, Roche) or a combination of both enzymes. Reactions were stopped by incubation at 

65oC for 25 minutes where necessary. The digestion products and 0.5μl undigested plasmid DNA and 

a 1KB+ DNA ladder were run on a 1% agarose gel with containing ethidium bromide to visualise 

results.  

4.2.3. Retroviral Packaging and Viral Titre 

To generate infectious vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSVG) pseudotyped retroviral particles, 

pantropic GP-293 helper-free packaging cells (Clontech) that stably express the viral gag and pol 

genes were plated out  at 1.75 x 106 cells per T25 flask  in 5ml DMEM complete medium (1X DMEM 

high glucose medium without glutamine from Invitrogen, 1X Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine, 1X 

non-essential amino acids, 100mM L-Glutamine, 1X MEM Sodium Pyruvate and 10% heat 

inactivated, gamma irradiated foetal bovine serum). All incubations were performed in a tissue culture 

incubator set at 37oC and 5.5% CO2. When cells were 60-80% confluent (the morning after plating 

out), 5μg of retroviral expression vector pMXIG-GFP DNA and 5μg of VSVG envelope plasmid DNA 

were co-transfected using the BD Cal-Phos mammalian transfection kit into each T25 flask containing 

5mls of OPTI-MEM medium (Invitrogen), with 5% foetal bovine serum and 25mM chloroquine. Cells 

were incubated for eight hours with the transfection solution at 37oC, then were washed with 1X PBS 

then fresh DMEM complete medium was added. Forty-eight hours after the removal of transfection 

medium, all medium (now containing live virus) was collected from flasks, pooled, and spun at 250g 

for five minutes at 4oC to remove cellular debris. The supernatant was then re-spun at 7500g at 4oC 

overnight (approximately 16 hours) to concentrate. Viral pellets were re-suspended at 250 fold 

concentration in sterile 40mg/ml lactose-PBS solution. Concentrated virus was stored at -80oC until 

used.  

To determine concentration of retrovirus, Human Embryonic Kidney cells (HEK-293 cells) were plated 

at 4 x 105 cells per well, in six well plates in DMEM-complete medium one day prior to titre.  

Concentrated and dilute retrovirus was serially diluted from 10-2 through to 10-10 in DMEM-complete 

medium containing (8µg/ml) polybrene. 1ml of serially diluted virus was added into the 2ml DMEM 

complete medium on HEK-293 cells at 60-80% confluence. Cells and virus were incubated for five 

hours at 37oC then washed in 1X PBS and fresh DMEM medium was added. Forty-eight hours later 

cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M PB pH 7.4 for 15 minutes, washed once in 1X PBS 

and stored in 1X PBS at 4oC until quantification. To calculate viral titre, GFP+ cells were identified 

under 40x magnification on an inverted Nikkon fluorescence microscope. The number of GFP+ cells 

per well was totalled for each dilution and concentrations for both dilute and concentrated retrovirus 

were calculated.  
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4.2.4. QA lesion and Retroviral Surgeries 

QA lesions were performed as per section 2.2.1 on adult male Wistar rats (250-300g). For short 

timescale studies, 2μl of concentrated pMXIG-GFP-VSVG retrovirus (RV-GFP) (titre 1x108 colony 

forming units (cfu)/ml) containing 80μg/ml polybrene was injected unilaterally into the SVZ at the 

following co-ordinates: +0.2mm anterior-posterior and -1.7mm medio-lateral relative to bregma, and -

3.4mm dorso-ventral relative to dura (three to five animals per group).  RV-GFP was injected two days 

prior to lesioning, on the day of lesioning, two, three, five and seven dpl (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). For 

30 day studies, concentrated CAG-pQCAG-eGFP-PRE-VSVG retrovirus (titre 1x108 cfu/ml, kindly 

donated to the Neural Repair and Neurogenesis Laboratory by Dr Johanna Montgomery, University of 

Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand) containing 80μg/ml polybrene was injected into the SVZ on the 

day of lesioning and two dpl. Control animals received a RV-GFP injection into the SVZ but had no 

QA lesion. A total volume of 2μl retrovirus was injected at a rate of 200nl/minute. Five minutes were 

waited for virus to diffuse and then the needle was raised at a rate of 1 mm/minute. Suturing and post 

surgery welfare monitoring are also as per section 2.2.1.  

4.2.5. Tissue Preparation 

Post RV-GFP injection, groups were given either five days to allow cells to incorporate GFP, respond 

to lesion queues and migrate (RJ Gordon et al., 2007), or 30 days for long term differentiation studies. 

Animals were then perfused and brains processed as per section 2.2.2, Sectioning was carried out in 

series in sagittal orientation with 40μm between each section. Sections were stored in cryoprotectant 

at -20oC until used. 

4.2.6. Immunohistochemistry 

Prior to immunohistochemistry, all brain sections throughout the striatum encompassing the SVZ 

through to the midline were soaked overnight in 1X PBS to remove cryoprotectant, and then mounted 

using citiflour, coverslipped and examined for GFP expression. Animals with no GFP+ cells anywhere 

in the SVZ, RMS or striatum were excluded from the experiment, as this indicated that the RV-GFP 

injection missed the SVZ and therefore did not label any SVZ NPCs. The success rate for injecting 

retrovirus into the SVZ of QA lesioned animals was approximately 50%. Sections were gently 

removed from slides in a dish of 1X PBS, and ten sections through the striatum encompassing the 

injection site were used for GFP cell counts and morphological analysis. RMS sections were taken 

from near the midline where the entire stream was visible. Three to five of these same sections were 

then reused for Dcx/GFP, NG2/GFP, and GFAP/GFP immunohistochemistry, and triple labelling 

transcription factor staining. Immunohistochemistry was performed as per Chapter 2.2.3, with the 

additional use of the following primary and secondary antibodies: GFP (Abcam AB13970, chicken 

polyclonal 1:500), GFP (Abcam AB290, rabbit polyclonal 1:1000), NG2 (Chemicon AB5320, 1:300), 

GFAP (Sigma G3893, 1:2000), MAP2 (Chemicon MAB3418, 1:500) and MBP (Millipore MAB386, 

1:500), Goat anti-chicken Alexa Fluor 488, Donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488, Donkey anti-rat Alexa 

Fluor 594, Donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594, and Donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647 (all 1:500, 
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Invitrogen). Reactions using chicken GFP were performed in normal goat serum, while all others used 

normal donkey serum.  

4.2.7. Quantification, Image capture and Statistical Analysis 

GFP counts and morphological analysis were done manually under a 40x oil lens on a Zeiss Axioplan 

fluorescent microscope. All GFP+ cells found throughout the z axis in the striatum were counted, and 

their morphology separated into either bipolar or multipolar. Cell numbers were totalled per animal, 

and an average GFP cell per section value calculated. GFP cell coexpression with Dcx, NG2 and 

GFAP were also counted by hand on the Zeiss Axioplan microscope under 40x oil objective. 

Coexpression was then confirmed using a ZEISS LSM 710 inverted confocal microscope. 

Transcription factor, Dcx, NG2 and GFAP staining were imaged at 40x on a Zeiss inverted LSM 

fluorescent confocal microscope in z series with 3.4μm between each slice, with a tile scan to cover 

the entire striatum. Colocalization of GFP+ cells with Olig2, Dlx2, Pax6, and Mash1 was done through 

analyzing z stacked tile scans using Image J. Each GFP+ cell was divided into its morphological 

group, and then analyzed for transcription factor coexpression from the images. All cell counts 

represent the mean ± standard error of the mean. One way ANOVAs were performed between time 

points and results were considered significant if p<0.05. Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc test 

was used to identify significant differences between each time point and controls. 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Retroviral Generation and GFP Expression 

Confirmation that the vector contained the correct DNA sequence was performed through restriction 

enzyme digesting maxiprepped pMXIG plasmid DNA. DNA was digested with EcoRI, XhoI or both 

together, and resulted in one band of the correct size, representing the linearised plasmid DNA 

approximately 6000 base pairs (Figure 4-3 B;b-d). Undigested plasmid DNA appeared as multiple 

bands as expected, representing supercoiled and uncoiled DNA (Figure 4-3 B;a). 

 

Figure 4-3: Construction of RV-GFP and in vitro GFP expression 

(A) Cartoon of the pMXIG-GFP vector (5986bp). (B) Gel electrophoresis of restriction enzyme digestion products 
from pMXIG-GFP plasmid DNA (a) uncut plasmid DNA (b) plasmid DNA digested with EcoRI (c) XhoI and (d) 
both enzymes together. (C-J) RV-GFP viral titre. RV-GFP was diluted (C) 10-2 (D) 10-3 (E) 10-4 (F) 10-5 (G) 10-8 
(shown at high magnification) (H) negative control. (Scale bar C-F = 100μm, G = 50μm). 

Maxiprepped plasmid DNA of high quality was used to package retrovirus. High titre retrovirus was 

generated using the BD Cal-Phos mammalian transfection kit. Viral concentrations were at the upper 

limit of the kit, consistently generating concentrated retrovirus at a titre of 1x108 cfu/ml (Figure 4-3 C-

G). Cells infected in vitro or in vivo with concentrated RV-GFP resulted in GFP+ expressing cells 

visible under the fluorescence microscope. 
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4.3.2. GFP+ Cells in the Subventricular Zone and Rostral Migratory Stream 

Proliferating neural progenitor cells in the SVZ of the adult rat were successfully infected with 

retrovirus in both non lesioned control animals, and in QA lesioned animals two days prior to 

lesioning, on the day of lesioning, and two, three, five or seven dpl. When brain sections were 

examined five days after infection to allow for cell migration, GFP fluorescence was observed in cells 

within the SVZ, in cells migrating along the RMS, in the olfactory bulb and within the area of striatal 

cell loss. Some GFP+ cells in the SVZ and aSVZ remained after the five day migration period, and 

GFP coexpression with Mash1, Olig2, and Dlx2 was observed (Figure 4-4). Interestingly, bipolar 

Olig2/GFP cells were observed in the aSVZ and near the white matter (Figure 4-4 A arrowheads). 

Furthermore multipolar GFP+ cells in the white matter that were morphology indistinct from NG2 cells 

were observed (Figure 4-4 A arrows). GFP+ (Dcx-) TAPs, expressing Mash1 and Dlx2 were also 

observed in the aSVZ, but only near the SVZ (Figure 4-4 B arrowheads). Unfortunately Pax6 

immunohistochemistry was unsuccessful for experiments in section 4.3.2, and because of the limited 

number of sections available for analysis could not be repeated. 

 

 

Figure 4-4: In vivo RV-GFP expression in the aSVZ  

(A-B) GFP+ cells in the aSVZ of normal and QA lesioned rats express Olig2, Mash1 and Dlx2 (arrowheads). 
Olig2/GFP multipolar cells with a glial phenotype can be observed in the WM and striatum (arrows). (Scale bar = 
50μm). 
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Only bipolar GFP+ cells were identified throughout the RMS, stretching from the SVZ right through to 

the olfactory bulb, from every time point examined. GFP+ cells in the RMS were exclusively Dcx 

neuroblasts (Figure 4-5 A), some of which expressed Dlx2 (Figure 4-5 C). Although TAPs are 

normally not considered to be migratory cells, coexpression of GFP with bipotent Mash1 cells in the 

RMS was investigated, in case QA lesioning altered their normal migratory potential. Although TAP 

expression was found, no migratory Mash1/GFP TAPs of either oligodendrocyte lineage 

(Olig2/Mash1/GFP) or neuronal lineage (Dlx2/Mash1/GFP) were observed in the RMS at any time 

point (Figure 4-5 B-C). 

 

Figure 4-5: In vivo RV-GFP expression in the RMS 

(A) GFP/Dcx neuroblasts in the RMS. (B) Negative coexpression of Olig2/Mash1/GFP. (C) Negative 
coexpression of Mash1/GFP, but positive coexpression of Dlx2/GFP. (Scale bar = 50μm). 
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4.3.3. GFP+ Cells in the Lesioned Striatum 

GFP+ cells were identified in the QA lesioned striatum, originating from cells born in the SVZ two days 

prior to lesioning, on the day of lesioning, and two, three, five and seven dpl (Figure 4-6 A-G). GFP+ 

cells migrated long distances laterally and ventrally into white and grey matter within the area of cell 

loss. Occasionally, individual GFP+ cells were found in the unlesioned striatum of control animals, 

however these were usually close to the SVZ or anterior RMS in or near white matter tracts.  

Retroviral infection of SVZ NPCs on different days relative to QA lesioning led to migration of 

significantly different numbers of GFP+ cells into the striatum. Cells labelled two days prior to 

lesioning, on the day of lesioning, or two dpl migrated into the area of striatal cell loss in the greatest 

numbers. Very few NPCs infected on three, five or seven dpl migrated into the striatum. When 

quantified, significantly more GFP+ cells per section migrated into the striatum from labelled SVZ cells 

born on the day of lesioning, or two dpl, compared to unlesioned control animals (Figure 4-6 G).  

GFP+ cells observed in the lesioned striatum were made up of two morphologically distinct 

populations, these were bipolar cells reminiscent of migrating progenitors, and multipolar cells with 

the phenotype of glial cells (Figure 4-6 A-E). Bipolar cells were observed in the lesioned striatum from 

GFP+ cells labelled two days prior to lesioning, through to seven dpl. However the majority of bipolar 

GFP+ cells originated from NPCs labelled either two days prior to lesioning or on the day of lesioning. 

Few bipolar cells were observed in the striatum born from cells labelled three dpl or later. Significantly 

more bipolar GFP+ cells born on the same day at QA lesioning migrated in the striatum with 

compared with unlesioned controls (Figure 4-6 H). 

Multipolar cells were observed in areas of cell loss from NPCs born from two days prior to lesioning 

through to five dpl. The greatest numbers of multipolar cells found in areas of cell loss originated from 

NPCs born on the day of lesioning and two dpl. Cells born in the SVZ two dpl generated the largest 

numbers of multipolar GFP+ cells that migrated into the striatum. Significantly more multipolar cells 

migrated into the lesioned striatum born two dpl compared to control animals (Figure 4-6 E-F, H).  
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Figure 4-6: GFP+ cell migration into the QA lesioned striatum  

GFP+ cells in areas of QA induced striatal cell loss. RV-GFP was injected (A) two days before QA lesioning, (B) 
on the day of lesioning or (C) two days post lesion. GFP+ cell morphology changes from migratory phenotype (D, 
E) towards a multipolar/glial phenotype by two dpl (E, F). Arrowheads show examples of bipolar cells and arrows 
show examples of multipolar cells. (Scale bars = 50μm). (G) Striatal GFP+ cells per section. (H) Bipolar GFP+ 
and multipolar GFP+ cells per section. 
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4.3.4. Bipolar Cell Characterisation 

Neuronal TAPs and Neuroblasts 

Large amounts of Dcx immunofluorescence was observed in the lesioned striatum at all time points 

examined (Figure 4-7 B). To specifically identify the time points when the NPCs cells were born that 

generated the striatal neuroblasts, quantitative Dcx/GFP immunohistochemistry was performed.  

Immunohistochemistry showed that neuroblasts were only bipolar, not multipolar, and quantification 

demonstrated that bipolar striatal neuroblasts were born in the SVZ two days prior to, or on the day of 

lesioning (middle column, Table 4-1). Cells born two or more days post QA lesioning generated 

almost no neuroblasts in the striatum. NPCs cells born on the same day as QA lesioning generated 

significantly higher numbers of GFP neuroblasts per section, compared control animals, and all other 

time points (Table 4-1 and Figure 4-7 A-D). At early time points, Dcx/GFP cells represented 19% of 

the total GFP labelled cells. The percentage of GFP neuroblasts then dropped to below 2% from 

NPCs born two days post striatal injury in the SVZ. In controls, bipolar GFP+ cells would very 

occasionally be observed a small distance into the striatum. 20% of these cells coexpressed Dcx+, 

but with only 0.3 cells per section observed, this percentage represents a very small number of cells 

compared to other time points (right hand column Table 4-1 and Figure 4-7 E).  

Days post lesion (dpl) Mean Dcx/GFP cells per section % Dcx bipolar GFP+ cells 
Control 0.3 ± 0.3  20.0 ± 12.0 

-2 1.6 ± 0.4   19.0 ± 3.1   
0 5.3 ± 1.0 **  19.1 ± 4.4 
2 0.2 ± 0.2   1.8 ± 1.8 
3 0.1 ± 0.1 8.3 ± 8.3 
5 0 ± 0 0 ±  0 
7 0 ± 0 0 ±  0 

Table 4-1: Number and percentage of Dcx/GFP cells per section in the lesioned striatum 
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Figure 4-7: GFP+ neuroblasts in the QA lesioned striatum 

(A) GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum born in the SVZ on the same day as lesioning. (B) Extensive Dcx 
expression is found in the lesioned striatum. (C) Merged image showing Dcx/GFP neuroblasts. Inset shows the 
boxed double labelled cell. (D) Striatal Dcx/GFP cells per section. (E) Percentage of bipolar Dcx GFP+ cells in 
the lesioned striatum. (Scale bar = 50μm). 
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Time points from two dpl onwards had very small, insignificant levels of NPC migration into the 

lesioned striatum, shown by almost zero GFP+ cells quantified. Because of this, to have enough 

GFP+ cells for meaningful results, the following analysis will focus on the early time points where a 

large or significant migratory response was observed. These time points are RV-GFP infection two 

days prior to lesioning, on the day of lesioning and two dpl. 

TAPs of the neuronal lineage can transiently express Mash1, Pax6 and/or Dlx2, bipolar morphology 

and expression of one of these genes would also indicate a neuronal fate, even though Dcx 

expression is absent (J Ninkovic et al., 2007; L Roybon et al., 2009). Migratory GFP+ cells in the 

striatum were thus characterised for the expression of these genes. Mash1 and Pax6 were never 

found to co-localise with migratory GFP+ cells, or Dcx/GFP cells in the normal or QA lesioned 

striatum (Table 4-2). However a small number of GFP+ cells did co-localise with Dlx2, potentially 

indicating that an additional small population of neuronal TAPs could be migrating into the lesioned 

striatum in response to cell loss. 

 

  Average % Transcription factor expression in bipolar GFP+ cells per section 
dpl Dlx2 Pax6 Mash1 Olig2 
-2 1 0 0 6 
0 2 0 0 9 
2 6 0 0 14 

Table 4-2: Average percentage of bipolar GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum coexpressing neuronal or 
oligodendroglial transcription factors 
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Bipolar Oligodendrocyte Precursor Cells  

Immunohistochemistry was performed with Olig2 to determine if any bipolar GFP+ cells were of an 

oligodendrocyte lineage (Figure 4-8).  

 

Figure 4-8: GFP+ Olig2 cells in the QA lesioned striatum 

(A) GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum born in the SVZ on the same day as lesioning. (B) Olig2 expression in the 
lesioned striatum. (C) Merged image showing Olig2/GFP cells. (D) A bipolar Olig2/GFP cell from boxed area in C. 
(E) Multipolar Olig2/GFP cells from boxed area in C. (Scale bar = 50μm).  
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Positive Olig2/GFP expression was observed in cells born at two days prior to lesioning, on the day of 

lesioning and two dpl confirming OPCs born in the SVZ migrated into areas of striatal cell loss. The 

percentage of bipolar cells that expressed Olig2 increased from 6% to 14% through the time course 

(Table 4-2).  

When values for all double labelling are combined, it becomes obvious that the majority of bipolar 

GFP+ labelled cells in the lesioned striatum did not label with Dcx, Dlx2, Pax6, Olig2, NG2 or GFAP. 

These cells will be called Lineage Negative (LN) cells. They represented approximately 75% of striatal 

bipolar GFP+ cells born two days prior to lesioning, or on the day of QA lesion, and approximately 

80% of striatal bipolar GFP+ cells born two dpl (Figure 4-9).  

 

 
Figure 4-9: Percentages of bipolar striatal GFP+ cells that express neuronal or glial markers  
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4.3.5. Multipolar Cell Characterisation 

Multipolar cells had phenotypes characteristic of glial cells, so immunohistochemistry against NG2 

and GFAP was performed to determine if cells were astrocytes or from the oligodendrocyte lineage. 

No GFAP/GFP astrocytes were found in the SVZ or lesioned striatum originating from any time point 

(Table 4-3). SVZ B cells did label for GFAP (but not GFP), acting as a positive control. NG2/GFP cells 

were found in the SVZ and within the lesioned area, originating from NPCs born in the SVZ two days 

prior to lesioning, on the day of lesioning, two and three dpl (Table 4-3 and Figure 4-10 A-D). 

Numbers of NG2 cells per section peaked at two dpl, and then dropped close to control levels on 

subsequent days. Quantification showed that this alteration in the number of NG2 cells/section was 

not significantly different to unlesioned control striatum. NG2 oligodendrocyte progenitor cells born 

two days prior to lesioning made up 57% of GFP+ cells observed in the lesioned striatum. 18 to 22% 

NPCs born on the day of lesioning or two dpl also migrated into the striatum and expressed NG2. In 

control animals, multipolar GFP+ cells would very occasionally be observed in the striatum. 50% of 

these were NG2+. However this only represents a small number of cells compared to other time 

points (Table 4-3, Figure 4-10 E).  

dpl Mean NG2/GFP 
cells per section 

% NG2 GFP+  
multipolar cells 

 
Mean GFAP/GFP 
cells per section 

 

% GFAP GFP+ 
multipolar cells 

Control 0.2 ± 0.1 50 ± 29 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 
-2 3.0 ± 1.0 57 ± 15 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 
0 3.1 ± 1.1 22 ± 6 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 
2 6.6 ± 3.8  18 ± 9 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 
3 1.5 ± 1.5 14 ± 14 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 
5 0.0 ± 0.0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 
7 0.0 ± 0.0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 

Table 4-3: Number and percentage of NG2/GFP and GFAP/GFP cells per section in the lesioned striatum  

 

To further identify the multipolar GFP+ cells that did not express GFAP or NG2, 

immunohistochemistry was performed using neuronal or glial transcription factors. As for bipolar cells, 

quantification of Mash1, Dlx2, Pax6 or Olig2 in GFP+ multipolar cells was performed on sections with 

cells born two days prior to lesioning, on the day of lesion, or two dpl (Table 4-4). Dlx2 expression 

was found in a small percentage of multipolar cells. Olig2 expression was observed in 30 to 50% of 

multipolar GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum 

 

 Average % Transcription factor expression in multipolar GFP+ cells per section 
dpl Dlx2 Pax6 Mash1 Olig2 
-2 2 0 0 50 
0 4 0 0 30 
2 1 0 0 34 

Table 4-4: Average percentage of multipolar GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum coexpressing neuronal 
or oligodendroglial transcription factors 
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Figure 4-10: GFP+ oligodendrocyte progenitor cells in the QA lesioned striatum 

(A) GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum born in the SVZ on the same day as lesioning. (B) NG2 expression in the 
lesioned striatum. (C) Merged image showing NG2/GFP OPCs. Inset shows an example of a double labelled cell. 
(D) Striatal NG2/GFP cells per section. (E) Percentage of NG2/multipolar GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum. 
(Scale bar = 50μm). 
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In normal brains, a proportion of the NG2 population express Olig2 (A Buffo, 2007), however, NG2 

cells born on the day of lesioning or two dpl make up 18 to 22% of the multipolar GFP+ cell population 

(Table 4-3) while 30 to 34% of multipolar GFP+ cells at this time point coexpress Olig2, indicating that 

some Olig2 cells exist that are NG2 negative. By combining all the data, even taking into 

consideration the fact that there is some overlap between the NG2/GFP and Olig2/GFP populations, 

there was still a large percentage of multipolar GFP+ cells found in areas of striatal cell loss that do 

not label with glial markers, termed LN cells in Figure 4-11. 

 

Figure 4-11: Percentage of multipolar striatal GFP+ cells that express neuronal or glial markers  
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4.3.6. Long Term Differentiation of GFP+ Cells in the Lesioned Striatum 

A set of animals were injected with RV-GFP with the CAG promoter to allow for long term 

differentiation analyses. Animals were left for thirty days post RV-GFP infection to determine if 

expression of mature neuronal and glial markers was present in GFP+ cells. Immunohistochemistry 

was performed using mature neuronal marker MAP2, and mature glial markers for astrocytes GFAP, 

and oligodendrocytes, Myelin Basic Protein (MBP) in addition to NG2.  

GFP+ cells could be clearly identified in areas of cell loss in the lesioned striatum 30 days post 

injection (Figure 4-12 A-B, Figure 4-13 A-E). GFP+ cells were also identified in the olfactory bulb 

(Figure 4-12 C-E), but not the SVZ, aSVZ or RMS. GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum were observed 

from animals that had RV-GFP injection at two dpl, but no striatal GFP+ cells could be found in 

animals labelled on the same day as lesioning. All GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum 30 days post 

injection were found to be negative for MAP2, while positive MAP2 staining was observed in GFP+ 

cells in the olfactory bulb (Figure 4-12 C-E). As with the earlier results, no GFP+ cells expressed 

GFAP. Interestingly, almost all GFP+ cells had an oligodendrocyte phenotype. Some cells had 

migrated to completely within white matter tracts, and had processes that look much like mature 

myelinating oligodendrocytes (Figure 4-13 A-C). However, while some cells remained positive for 

NG2 (Figure 4-13 D), no clear double labelling throughout the z stacked confocal images could be 

observed with MBP. 

 

 

Figure 4-12: Mature neuronal marker expression in striatal GFP+ cells 30 days post injection  

(A-B) GFP+ cells in the striatum did not double label with MAP2. Arrowheads indicate positive MAP2 staining. (C) 
GFP+ cells in the olfactory bulb (OB) were observed to coexpress MAP2. Arrowhead indicates positive MAP2 
staining. (D) GFP+ cell from C. (E) MAP2 staining in the olfactory bulb. (Scale bar = 50μm). 
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Figure 4-13: Glial marker expression in striatal GFP+ cells 30 days post injection 

(A-C) GFP+ cells observed completely within MBP+ white matter tracts display the morphology of mature 
oligodendrocytes. (D) GFP+ cell coexpression with NG2. (E) GFP+ cells do not coexpress GFAP. (Scale bar = 
50μm). 
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4.4. Discussion 

Overview 

Previous work from the Connor laboratory using BrdU and retroviral labelling had shown some NPCs 

were redirected away from their normal migratory pathway towards the olfactory bulb in response to 

excitotoxic cell loss, instead migrating into areas of striatal cell loss (RJ Gordon et al., 2007; AS 

Tattersfield et al., 2004). RV-GFP labelling correlated the ‘birth’ of these cells in the SVZ and the 

subsequent progenitor migratory response. It was observed that this response was acute and 

transient, with recruitment of GFP cells only observed from cells born two days prior, through to seven 

dpl (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). Results from this chapter confirm and extend these findings. The 

transient, acute nature of GFP cell migration into the lesioned striatum was shown here to be a 

significant effect, with more GFP cells migrating into areas of striatal cell loss that were born both on 

the day of lesioning and two dpl compared to unlesioned controls. A significant number of neuroblasts 

originating from cells born on the day of lesioning were also observed to migrate into the lesioned 

striatum. Furthermore, in concurrence with previous work, a ‘switch’ away from bipolar cells from two 

dpl (termed ‘migratory’ in Gordon et al., but changed here to ‘bipolar’ to clarify only the phenotype is 

being described, as some multipolar cells also have migratory properties) (A Nishiyama, 2007) 

towards multipolar cell types was found. Populations of bipolar and multipolar cells in the lesioned 

striatum were characterised through immunohistochemistry. Bipolar cells were found to include not 

only neuroblasts, Dlx2 cells, but also Olig2 oligodendrocyte progenitor cells and a large population of 

cells that did not label for any marker. Multipolar cells were found to be from the oligodendrocyte 

lineage with Olig2 and NG2 positive cells, but also contained a population that could not be 

characterised. Results indicate that in addition to neurogenic responses, an oligodendrogenic 

migratory response is also stimulated by striatal cell loss. This response is potentially regulated by 

alterations in chemokine signals, and is longer lasting compared to neuroblast migration.  

RV-GFP infects fast dividing neuronal and oligodendrocyte progenitors  

GFP+ cells were observed in the SVZ, aSVZ RMS and olfactory bulb when examined five days after 

infection. RV only infects dividing cells and has a short half life, so is thought to infect rapidly dividing 

cells at a higher rate to slower ones. This suggests RV targeted to the SVZ has infected the rapidly 

proliferating TAPs. This is supported by positive coexpression with TAP markers Mash1, Olig2, and 

Dlx2, which also indicates RV infection in a range of different NPCs. GFP expression in these cells, 

and Dcx descendants indicates GFP expression remains strong and undiluted in cellular progeny for 

the entire time frame of this experiment.  Mash1/GFP cells were only observed close to the SVZ, and 

never in the RMS indicating these NPCs are not migratory, consistent with previous reports that they 

divide only a few times and generate more restricted progenitor cells (F Doetsch et al., 1999b; CM 

Parras et al., 2004; RL Zhang et al., 2010). As only few Mash1/GFP cells were found, this indicates 

lineage progression does occur within five days. Olig2/GFP cells were observed close to white matter 

tracts, and multipolar GFP+ cells with the phenotype of NG2 cells were observed in the corpus 

callosum, consistent with their normal function in non-lesioned adult brain (MR Dawson et al., 2003; A 
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Nishiyama, 2007). Some GFP+ cells in the RMS coexpressed Dlx2. These however are not migratory 

Dlx2 TAPs, as all GFP+ cells in the RMS are positive for neuroblast marker Dcx. Migratory Dlx2/Dcx 

neuroblasts have been reported before, as Dlx2 both promotes neurogenesis in the SVZ, and is 

involved in neuronal subtype specification in the olfactory bulb (MS Brill et al., 2008). 

Heterogeneous bipolar GFP+ populations are recruited into lesioned striatum 

Bipolar GFP+ cells were recruited into the striatum only immediately around the time of lesioning, with 

significantly increased migration from cells born on the same day as lesioning compared to controls. 

Double labelling showed that a proportion of bipolar GFP+ cells were Dcx neuroblasts and large 

amounts of Dcx immunofluorescence was observed in the lesioned striatum. This indicates a 

substantial migratory neurogenic response is initiated in the SVZ immediately after striatal cell loss. 

Fewer Dcx/GFP cells per section were observed from cells born two days prior to lesioning compared 

to the Gordon et al. 2007 study, but the percentage of Dcx/GFP cells was the same. Similar cell 

counts were also found for the other time points. The variation that was observed may be due to virus 

differences as different constructs were used, or could be natural variation in the rodent population as 

the two sets of surgery were performed a number of years apart on different colonies of rats. In 

addition to the Dcx/GFP neuroblast migration, Gordon et al. found striatal GFP+ cells with a migratory 

phenotype but that did not express Dcx. However, the lineage of these cells was not determined (RJ 

Gordon et al., 2007). Quantification in the current study found that neuroblasts represented only 20% 

of the bipolar GFP+ cells in the striatum that were born in the SVZ from two days prior to lesioning to 

the day of lesioning.   

Mash1 or Pax6 expression was not observed in striatal bipolar GFP+ cells. This could suggest that 

these types of NPCs do not express the correct receptors to respond to chemokines released from 

the lesion site. It could also be because the time point where GFP+ cells were examined (five days 

after infection), Mash1 and Pax6 have been downregulated as the cells progressed to a more lineage 

restricted cell type. A small number of striatal bipolar GFP+ cells expressed Dlx2. As Dlx2 is important 

for GABAergic cell lineage in development and adult NPCs it is likely that these Dlx2 cells in the 

damaged striatum are of the GABAergic lineage (S Anderson et al., 1999; MS Brill et al., 2008; C 

Heinrich et al., 2011). This is interesting as GABAergic cells are the major cell type to be killed by QA. 

Together with results presented earlier demonstrating enrichment in Dlx2 neuroblasts in the aSVZ 

and RMS within the first two to three dpl, these Dlx2 bipolar cells could indicate a lineage-correct 

endogenous repair response. Bipolar Dlx2/GFP cells increase from one to six percent from cells 

labelled two days prior to lesioning, to two dpl. This could indicate a maturation of neuronal cells in the 

lesioned striatum, with downregulation of Dcx as these cells differentiate into GABAergic neurons. 

Mature neuronal markers have previously been observed in the QA lesioned striatum, and in stroke 

damaged striatum. These mature cells could have potentially originated from the Dlx2 NPCs born 

around the time of lesioning (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; T Collin et al., 2005; JM Parent et al., 2002c; 

AS Tattersfield et al., 2004).  
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Interestingly, Olig2 was also expressed in a number of bipolar GFP+ cells born from two days prior to 

lesioning through to two dpl. Olig2 oligodendrocyte lineage cells represented 6 to 14% of bipolar 

GFP+ cells born between two days prior to lesioning to two dpl. Olig2 and Dcx are almost never 

expressed together (MA Hack et al., 2005), so this result indicates that as well as recruitment of 

neuroblasts, migratory oligodendrocyte precursor cells are also attracted to QA lesioned striatum. 

Olig2/GFP migratory cells were also observed from cells born two days post lesion, when very few 

Dcx/GFP cells are found. This suggests that the migratory response of oligodendrocyte precursor 

cells (OPCs) may occur over a longer time frame to neuroblasts in this QA lesion model.  

OPCs migrate from the SVZ into white matter in normal development, and these numbers significantly 

increase after a demyelinating lesion (B Menn et al., 2006; B Nait-Oumesmar et al., 1999; N Picard-

Riera et al., 2002). GFP+ cells were also observed with the morphology of NG2 progenitors in the 

corpus callosum, near to Olig2 cells in the aSVZ in both normal and QA lesioned animals. However, 

OPC migration from neurogenic regions is not usually examined in non-white matter injury models. 

Identifying OPCs originating from the SVZ migrating in response to brain injury is important, as it 

implies not all bipolar or PSA-NCAM+ cells observed migrating into lesioned areas are of the neuronal 

lineage. Increased numbers of Olig2 cells are also identified within areas of cell loss after cortical stab 

wound, MCAO striatal stroke model and in transgenic mouse line that developed chronic amyloid 

plaque deposition, compared to controls (A Buffo et al., 2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010). These 

parenchymal Olig2 cells were mainly NG2 progenitors, but this chapter suggests that some Olig2 cells 

found in lesioned areas may potentially be redirected NPCs from the SVZ. This is supported by a 

cortical lesion study where virally labelled, bipolar NPCs were observed to migrate through white 

matter tracts into lesioned cortex, some of which were neuronal. Not all cells were identified, 

suggesting unidentified cells may be from the oligodendrocyte lineage (MS Brill et al., 2009). 

A large number of bipolar GFP+ cells did not label with any marker examined so lineage could not be 

determined. This could indicate downregulation of neuroblast or OPC markers due to maturation or 

lineage alterations stimulated by molecules in areas of cell loss. Chemokines secreted by cells in 

regions of cell loss have been shown to affect NPC differentiation (JR Patel et al., 2010; A Turbic et 

al., 2011), and signalling molecules such as the BMPs can drive alterations in NPC lineage (B 

Jablonska et al., 2010). More research following redirected cells at a range of shorter migration 

periods following QA lesioning will need to be performed to clarify what is happening to specific 

neuronal or oligodendrocyte cell types.  
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Multipolar GFP+ cells recruited into lesioned striatum are oligodendrocyte 
progenitors 

GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum with multipolar morphology were observed from cells born two 

days prior to lesioning, through to three dpl.  Significantly increased multipolar GFP+ were observed 

from cells born in the SVZ at two dpl compared to controls. From three dpl onwards, very few 

multipolar cells were observed in the striatum. 

To characterise these cells, immunohistochemistry was performed against NG2 and GFAP. 

Interestingly, no GFAP/GFP astrocytes were found in the lesioned striatum originating from any time 

point. In a stroke model, astrocytes have been found to be generated by SVZ ependymal cells, and 

proliferating cells in the QA lesioned striatum had previously stained positive for GFAP (M Carlen et 

al., 2009; RJ Gordon et al., 2007). However, this study indicates that SVZ progenitors born any time 

between two days prior to lesioning, until seven dpl are not generating astrocytes in response to QA 

lesion. The origin of the BrdU+ astrocytes previously identified in this model must be parenchyma glial 

cells, and not SVZ derived. In concurrence with this, parenchymal NG2 cells and Olig2 signalling have 

been found to generate astrocytes and oligodendrocytes after acute brain injury (JW Zhao et al., 

2009). 

NG2 labelled up 18 to 57% of multipolar GFP+ cells in the striatum born two days prior to two dpl. In 

addition 30 to 50% of GFP+ cells coexpressed Olig2. From cells born on the day of lesioning, or two 

dpl, the percentage of Olig2/GFP cells was higher than NG2/GFP cells, indicating an additional 

population of Olig2 cells on top of NG2 progenitors. Even considering that approximately 70% of NG2 

cells express Olig2 in normal cortical white matter, (A Buffo, 2007) the majority of multipolar GFP+ 

cells in the striatum are from the oligodendrocyte lineage. Some multipolar cells were found to also 

coexpress Dlx2. During development, Dlx2 regulates cell fate decisions between oligodendrocyte and 

neuronal progenitor cells in the ventral telencephalon, in combination with Mash1 and Olig2 (MA 

Petryniak et al., 2007). The role of Dlx2 is to suppress oligodendrogenesis through inhibition of Olig2, 

but this balance depends on the signalling environment. Perhaps Dlx2 expression observed in these 

cells represents cells where this pathway is also active, and Dlx2 is becoming downregulated as the 

multipolar cell takes up an oligodendrocyte fate (B Jablonska et al., 2010). 

Increased proliferation of NG2 cells has previously been shown after white matter and parenchymal 

injury. The cells were found to migrate widely, and contribute to astrocytosis and oligodendrocyte 

generation (A Buffo et al., 2005; D Colak et al., 2008; L Dimou et al., 2008; B Menn et al., 2006; RL 

Zhang et al., 2010). Some studies have also shown neurogenesis from NG2 progenitor cells, while 

others could not, leaving the possibility of neuronal replacement from OPCs unconfirmed (S Belachew 

et al., 2003; L Dimou et al., 2008; SH Kang et al., 2010; JW Zhao et al., 2009). NG2 cells have also 

been shown to potentially infiltrate from the bloodstream into areas of cell loss post QA lesion, and 

express the chemokines GROα, MCP-1, MIP-1α, (RJ Gordon et al., 2009). Results from this chapter 

also show that in addition to endogenous NG2 cells in the parenchyma or blood responding to cues 
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from QA induced cell loss, NG2 progenitors or their Olig2 precursors generated in the SVZ also 

respond to lesion induced cues and are recruited into areas of cell loss.  

Striatal chemokine expression correlates with both OPC and neuroblast 
migratory profiles  

Inflammatory-induced chemoattractants play an essential role in the redirection of NPCs into areas of 

cell loss or damage (M Cayre et al., 2009; B Connor et al., 2011; RJ Gordon et al., 2009). MCP-1, 

SDF-1α and their receptors CCR2 and CXCR4 have been clearly shown to be involved in SVZ 

neuroblast recruitment into stroke lesioned striatum (JJ Ohab et al., 2006; P Thored et al., 2006; YP 

Yan et al., 2007). Gordon et al. also demonstrated that adult SVZ NPCs express chemokine 

receptors, and that alteration in GROα, MCP-1 and MIP-1α chemokine expression in the lesioned 

striatum correlated with neuroblast migration in the QA lesion model (RJ Gordon et al., 2009). MCP-1 

is also known to promote neuronal differentiation, and expression of this chemokine in the lesioned 

striatum peaked at one dpl (RJ Gordon et al., 2009; A Turbic et al., 2011) when significant numbers of 

Dcx GFP+ cells were observed. 

Chemokines and inflammatory molecules are also involved in OPC recruitment and differentiation. 

RT-PCR on cultured adult SVZ oligospheres showed they expressed a large range of chemokine 

receptors including CXCR4 (receptor for SDF-1α), CXCR2 (the receptor for GROα), CCR2 (the 

receptor for MCP-1) and CCR1/CCR5 (receptors for MIP-1α) (G Banisadr et al., 2011). The receptor 

CXCR4 and its chemokine SDF-1α have been shown to promote OPC migration and differentiation in 

forebrain and spinal cord development (M Dziembowska et al., 2005), and in the adult SVZ (G 

Banisadr et al., 2011). Adult SVZ Olig1+ cells were found to express CXCR4 and migrate towards 

SDF1α expression in the corpus callosum. When dissociated OPCs were transplanted into the 

ventricles of a brain with a demyelination lesion, significant migration was observed into the white 

matter at one dpl further into the corpus callosum than control animals, indicating that OPCs can have 

a rapid migratory response to injury (G Banisadr et al., 2011). During development GROα inhibits 

OPC migration in a rapid, reversible and concentration dependant manner. In the adult, OPCs also 

express the receptor for GROα, CXCR2 (G Banisadr et al., 2011; HH Tsai et al., 2002). GROα is only 

significantly upregulated in the lesioned striatum at six hours post QA lesion (RJ Gordon et al., 2009). 

If a similar mechanism acts in the adult as during development, GROα signals could potentially allow 

early neuroblast migration as observed, and then when OPC migratory inhibition was lost after six 

hours, a larger and prolonged oligodendroglial recruitment into the striatum would be stimulated. The 

GROα receptor CXCR2 expression was also found to be expressed widely in the lesioned striatum, 

but with only 11% coexpression with Dcx neuroblasts (RJ Gordon et al., 2009). I propose that some of 

the remaining 89% of migratory cells expressing CXCR2 are OPCs from the SVZ.  

This study found that Olig2 and NG2 OPCs born from two days prior to lesioning to two dpl were 

attracted into the lesioned striatum, concurrently with neuroblasts up to the day of lesioning. In 

addition to the migratory response of neuroblasts correlating with chemokine release (RJ Gordon et 

al., 2009), OPC express the correct receptors and migration correlates with GROα, MCP-1 and MIP1α 
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upregulation in the striatum. Furthermore, Olig2/GFP migratory cells, and NG2 OPCs born from two 

days post lesion to two dpl migrated into the lesioned striatum, while at two dpl, almost no Dcx 

migration is observed. This suggests that the migratory response of oligodendrocyte precursor cells 

may occur over a longer time frame to neuroblasts. MIP-1α chemokine expression was significantly 

upregulated from six hours to three dpl (RJ Gordon et al., 2009), and OPCs express the receptor 

CCR2 for this chemokine. This encompasses the time that bipolar Olig2/GFP cells were observed, 

and when significant multipolar NG2 and LN GFP+ cells migrated into the lesioned striatum, 

suggesting the chemokine MIP1α may be responsible for the longer redirection of OPCs compared to 

neuroblasts. 

In addition to these chemokines, other growth factors such as EGF, and inflammatory molecules such 

as tumour necrosis factor-α, lipopolysaccharide and the semaphorins Sema3A and 3F also can all 

promote OPC migration to damaged areas (A Aguirre et al., 2007a; HA Arnett et al., 2001; M Cayre et 

al., 2009; I Glezer et al., 2006; O Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2011; A Williams et al., 2007). It would be 

interesting to determine if these factors also were upregulated in the striatum over an extended period 

post QA lesion. GROα and MCP-1 in combination with interferon gamma (IFN gamma), and CXCR4 

have all been shown to promote oligodendrocyte differentiation (JR Patel et al., 2010; A Turbic et al., 

2011). MCP-1 or SDF-1 are both expressed post QA lesion when Olig2 and NG2 cells are found, so 

in addition to migratory effects, these cytokines may also influence OPCs differentiation in the 

lesioned striatum. 

Lineage negative GFP+ cells  

The majority of bipolar GFP+ cells (approximately 75% of cells born two days prior to lesioning, to two 

dpl) found in the striatum were negative for all markers examined. It is possible that some of these 

cells are still of the neuronal lineage, but have downregulated Dcx, and not yet upregulated more 

mature markers. If this were the case however I would expect to see neuronal transcription factor 

expression, and potentially mature neuronal markers at 30 dpl, which was not found. Neuronal 

survival is known to be low in excitotoxic brain injury models, potentially due to the inflammatory 

environment (T Collin et al., 2005; B Connor et al., 2011). I believe that some neuronal TAPs and 

neuroblasts recruited into the lesioned striatum could potentially undergoing a lineage switch, from 

neuronal to oligodendroglial, due to signals in the lesioned environment. This phenomenon has been 

found to occur in Pax6 expressing NPCs recruited into white matter tracts after a demyelinating lesion 

(B Jablonska et al., 2010). Dcx-GFP and GAD67-GFP cells from the SVZ were observed to migrate 

into the corpus callosum in response to chordin release, a BMP signalling molecule, and switch 

lineages to become Olig2 oligodendrocytes. As described above, a number of inflammatory 

molecules and chemokines found in the lesioned striatum also influence differentiation of OPCs, 

potentially these factors could also direct a lineage switch from neuronal towards glial fates. 

Therefore, I propose that these bipolar LN cells are potentially from the oligodendrocyte lineage. This 

hypothesis requires further investigation. However, if lineage plasticity of SVZ NPCs is possible, this 
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could explain the increasing Olig2 component of the bipolar cells and the increasing LN component of 

the multipolar GFP+ cells observed during the time course.  

Differentiation of GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum 

A potential role of redirected SVZ progenitor cells into the lesioned striatum is for endogenous repair. 

Dcx neuroblast migration into areas of QA induced cell loss appears to be a way to replenish 

damaged neurons. Olig2 and NG2 oligodendrocyte progenitors may also be contributing to 

endogenous repair by attempting to myelinate new axons, remyelinate damaged axons, or replace 

lost oligodendrocytes and endogenous NG2 precursor cells. Mature neuronal and glial markers were 

examined in GFP+ cells born on the day of lesioning and two dpl, 30 days after RV injection. Thirty 

days was selected as previous work as indicated this is the length of  time it takes to become a fully 

functional olfactory bulb interneuron (A Carleton et al., 2003; MC Whitman et al., 2009). However, no 

mature neuronal markers were observed in lesioned areas, from cells born at either time point. This 

could be due to the low survival of redirected neuronal cells, and the pro-inflammatory environment, 

or it could be due to cells lineage transition to the oligodendrocyte lineages. No GFP+ cells were 

observed from progenitors labelled on the day of lesioning, this is most likely due to technical 

difficulties with the method and small group size. Differentiated GFP+ cells born two dpl in the SVZ 

were observed in the lesioned striatum at 30 days post injection. These cells stained for NG2 and 

others had the phenotype of mature oligodendrocyte and lay in white matter tracts, supporting the 

theory that the environment is better suited for OPC differentiation and survival.  

Summary 

It was hypothesised that two different progenitor pools may exist which may explain why only some 

neuroblasts were redirected into the striatum while others continued their normal migration down the 

RMS to the olfactory bulb. Importantly, this chapter indicates that there are multiple types of 

progenitor pools that respond to QA induced cell loss. Not all migratory GFP+ cells are neuroblasts, or 

are even from the neuronal lineage. Olig2 and NG2 OPCs, in addition to a LN population are also 

recruited in response to signals released from areas of cell loss. The acute nature of the neuroblast 

migratory response may be due to alterations in chemokine signals released in areas of cells loss (RJ 

Gordon et al., 2009). This chapter, supported by other recent studies, indicate that chemokines also 

recruit in OPCs and potentially stimulate their differentiation. Signalling molecules released from 

lesioned areas also have the potential to alter lineage restriction of recruited cells once they reach 

areas of cell loss. OPC migration is not normally studied in injury models that do not involve white 

matter tract lesions. This chapter indicates that it is important to examine not only migratory Dcx cells, 

as is the norm, but all cells that have normal migratory patterns altered. This is key to understanding 

why endogenous repair mechanisms do not always progress as expected. 
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Chapter 5. Proneural Gene Overexpression in QA Lesioned 
Animals 

5.1. Introduction 
Previous chapters have demonstrated that QA lesioning had a heterogeneous effect on the numbers 

of NPCs in the adult SVZ and RMS. Fate of cells that migrated into the lesioned striatum appeared to 

be altered over time, and this was not due to changes in bipolar Mash1 TAPs from the SVZ. The 

switch in phenotypes of cells migrating into the striatum was observed from cells born on different 

days around the time of lesioning, and was correlated with increasing Olig2 expression and 

decreasing Dcx in cells found in the striatum. This chapter examines the possibility of driving neuronal 

fate in the lesioned striatum at time points where previously only multipolar cell fate was observed, 

through overexpression of proneural genes.  

Overexpression of the proneural genes Mash1, Pax6, Dlx2, and Ngn2, and suppression of anti-

neurogenic gene Olig2 has been found to induce neurogenic effects both in vitro and in vivo. These 

effects are observed both during development and in the normal adult brain (MS Brill et al., 2008; MA 

Hack et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2004; N Heins et al., 2002; A Serre et al., 2012). Neurogenic effects 

include changes in proliferation, enhanced neuroblast differentiation, altered migration speed and 

alterations in particular subtypes of neurons. 

Mash1 overexpression 

Mash1 is a bipotent transcription factor that can promote neurogenesis or oligodendrogenesis. When 

retrovirally overexpressed in adult SVZ progenitor cells in culture, Mash1 expression leads to rapid 

differentiation into GABAergic neurons (B Berninger et al., 2007). In cultures generated from adult rat 

SVZ or white matter, Mash1 infection led to a significant increase in numbers of TuJ1 neurons. When 

co-infected with a RV-Nurr1 virus differentiation of dopaminergic neurons was achieved (JW Shim et 

al., 2007). RV-Mash1 infection in the adult hippocampus or spinal cord however led to increased 

generation of oligodendrocytes (S Jessberger et al., 2008; Y Ohori et al., 2006). These results show 

that Mash1 overexpression can promote both neurogenesis and oligodendrogenesis, as endogenous 

Mash1 expression is known to (CM Parras et al., 2004). Therefore directing neuronal fate using 

Mash1 would be complicated, as results would depend on the conditions where the RV was directed 

and the cellular microenvironment. 

In vitro RV-Mash1 expression in E14.5 ganglionic eminence cells also stimulates GABAergic 

differentiation. In cultured mouse neonatal aSVZ NPCs, Mash1 overexpression promoted neuronal 

differentiation potentially through repression of GSK-3β and β-catenin signalling. A Mash1 antisense 

plasmid concurrently decreased neuronal differentiation (C Zhang et al., 2010). When Mash1 is 
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ectopically expressed in E14 rat cortical cultures that do not normally express the transcription factor, 

cellular fate is altered from glutamatergic towards GABAergic (L Roybon et al., 2010). Cells infected 

with RV-Mash1 not only increased neuronal differentiation compared to controls, but also had 

significantly increased proliferation and cell survival compared to a RV-Ngn2 infection. RV-Ngn2 

infected cells had increased cell cycle exit and neuronal differentiation (SH Yi et al., 2008). 

E14.5 rat ventral midbrain cultures infected with RV-Mash1 also demonstrated an increased 

proliferative effect while maintaining the ability to generate neurons (HJ Kim et al., 2007). A similar 

result was found when RV-Mash1 cells were transplanted back into rat striatum and hippocampus. 

Transplanted cells generated larger grafts in normal striatum and hippocampus, and significantly 

higher proportions of NeuN labelled cells were observed eight weeks later compared to RV-LacZ 

control vector (SH Yi et al., 2008). Mash1 has been found to upregulate Shh, which is one proposed 

link to its effect on cell survival and proliferation. A genome wide chIP-chip array (chromatin 

precipitation-promoter microarray) has also recently shown that (at least in the developing ventral 

forebrain) Mash1 directly regulates cell cycle progression and cell cycle exit genes (DS Castro et al., 

2011). 

Pax6 overexpression 

Pax6 is known to be a potent neurogenic determination gene that specifies neurogenesis and directs 

glutamatergic fate. Overexpression of Pax6 directed by retroviruses expressing the pMXIG-Pax6-GFP 

construct (the same construct as used in this study) in an adult SVZ neurosphere culture was 

sufficient to increase neuronal differentiation of spheres from 25% to 87%, and in E14 cortical 

neurosphere culture, from 11% to 72%. Even in cells that in vivo do not normally express Pax6 under 

normal conditions, such as in neurosphere cultures derived from E14 ganglionic eminence, or E14 

midbrain, Pax6 overexpression drove a significant increase in neuroblast generation (MA Hack et al., 

2004). However, neuronal differentiation of ganglionic eminence cells grown in primary culture, not as 

neurospheres (i.e. not supplemented with growth factors) were not affected by Pax6 overexpression 

(MA Hack et al., 2004; N Heins et al., 2002). RV-Ngn2, driving Ngn2 expression, also induced 

neuronal fate in adult SVZ cells in vitro (A Falk et al., 2002). This indicated that cellular 

microenvironment (due to the neurosphere assay culture conditions) had a significant effect on the 

cell types generated by transcription factor overexpression. In vivo RV-Pax6 overexpression in the 

adult SVZ (also the pMXIG-Pax6-GFP construct) also generated significantly more neuroblasts 

compared to GFP only controls. RV-engrailedPax6, a repressor of the gene had the opposite effect 

(MA Hack et al., 2005).  

Alterations in proliferation have been also been observed to be regulated by Pax6. Retroviral 

overexpression of Pax6 in cortical radial glial progenitors in vitro led to a decrease in proliferation, 

attributed to cells immediately exiting the cell cycle and generating neuroblasts. Upregulation of Pax6 

in hindbrain radial glial cells also correlates with decreasing proliferation (I Heyman et al., 1995). 

Cultures grown from the Pax6-/- cortex however had the opposite effect, with increased proliferation 

and clone size. Pax6-/- mice have increased proliferative rates in the developing cortex, in vivo 
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microcephaly, abnormal development of secondary progenitors of the SVZ and a reduction in 

generation of specific subtypes of neurons (M Gotz et al., 1998; N Heins et al., 2002; SN Sansom et 

al., 2009; N Warren et al., 1999). 

Pax6 has also been observed in adult hippocampal stem/progenitor cells and GFAP astrocytes, and 

controls proliferation in these cells. In an opposite manner to previous descriptions, the rat Pax6 

mutant rSey2/+ had decreased proliferation in the postnatal hippocampus. A decreased ratio of 

GFAP+/BrdU early progenitors to increase PSA-NCAM late progenitors was observed, indicating the 

mutant had problems in regulating self renewal of stem cells. However, this also led to less neuronal 

generation, consistent with other studies investigating loss of Pax6 function (M Maekawa et al., 2005). 

In addition, Pax6 has been found expressed in cortical E18.5 astrocytes, and in the sey/sey mutant 

increased proliferation of these cells was observed. A role for Pax6 in inhibiting proliferation of 

astrocyte progenitors, and promoting astrocyte differentiation has thus also been identified (K Sakurai 

et al., 2008). Alterations in proliferation controlled by Pax6 demonstrate a role for control over self 

renewal in progenitors in addition to promoting neuronal differentiation. This effect is dose dependant 

during embryogenesis, with levels of Pax6 in cortical progenitors directing either cortical stem cell self 

renewal, basal progenitor generation or cortical neurons production. Pax6 can also autoregulate its 

own expression (M Manuel et al., 2007; SN Sansom et al., 2009).  

Forced Pax6 expression can alter cell fate specification. Overexpression of Pax6 in E14 cortical 

culture led to increased Ngn2 and decreased Mash1 expression (N Heins et al., 2002). In neonatal 

rodents Pax6 has been found to have a reciprocal relationship with Olig2. Retroviral and lentiviral 

experiments showed that Pax6 binds to the Olig2 promoter and suppresses expression, allowing 

neurogenesis at the expense of oligodendrogenesis. Forced RV-Pax6 expression in Olig2 cells also 

led to induction of Dcx expression (A Buffo et al., 2005; ES Jang et al., 2011; G Kronenberg et al., 

2010). Pax6 overexpression in astrocytes cultured from adult cortex led to a reduction in proliferation, 

and induction of 50% infected astrocytes to generate neurons (N Heins et al., 2002).  Furthermore, 

Ngn2 can successfully drive glutamatergic neurogenesis from postnatal cortical astrocytes (C 

Heinrich et al., 2010; C Heinrich et al., 2011). As astrogenesis is a feature of injured parts of the brain, 

Pax6 or Ngn2 overexpression could be one way of converting glial cells to neurons endogenously 

after brain injury.  

Dlx2 overexpression 

Dlx2 is another potent neurogenic factor that drives neurogenesis and directs GABAergic cell fate 

during development and in the adult, while suppressing oligodendrocyte generation (MS Brill et al., 

2008; G Panganiban et al., 2002; MA Petryniak et al., 2007).  Retroviral overexpression of Dlx2 (using 

the pMXIG-Dlx2-GFP vector as in this study) in vitro, in an adult primary cell culture was sufficient to 

increase neuronal differentiation from 60% to 90%, while overexpression in an adult  neurosphere 

culture increased TuJ1 expression from 20% to 90%. In contrast, forced expression of a Dlx2-

repressor construct into Dlx2+ primary SVZ cultures, led to significantly reduced neurogenesis (MS 

Brill et al., 2008). In vivo, RV-Dlx2 expression in the normal adult SVZ increased neuroblast 
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generation compared to control RV-GFP. Conversely, knock-down of Dlx2 reduced GFP+ neuroblasts 

to a third of control numbers (MS Brill et al., 2008). Lentiviral Dlx2 infection into neonatal SVZ culture 

also increased Dcx+ neuroblast number compared to control. However there were also many cells 

induced by Dlx2 expression that were Dcx negative, which potentially represent a lineage in-between 

Dlx2 TAPs and Dcx neuroblast (Y Suh et al., 2009). 

Dlx2 is also involved in NPC proliferation control. In in vitro cultures of adult SVZ cells, Lentiviral-Dlx2 

infection led not only to more neuroblasts, but also to an increased number of clones compared to 

controls, and these clones were larger and more neurogenic than GFP controls (Y Suh et al., 2009). 

Increases in clone formation were found to be EGF dependant, consistent with a role of EGF in Dlx2 

cell proliferation previously identified (F Doetsch et al., 2002). Dlx2 controls proliferation of NPCs 

through promoting lineage transition from stem cell to TAP in the adult SVZ, and enhances NPC 

response to EGF (F Doetsch et al., 2002). Dlx2 is also responsible for maintaining a fast proliferation 

rate in adult NPCs, as shown by significant reduction in BrdU labelling index after knock-down in vivo. 

(MS Brill et al., 2008).  

Dlx2 is involved in subtype specification, and RV-Dlx2 expression in cortical neurons can induce a 

GABAergic phenotype, not normally generated by cortical progenitors (S Anderson et al., 1999). In 

addition, Dlx2 expression in postnatal cortical astrocytes can reprogram the glial cells to a GABAergic 

neuronal fate (C Heinrich et al., 2010). When Dlx2-GFP overexpression plasmids were targeted to 

Olig2+ cells in slice cultures from mouse E13.5 forebrain, a cell autonomous downregulation of Olig2 

was found. The opposite of this effect was seen in Dlx2 knockout mice, where a dramatic increase in 

OPCs was observed in the developing forebrain (MA Petryniak et al., 2007). This indicates Dlx2 has 

control over the switch between neurogenesis and oligodendrogenesis during forebrain development. 

In the adult SVZ, suppression of Dlx2 also led to an eight-fold increase in Olig2 and NG2 cells by 

three days post injection, and a five-fold increase in GFAP+ cells, of RV-engrailedDlx2 origin. A small 

but significant increase in oligodendrocytes was also observed in the SVZ at 21 days post injection. 

GFAP+ astrocyte generation of RV-engrailedDlx2 origin increased further at the 21 days post 

injection, making up the majority of the GFP+ population (MS Brill et al., 2008). This indicates that in 

addition to a control over neuronal-oligodendrocyte switch as in development, the adult astrocyte fate 

is also regulated by Dlx2 and potentially to a higher degree than oligodendrogenesis 

Dlx2 is also required for migration of adult NPCs. When suppressed in vivo in the adult SVZ, many 

infected progenitors remained in the SVZ 21 days post injection. Live time lapse microscopy revealed 

that RV-Dlx2 overexpression increased migration rate of progenitor by 30% compared to controls, 

which led to increased distances migrated (MS Brill et al., 2008). 

Forced Dlx2 expression can also alter cell fate specification. When expressed in progenitors in the 

RMS there was an increase in olfactory bulb glomerular neurons generated. Subtypes of glomerular 

neurons were also altered, with TH+ dopaminergic neurons generated at the expense of calretinin. 

This effect was found to be Pax6 dependant (MS Brill et al., 2008). RV-Dlx2 expression driven by 

silencing resistant vectors in adult cortical astrocyte neurosphere cultures, or in primary astrocytes 
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culture, can directly change cell fate into functional, synapse forming GABAergic neurons. Cultured 

reactive astrocytes taken from stab wound cortex could also be reprogrammed into functional 

GABAergic neurons (C Heinrich et al., 2010). 

Overexpression in injury models 

Alterations in Mash1, Pax6, Dlx2 and Olig2 have been observed in the adult SVZ and parenchyma in 

various brain injury models, and altering their expression using retroviral expression can increase and 

modulate neurogenesis (A Buffo et al., 2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010; V Tepavcevic et al., 2011; 

RL Zhang et al., 2010). Specifically, significant Olig2 expression was identified within areas of cell 

loss after cortical stab wound, MCAO striatal stroke model and in transgenic mouse line that 

developed chronic amyloid plaque deposition, compared to controls (A Buffo et al., 2005). Olig2 

numbers increased after injury, and no neurogenic transcription factors were activated within injured 

parenchyma in these models. However, when Pax6 was introduced through RV-Pax6 infection in the 

ischemic striatum, or into a cortical stab wound lesion, neurogenesis was stimulated and a small 

number of Dcx cells were observed (A Buffo et al., 2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010). Pax6 is known 

to suppress Olig2 expression in the SVZ (ES Jang et al., 2011). If Olig2-injury stimulated expression 

was suppressed two dpl using a dominant negative Olig2 retrovirus (RV-DN-Olig2) and RV-Pax6 

infected into the same cells, the numbers of Dcx cells were increased (A Buffo et al., 2005). Although 

no mature NeuN cells were identified, Dcx cells were found to be capable of receiving synaptic input 

and generating single action potentials (G Kronenberg et al., 2010). In addition, in a complete 

transection model of spinal cord injury in rats, retroviral expression of RV-Mash1 or RV-Ngn2 into 

spinal cord parenchyma, in combination with FGF2 and EGF infusion, led to enhanced neurogenesis 

including mature NeuN+ neurons and oligodendrogenesis compared to controls (Y Ohori et al., 2006). 

Retroviral overexpression experiments in normal cells and animals showed strong induction of 

neurogenesis, and suppression of oligodendrogenesis with Pax6 and Dlx2. Results in injury models 

further indicated that neurogenesis can be stimulated after injury in non-neurogenic regions of the 

brain using Pax6. Chapter Three found that around the time of excitotoxic injury to the striatum cells 

from the SVZ are recruited into the injury site, and that the phenotype of these cells changes over 

time from neurogenesis to oligodendrogenesis. Overexpressing neurogenic genes into the SVZ to see 

if this can overcome this switch in fate has previously not been examined. I therefore aimed to 

generate retroviral vectors that would overexpress Pax6 and Dlx2 in vivo in the adult rat SVZ. I aimed 

to use these vectors to overexpress Pax6 and Dlx2 at various time points around QA lesioning, to 

determine if SVZ proneural gene overexpression altered the numbers of Dcx+ neuroblasts and 

oligodendrocyte precursor cells in the lesioned striatum. 
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5.2. Methods 

5.2.1. Plasmid Cloning and Preparation  

Membrane containing pMXIG-Pax6-GFP and pMXIG-Dlx2-GFP vectors was kindly given to the Neural 

Repair and Neurogenesis Laboratory by Professor Dr Magdalena Gotz (Department of Physiological 

Genomics, Ludwig-Maximilians University, Munich, Germany). Cloning of the Pax6 vector was 

previously performed by through inserting a 2050 bp fragment containing the entire coding mouse 

Pax6 sequence, and parts of the 5’ and 3’ untranslated region, in sense orientation into the EcoRI 

restriction site in the pMXIG-GFP plasmid (T Nosaka et al., 1999). Pax6 was inserted between the 

upstream long terminal repeat and the internal ribosome entry site (IRES) sequence (MS Brill et al., 

2008; A Buffo et al., 2005; MA Hack et al., 2004). For Dlx2, the complete cDNA (GL Andrews et al., 

2003) was cloned in sense orientation in the EcoRI and XhoI restriction enzyme site in the pMXIG-

GFP vector between the upstream long terminal repeat and the IRES sequence (Figure 5-1) (MS Brill 

et al., 2008; D Colak et al., 2008; MA Hack et al., 2005). Plasmid transformation and preparations 

were carried out as per section 4.2.1.  

 

 

Figure 5-1: Illustration of plasmid constructs containing Pax6 and Dlx2 inserts. 

 

5.2.2. Plasmid DNA Restriction Digest and Sequencing  

To confirm cloning and insert sequences, 0.5µg of pMXIG-Pax6-GFP and pMXIG-Dlx2-GFP plasmid 

DNA was digested as per section 4.2.2. In addition, 5µg of each plasmid DNA was sent for DNA 

sequencing with primers designed to amplify throughout the insert region. Vector NTI (Invitrogen) was 

used to align resulting DNA sequences from each vector. pMXIG-Pax6-GFP sequences were aligned 

against the mouse Pax6 sequences (NCBI reference sequence NM_013627.4). pMXIG-Dlx2-GFP 

sequences were aligned to NCBI mouse Dlx2 (NCBI reference sequence NM_010054).  

 

Primer Name Sequence Recognizes 
MX1 (F) ctcaaagtagacggcatcgca upstream of pMXIG MCS 
MX3 (R) atagacaaacgcacaccggcc downstream of pMXIG MCS 
PMF (F) tgtgtttgcccgggaaagact middle of Pax6 sequence 
PMR (R) agtctttcccgggcaaacaca middle of Pax6 sequence 
DMF (F) tacacctcctacgcgcccta middle of Dlx2 sequence 
DMR (R) tagggcgcgtaggaggtgta middle of Dlx2 sequence 

Table 5-1: Primers used for DNA sequencing 
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5.2.3. Retroviral Packaging and Viral Titre  

To generate VSVG overexpression retroviruses, packaging was performed as per section 4.2.3. using 

5μg of pMXIG-Pax6-GFP or pMXIG-Dlx2-GFP (instead of pMXIG-GFP) per T25 flask. Dilute and 

concentrated Pax6-GFP-VSVG (RV-Pax6) and Dlx2-GFP-VSVG (RV-Dlx2) was titred as in section 

4.2.3 as stored at -80oC until use. 

5.2.4. QA lesion and Retroviral Surgeries 

QA lesions were performed as per section 2.2.1. Concentrated RV-Pax6 or RV-Dlx2 (titre 1x108 

cfu/ml) containing 80μg/ml polybrene was injected into the SVZ of adult male Wistar rats (250-300g) 

either on the day of lesioning or two day post lesion at the following co-ordinates: +0.2mm anterior-

posterior and -1.7mm medio-lateral, relative to bregma, and -3.4mm dorso-ventral relative to dura 

(four to six animals per group). A total volume of 2μl retrovirus was injected at a rate of 200nl/minute. 

Five minutes were waited for virus to diffuse then the needle was raised at a rate of 1mm/minute. 

Suturing and post surgery welfare monitoring are also as per section 2.2.1. Controls received either 

RV-Pax6 or RV-Dlx2 injection into the SVZ but had no QA lesion. Results were compared to the 

control RV-GFP study from Chapter Three. 

5.2.5. Tissue Preparation 

Post RV-GFP injection, all groups were given five days to allow cells to incorporate GFP, respond to 

lesion queues and migrate (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). Animals were then perfused and brains 

processed as per section 2.2.2. Sectioning was carried out in series in sagittal orientation with 40μm 

between each section. Sections were stored in cryoprotectant at -20oC until used. 

5.2.6. Immunohistochemistry 

Prior to immunohistochemistry, all brain sections throughout the striatum encompassing the SVZ 

through to the midline were soaked overnight in 1X PBS to remove cryoprotectant, and then mounted 

in citiflour and coverslipped, and examined for GFP expression. Animals with no GFP+ cells 

anywhere in the SVZ, RMS or striatum were excluded from the experiment, as this indicated that the 

RV-GFP injection missed the SVZ and therefore did not label any SVZ NPCs. Sections were gently 

removed from slides in a dish of 1X PBS, and twelve sections through the striatum encompassing the 

injection site used for GFP cell counts and morphological analysis. RMS sections were taken from 

near the midline where the entire stream was visible. Three to four of these same sections were then 

re-used for each of Dcx/Dlx2/GFP, NG2/GFAP/GFP, and Olig2/GFP immunohistochemistry. 

Immunohistochemistry was performed as per Chapter 2.2.3, with the additional use of the following 

primary and secondary antibodies: GFP (Abcam AB13970, chicken polyclonal 1:500), GFP (Abcam 

AB290, rabbit polyclonal 1:1000), NG2 (Chemicon AB5320, 1:300), GFAP (Sigma G3893, 1:2000), 

Goat anti-chicken Alexa Fluor 488, Donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488, and donkey anti-mouse Alexa 

Fluor 647 (all 1:500, Invitrogen). Reactions using Chicken GFP were performed in normal goat serum, 

while all others used normal donkey serum.  
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5.2.7. Quantification, Image Capture and Statistical Analysis 

GFP counts and morphological analysis was done by hand under a 40x oil lens on a Zeiss Axioplan 

fluorescent microscope. All GFP+ cells found throughout the z axis in the striatum were counted, and 

their morphology separated into either bipolar or multipolar. Numbers of GFP+ cells observed in the 

lesioned striatum five days after SVZ injection were totalled from 12 sections per animal, per time 

point, for RV-Pax6-GFP (RV-Pax6) and RV-Dlx2-GFP (RV-Dlx2). As RV-GFP controls were analysed 

from 10 sections per animal, all results will be reported as the number of GFP+ cells per section 

instead of total cell counts. Cell numbers were totalled per animal, and an average GFP+ cell per 

section value calculated. Group values were averaged and reported as a mean ± standard error of the 

mean. One way ANOVAs were performed to compare overexpression viruses to RV-GFP control 

virus, each time point was analysed separately. Results were considered significant if p<0.05. 

Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc test was used to identify significant differences between 

overexpression vectors and RV-GFP controls. 

Olig2, Dcx, NG2 and GFAP staining were imaged at 40x on a Zeiss inverted LSM fluorescent 

confocal microscope in z series with 3.4μm between each slice, with a tile scan to cover the entire 

striatum. GFP+ cell coexpression with Dcx, Olig2, NG2 and GFAP was quantified from three sections 

per animal, per time point and per virus. GFP+ cells per section and respective morphology counts 

were compared to counts taken from all 12 sections to ensure results were consistent with results 

reported in section 4.3.3. Double labelled cells were then counted by hand on the Zeiss Axioplan 

microscope under 40x oil objective, coexpression was further confirmed using confocal microscopy. 

and analysis of z stacked tile scans using Image J.  
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5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Validation of Pax6 and Dlx2 Vector Sequences and Expression 

Restriction digests indicated that inserts within the correct size range had been cloned into the 

multiple cloning site of the vector pMXIG-GFP, and DNA sequencing confirmed the correct Pax6 and 

Dlx2 gene sequences (see appendix for sequences). Transgene and GFP were separated by an 

IRES sequence in the vector. This means one mRNA would be synthesised from which each gene 

would then be translated independently. This method allowed detection of the transgene through 

observing GFP expression only. However to further confirm transgene expression, in vivo infection of 

retrovirus into the adult SVZ also demonstrated reliable coexpression of and Dlx2 with GFP (Figure 5-

2 A-C) and Pax6 with GFP (Figure 5-2 D-F).  

 

 

Figure 5-2: In vivo RV infection demonstrating Dlx2-GFP and Pax6-GFP coexpression in control SVZ-RMS  

(A-C) 100% Dlx2/GFP coexpression in control aSVZ at three days post injection (coronal section). (D-F) 100% 
Pax6/GFP coexpression in control RMS at two days post injection (rostral RMS from a sagittal section). 
Arrowheads show coexpressing cells in each image. (Scale bar = 50μm). 
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5.3.2. GFP+ Cells in the Lesioned Striatum after Proneural Gene 
Overexpression 

It was observed that RV-GFP, RV-Pax6 and RV-Dlx2 non-lesioned control animals had very few or no 

GFP+ cells in the striatum (Figure 5-3). Compared to RV-GFP control animals (green bars in all 

figures), overexpression of Pax6 (red bars in all figures) on the same day as lesioning resulted in a 

significant reduction of GFP+ cells per section in the striatum. However, overexpression of Dlx2 (blue 

bars in all figures) on the same day as QA lesioning did not significantly change the total numbers of 

GFP+ cells (Figure 5-3). Compared to control animals where RV-GFP was injected two dpl 

overexpression of Pax6 in the SVZ led to a significant increase in total GFP+ cells per section.  RV-

Dlx2 infection at two dpl again was not significantly different to RV-GFP controls (Figure 5-3). 

As described in Chapter Four, when RV-GFP cells were split into morphological groups to obtain 

more information about their phenotypes, bipolar and multipolar cells were found to be altered at 

different time points (Figure 4-6 H). Therefore total GFP+ cells from RV-Pax6 and RV-Dlx2 

overexpression were also broken down into bipolar or multipolar morphology.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: The number of GFP+ cells per section in the lesioned striatum after proneural gene 
overexpression  
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5.3.3. Bipolar GFP+ Cells in the Lesioned Striatum after Proneural Gene 
Overexpression  

Compared to control animals when RV-GFP was injected on the same day as QA lesioning, RV-Pax6 

overexpression on the same day as lesioning resulted in a significant reduction in bipolar GFP+ cells 

per section in the striatum. RV-Dlx2 directed overexpression did not significantly alter bipolar cell 

numbers at this time point (Figure 5-4 A).  

Compared to control animals where RV-GFP was injected two dpl, RV-Pax6 did not significantly 

change the number of bipolar GFP+ cells, with very few cell per section identified. However, RV-Dlx2 

overexpression at two dpl led to a significant increase in the number of bipolar cells per section 

(Figure 5-4 A). In addition, when the percentage of bipolar GFP+ cells was calculated out of the total 

number of GFP+ cells in the striatum, Dlx2 overexpression at two dpl significantly increased the 

proportion of bipolar GFP+ cells compared to control RV-GFP (Figure 5-4 B). 

 
Figure 5-4: The number and percentage of bipolar GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum after proneural 
gene overexpression  

(A) The numbers of bipolar GFP+ cells per section in the striatum (B) The percentage of bipolar GFP+ cells out of 
the total number of GFP+ cells in the striatum. 

 

Chapter Four further demonstrated that the bipolar cell population is made up of both migratory 

neuroblasts and migratory oligodendrocyte precursor cells. Immunohistochemistry was therefore done 

to further characterise the bipolar/migratory cell population after proneural gene overexpression. 
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GFP+ neuroblasts in the lesioned striatum after proneural gene overexpression 
For all viruses, control animals that did not receive a QA lesion had very few or no bipolar GFP+ 

(Figure 5-4 A), or Dcx/GFP cells (Figure 5-5 D) in the striatum. As found with the total number of 

bipolar cells per section, overexpression of Pax6 in the SVZ on the same day as lesioning resulted in 

a significant reduction in Dcx/GFP cells, when compared to RV-GFP controls Overexpression at two 

dpl did not alter the number of Dcx/GFP cells, resulting in just as few neuroblasts as with the RV-GFP 

control virus (Figure 5-5 D). However, when Dlx2 was overexpressed in the SVZ on the day of 

lesioning, increased numbers of Dcx/GFP cells were observed, and when overexpressed at two dpl, 

when very few neuroblasts were labelled with RV-GFP or RV-Pax6, a significantly higher number 

were found within the lesioned striatum (Figure 5-5 A-D and Figure 5-6). Furthermore, Dcx+ 

neuroblasts made up a third of all the bipolar GFP+ cell population labelled at two dpl, significantly 

more than the 2% found when labelled with RV-GFP alone (Figure 5-5 E). 

 

 
Figure 5-5: Doublecortin expression in GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum after proneural gene 
overexpression 

(A-C) RV-Dlx2-GFP cells overexpressed two dpl generate neuroblasts in the lesioned striatum. (A) GFP (B) Dcx 
(C) Dcx/GFP. Coexpression shown by arrowheads. (Scale bar = 50μm). (D) Total numbers of Dcx/GFP cells per 
section. (E) The percentage of bipolar GFP+ cells coexpressing Dcx. 
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Figure 5-6: Increased Dcx/GFP cells in the QA lesioned striatum after RV-Dlx2 overexpression at two dpl  

Confocal image of the lesioned striatum showing Dcx (red) and GFP (green). 
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GFP+ bipolar OPCs in the lesioned striatum after proneural gene overexpression 
For all viruses, control animals that did not receive a QA lesion had no bipolar Olig2/GFP cells in the 

striatum (Figure 5-7 A). In control animals with RV-GFP injected on the day of lesioning or two dpl, 

few GFP+ cells expressed Olig2, however this represented ~10% of bipolar striatal GFP+ cells 

(Figure 5-7 B). Overexpression of Pax6 or Dlx2 on either day reduced the numbers of bipolar cells in 

the striatum that expressed Olig2, but not significantly (Figure 5-7 A). The percentage of Olig2/GFP 

cells was lower when RV-Dlx2 was injected two dpl compared to RV-GFP. This is the time point when 

bipolar GFP+ cells and Dcx/GFP cells were significantly increased following RV-Dlx2 expression. 

However, the decrease in number and percentage of Olig2/GFP from progenitors born two dpl was 

not significant (Figure 5-7 B). Therefore the percentage of OPCs migrating into the lesioned striatum 

remained constant at approximately 10-15% of GFP+ cells born either on the day of lesioning or two 

dpl. 

 

Figure 5-7: Olig2/GFP oligodendrocyte precursor cell number and percentage in the lesioned striatum 
after proneural gene overexpression 

(A) The numbers of bipolar Olig2/GFP cells per section in the striatum (B) The percentage of bipolar Olig2/GFP 
cells out of the total number of GFP+ cells in the striatum. 
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5.3.4. Multipolar GFP+ Cells in the Lesioned Striatum after Proneural Gene 
Overexpression  

Compared to control animals where RV-GFP was injected on the same day as QA lesioning, RV-

Pax6 or RV-Dlx2 infection also on the same day as lesioning did not cause a significant difference in 

the number of multipolar GFP+ cells per section in the striatum (Figure 5-8 A). However, RV-Pax6 

mediated overexpression at two dpl led to a significant increase in the number of multipolar cells 

quantified in the striatum compared to control animals (Figure 5-8 A). Dlx2 overexpression at two dpl 

had no significant effect on multipolar cell numbers in the striatum, but did decrease significantly 

reduce the percentage of multipolar GFP+ cells compared to control RV-GFP (Figure 5-8 B). 

 

Figure 5-8: Multipolar GFP+ and NG2/GFP cells in the lesioned striatum after proneural gene 
overexpression 

(A) Numbers of multipolar GFP+ cells per section in the striatum (B) Percentage of multipolar GFP+ cells out of 
the total number of GFP+ cells in the striatum (C) NG2 cells per section (D) percentage of NG2 cells that made 
up the multipolar GFP+ population. 
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When NG2 cell numbers were quantified, it was found that part of the significant increase in multipolar 

cell numbers observed from RV-Pax6 labelled cells at two dpl was made up from NG2 progenitors 

(Figure 5-8 C). RV-Dlx2 was shown to alter NPC fate once in the striatum, by significantly reducing 

the percentage of multipolar cells originating from progenitors born two dpl. However, NG2 numbers 

or the percentage of NG2 multipolar cells in the lesioned striatum remained unchanged after RV-Dlx2 

infection (Figure 5-8 D), indicating that Dlx2 overexpression did not affect the NG2 cell response to 

QA lesioning. Neither proneural gene significantly altered the percentage of NG2 cells generated from 

precursors in the SVZ at either time point. Overexpression of either gene also did not result in any 

positive GFAP staining, as in control animals. 

When Olig2 coexpression with multipolar GFP+ cells was examined, no significant changes in cell 

numbers were observed after RV-Pax6 or RV-Dlx2 infection on the day of lesioning (Figure 5-9 A). 

When overexpression was targeted at two dpl, both constructs significantly decreased the number of 

multipolar Olig2 GFP+ cells per section. However, percentages of all multipolar GFP+ cells in the 

lesioned striatum that expressed Olig2 was not altered at either time point with either virus (Figure 5-9 

B). The percentage of multipolar Olig2/GFP cells remaining similar to RV-GFP control animals at 15-

25%.  

 

 

Figure 5-9: Multipolar Olig2/GFP cells in the lesioned striatum after proneural gene overexpression 

(A) Numbers of multipolar Olig2/GFP cells per section in the striatum (B) Percentage of multipolar Olig2/GFP 
cells out of the total number of GFP cells in the striatum. 
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5.3.5. Downregulation of Proneural Genes in Striatal GFP+ Cells 

Due to the unusual result of increasing multipolar GFP and NG2/GFP cells after RV-Pax6 expression 

two dpl, and the alterations in percentages of bipolar GFP and Dcx/GFP cells two dpl from RV-Dlx2, 

exogenous expression of Pax6 and Dlx2 was re-examined. When Pax6 immunohistochemistry was 

performed on RV-Pax6 sections, or Dlx2 immunohistochemistry was performed on RV-Dlx2 sections 

five days post injection, it was found that almost all the proneural gene expression had been 

downregulated, while GFP expression remained strong (Figure 5-10). Qualitative analysis to examine 

coexpression of proneural genes with GFP found very few cells coexpressing Pax6 or Dlx2 with GFP 

in the lesioned striatum (Figure 5-10, boxed areas). 

 

 

Figure 5-10: Downregulation of proneural gene expression in the lesioned striatum from overexpression 
vectors injected two dpl.  

Very few (A-C) Pax6 and (D-F) Dlx2 GFP cells remain expressing exogenous proneural gene expression after 
five days post injection.  Boxed areas show rare cells that have retained their proneural gene expression. (Scale 
bar = 50μm, boxed areas 12.5μm). 
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5.4. Discussion 

Overview 
Neurogenesis is strongly induced and oligodendrogenesis suppressed when Pax6 or Dlx2 are 

overexpressed in normal cells and animals. Further, forced expression in injury models indicates that 

neurogenesis can be stimulated in non-neurogenic regions of the brain using Pax6. Chapter Four 

found that around the time of excitotoxic injury to the striatum migratory neuroblasts and 

oligodendrocyte progenitor cells, and a number of unidentified progenitors were redirected from the 

SVZ and recruited into the injury site. However neuroblast migration was limited and OPC migration 

appeared more extensive. Retroviral vectors that overexpressed Pax6-GFP and Dlx2-GFP were 

packaged, and injected into the SVZ on the day of QA lesioning or two dpl, to determine if proneural 

gene overexpression could overcome the switch in fate. It was found that RV-Pax6 and RV-Dlx2 

produced very different effects on SVZ progenitor cell number and fate in the lesioned striatum, and 

these effects depended on the day they were injected into the SVZ. Only Dlx2 overexpression could 

overcome the limited neuroblast migration and switch in cell fate observed in Chapter Four. While RV-

Dlx2 did not alter cell migration or fate when injected on the day of lesioning, it significantly increased 

Dcx neuroblast numbers and neuronal fate in the striatum from cells born two dpl.  RV-Pax6 led to 

decreased NPC recruitment of all cell types when injected on the day of lesioning, and surprisingly 

increased multipolar cell fate and NG2 cells from cells born two dpl. Differences in cell recruitment 

into the striatum after overexpression of proneural genes may be explained by different complements 

of chemokine receptors on Pax6 and Dlx2 cells. Alterations in cellular fate of recruited Pax6 or Dlx2 

cells may be the result of interactions between the proneural genes and chemokines released by 

areas of cell loss leading to potential reprogramming away from a neuroblast fate towards an 

oligodendrocyte lineage.  

The effect of Pax6 overexpression on GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum 
Retroviral overexpression of Pax6 into the SVZ at the same time as lesioning or at two dpl produced 

some intriguing results. It was hypothesised that because Pax6 is a proneural gene, overexpression 

would increase neuroblast numbers in the lesioned striatum, as is found when injected directly into 

damaged brain parenchyma (A Buffo et al., 2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010). However, this was not 

the case. When Pax6 was overexpressed in the SVZ at the same time as QA lesioning, the opposite 

effect occurred. Fewer GFP+ cells were observed in areas of cell loss compared to RV-GFP control 

animals. The decrease in GFP+ cells was made up by fewer multipolar and significantly fewer bipolar 

cells. Following this trend, there were fewer NG2/GFP cells and significantly fewer Dcx/GFP 

neuroblasts in the lesioned striatum. Thus the decrease in GFP+ cells in the striatum was made up 

from all NPC cell populations found in RV-GFP control brains, and significantly by the neuronal 

portion of them. 

This pan-cell type decrease in RV-Pax6 GFP+ cells from cells born at the time of lesioning may 

indicate that Pax6 retrovirus is infecting a range of neuronal and oligodendrocyte precursor cells in 

the SVZ. Subsequent Pax6 overexpression in these cells may cause immediate cell cycle exit and 
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Pax6 dependant neuroblast generation as seen in vitro and in vivo in adult NPC cells (MA Hack et al., 

2005; MA Hack et al., 2004). These neuroblasts may additionally not express the complement of 

chemokine receptors required to respond to migratory cues at this time, and thus remain within the 

RMS. Preliminary qualitative analysis of GFP cells in the RMS did appear to show increased numbers 

of migratory cells. Alternatively, chemokines that attract Pax6 NPCs may not be secreted from 

lesioned striatum at this time point. While chemokine signalling by Pax6 cells during forebrain 

development has been studied, expression of chemokine receptors specifically on adult Pax6 

progenitors has never has been examined. 

Upon RV-Pax6 overexpression in the SVZ at two dpl, a completely different response was observed 

with significantly more GFP+ cells identified in areas of cell loss compared to RV-GFP controls. The 

increase in striatal GFP+ cells was not due to bipolar cells or Dcx neuroblasts as hypothesized, but 

from significantly more glial-like multipolar cells. This included significantly increased NG2 

progenitors, but not GFAP astrocytes. This is an unexpected result as never before has Pax6 been 

shown to lead to increased oligodendrogenesis. Traditionally, Pax6 has been shown to bind the Olig2 

promoter and inhibit transcription and oligodendrogenesis (MA Hack et al., 2005; ES Jang et al., 

2011; K Sakurai et al., 2008). In vitro and in vivo expression of Pax6 in Olig2 cells has demonstrated 

downregulation of Olig2 and conversion of NPCs from glial to neuronal cell lineage (A Buffo et al., 

2005; G Kronenberg et al., 2010). These results appear opposite to what was observed in this study. 

It was found that RV-Pax6 progenitors were redirected into the lesioned striatum when born two dpl, 

but not at the same time as lesioning, and generated multipolar phenotypes including NG2 cell, not 

neuroblasts. This may reflect changes in chemokine signalling, with increased signal at two dpl 

attracting in the RV-Pax6 cells that is not around in sufficient concentrations at earlier time points. 

Some NG2 cells have previously been found to express Pax6 and generate neurons in the adult 

cortex (F Guo et al., 2010), or Dlx2 and provide neurons for the hippocampus or olfactory bulb (AA 

Aguirre et al., 2004; S Belachew et al., 2003). Grey matter NG2 cells also generated astrocytes in 

injured cortical tissue after a number of acute injury paradigms, through a cytoplasmic-Olig2 regulated 

mechanism (JW Zhao et al., 2009). However, I believe the NG2 cells found in the lesioned striatum 

are not multipotent neuron-generating cells. This is because bipolar cells or Dcx neuroblast numbers 

were not increased at any time point following RV-Pax6 expression. Furthermore, no  cytoplasmic 

Olig2 expression was ever observed at any time point, and no mature neurons were observed at the 

30 day time point described in Chapter Four  (JW Zhao et al., 2009).  

Consistent with the role of Pax6 inhibiting oligodendrogenesis, the number of bipolar and multipolar 

cells per section expressing Olig2 was reduced by RV-Pax6 expression. But while fewer Olig2 bipolar 

or multipolar cells were identified in the striatum, the percentage of all the cells that were Olig2 

remained unchanged. In addition, at both time points the percentage of all cells that were bipolar or 

Dcx/bipolar in the striatum remained unchanged and multipolar or NG2/multipolar also did not change 

significantly. This suggests that even though numbers of cells redirected into the lesioned striatum 

were different after Pax6 overexpression, those cells that did migrate in had their fate directed by 

signals within lesioned areas. It appears that the Olig2 or multipolar cell lineage occurred at the same 
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rate as in control animals, regardless of Pax6 expression of not. In effect, signals in the lesioned 

striatum were directing a lineage switch from Pax6 neurogenesis to oligodendrogenesis. 

Supporting this theory, when Pax6 immunohistochemistry was performed very few GFP+ cells in the 

striatum remained Pax6+, even though 100% co-localization was observed in control animals in the 

SVZ-RMS.  As GFP expression remained high in these cells, and because the vector was constructed 

with the Pax6 and GFP genes connected with an IRES sequence, this meant that wherever GFP was 

transcribed, Pax6 was also, thus suggesting that Pax6 was being selectively downregulated by 

signals released within the lesioned striatum. Interestingly a similar phenomenon has recently been 

seen in a white matter lesion model in the adult mouse. Chordin, a BMP antagonist, was found to be 

increased in the SVZ after injury, and directly convert neuronal progenitors from the SVZ into 

oligodendrocyte lineage cells (B Jablonska et al., 2010). This was clearly observed by the use of 

transgenic Dcx-GFP and GAD65-GFP reporter mice. GFP+ cells in each mouse were normally of the 

neuronal lineage only, with cells from the adult SVZ generating Pax6 neuroblasts that migrated down 

the RMS into the olfactory bulb. After lysolecithin-induced demyelination of the corpus callosum, Dcx-

GFP cells were found to express Mash1 and Olig2, have their migration redirected into white matter, 

and their lineage altered to generate NG2 cells and CC1+ and CNP+ oligodendrocytes (B Jablonska 

et al., 2010).  

The effect of Dlx2 overexpression on GFP+ cells in the lesioned striatum 
Previous work has shown that Dlx2 has a similar role to Pax6 in adult neurogenesis (MS Brill et al., 

2008). However, when RV-Dlx2 was overexpressed in the SVZ on the day of lesioning or at two dpl 

quite different results were observed compared to RV-Pax6. Dlx2 overexpression both on the day of 

lesioning, or two dpl did not change the number of GFP+ cells in the striatum compared to RV-GFP 

control animals. When morphology and cell type of the RV-Dlx2 cells was examined, cells born on the 

day of lesioning were made up of similar numbers of Dcx, bipolar, NG2 and multipolar cells as RV-

GFP controls. The percentage bipolar and multipolar cells out of the total number of GFP+ cells was 

also the same as controls, as was the Dcx/bipolar and NG2/multipolar cell percentages. This 

indicated that in contrast to Pax6, Dlx2 expression in NPCs on the same day as lesioning did not alter 

the ability to respond to chemokines released from the lesioned striatum, or the receptor expression 

that led to migration into the areas of cell loss.  

However, when cell numbers and fate were examined from cells born two dpl, it was found that Dlx2 

overexpression significantly increased the number and percentage of bipolar cells in the striatum 

compared to RV-GFP controls. Multipolar cell number and NG2 cells were unaffected by Dlx2 

overexpression, but there was a reciprocal decrease in the percent of multipolar GFP+ cells. 

Furthermore, the number of Dcx cells per section was also significantly increased, as was the 

percentage of Dcx cells per bipolar GFP. In controls and RV-Pax6 animals, very few bipolar cells and 

even fewer Dcx neuroblasts were observed at this time point. This indicates that in contrast to Pax6, 

Dlx2 overexpression in NPCs born two dpl has a significant neurogenic effect, demonstrating not only 
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increased neuroblast migration into areas of cells loss, but an increased percentage of bipolar cells 

taking up a neuronal fate in the striatum.  

Even though Dlx2 did promote sub-type specific neurogenesis in lesioned areas, it was still minimal 

compared to the multipolar/glial cell response. Survival and differentiation of newly generated neurons 

in the striatum has been previously shown to be low (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; F Luzzati et al., 2006; 

JM Parent, 2003). It is thought this is because the environment is not permissive for neuronal 

differentiation and integration, due to inflammatory molecules. However transplanted embryonic E15 

LGE precursors have been found to survive and generate mature DARPP32 spiny projection neurons 

in an adult mice model of progressive striatal degeneration, and also in controls (F Luzzati et al., 

2011). Viral overexpression of FGF2 and Noggin into adult SVZ ependymal cells in the R6/2 

Huntington’s disease model stimulated ongoing neurogenesis, and generated the correct cell type for 

repair, DARRP32+ striatal neurons (A Benraiss et al., 2012). This indicates that at least in these 

particular models, the environment is permissive for differentiation of correct cell types for 

endogenous repair. Chapter Three indicated that there are alterations in all the major signalling 

families, and many growth and neurotrophic factors including FGF2 and Noggin in the SVZ. How 

these signals interact with molecules originating from within areas of cell loss requires more 

investigation. Understanding this process better may help explain why the correct cell types are not 

always generated with endogenously redirected progenitor cells.   

Potential chemokines involved in Pax6 and Dlx2 signalling. 
A number of chemokines known to attract neuroblasts or OPCs are expressed in the lesioned 

striatum (B Connor et al., 2011; RJ Gordon et al., 2009), and Chapter Four demonstrated they are 

correlated to when doublecortin, Olig2+ and NG2+ OPCs are found migrating into areas of cell loss.  

Almost all CXC and CCR receptors are found expressed in adult NPCs/neurosphere cultures (A 

Turbic et al., 2011) and it is well known that MCP-1 and SDF-1α attract neuroblasts or generically 

termed ‘adult NPCs’ after brain injury (B Connor et al., 2011; RJ Gordon et al., 2009; T Itoh et al., 

2009; XS Liu et al., 2007b; P Thored et al., 2006). In a transient focal ischemia model, MCP-1 was 

shown to attract neuroblasts, in similar ischemia models using MCAO mature striatal neurons were 

generated. This could suggest that the neuroblasts attracted by MCP-1 are Dlx2 lineage cells that 

express the receptor CCR2 (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; YP Yan et al., 2007). MCP-1 is elevated 

significantly by QA lesion from 12 to 24 hours post lesion (RJ Gordon et al., 2009) demonstrating that 

potentially some Dlx2 progenitors are attracted by this chemokine. Although, this does not account for 

the increased numbers of Dcx cells resulting from RV-Dlx2 born two dpl as at this time point MCP-1 

levels have returned to normal. Complete characterisation of chemokine receptor expression in 

subtypes of SVZ TAPs and neuroblasts in the adult brain still remains to be fully investigated.  

Of the currently known chemokines altered in the QA lesion model, none have been studied to 

determine their effect on attracting Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs and neuroblasts separately. Olig2 TAPs 

however are known to express the SDF-1 receptor CXCR4 and migrate towards SDF-1 expression (G 

Banisadr et al., 2011; E Kokovay et al., 2010). SDF-1 was also found to strongly upregulate 
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proliferative EGF+ cells in the SVZ, indicating they expressed the receptor for this chemokine (E 

Kokovay et al., 2010). The EGF+ population of cells is also known to include Dlx2 TAPs (Y Suh et al., 

2009). Furthermore, during development, Dlx2 ventral interneuron precursors express the receptor 

CXCR4 and migrate towards SDF-1 released by dorsal forebrain projection neuron precursors, of 

which many are Pax6+ (MC Tiveron et al., 2006). These results suggest that adult Dlx2 progenitors 

may potentially also express CXCR4 in the adult brain. Indeed, CXCR4 expression is found in the 

adult SVZ, expressed on some neuroblasts and potentially Dlx2 TAPs. SDF-1 is expressed in the 

striatum and by activated endothelial cells after ischemic stroke. Stroke initiated SDF-1 was also 

shown to attract neuroblasts to the site of damage (P Thored et al., 2006; PB Tran et al., 2004; RL 

Zhang et al., 2008a), and while SDF-1 was found to not be significantly altered after QA lesioning this 

does indicate the potential for interactions with other inflammatory regulators that could affect 

migration and differentiation of recruited cells in the QA lesioned striatum.  

In addition to chemokines, cytokines (molecules that can mediate chemokine and chemokine receptor 

expression) and neurotransmitters also can influence neurogenesis (NP Whitney et al., 2009). IFN 

gamma specifically is known to be pro-neurogenic. Chemokines alone and in combination with 

inflammatory cytokines in injury models can also alter differentiation of progenitor cells (A Turbic et 

al., 2011). Lineage progression may be blocked or altered due to these signals. For example, IFN 

gamma blocks cell cycle exit of OPCs, but when in combination with GROα or MCP-1 has been found 

to promote differentiation of OPCs in vitro (LJ Chew et al., 2005; A Turbic et al., 2011). 

Oligodendrocyte differentiation has also been found to be blocked due to cell debris, of which there is 

a lot of after cell death in the striatum (MR Kotter et al., 2006). Therefore combinations of 

inflammatory signals found in the lesioned striatum may explain the lack of neuronal migration and 

differentiation, and also the number of multipolar GFP+ cells that did not label for major cell markers.  

Cell Lineage Plasticity 
These results suggest two main things. Firstly, that signals are redirecting the migration of Pax6-GFP 

and Dlx2-GFP progenitors differently. Secondly, lineage progression and differentiation of these same 

progenitors is being affected by inflammatory or other signals within the lesioned area, once the cells 

have migrated within it. Gordon et al. has shown previously that cytokines and chemokines released 

from the lesioned striatum are altered over the time course (RJ Gordon et al., 2009), some of these 

signals may thus be involved in the differential recruitment of the Pax6 and Dlx2 GFP progenitors. 

Pax6 appears to not be able to override these signals, resulting in downregulation and a multipolar 

phenotype. It has been previously reported that progenitor cells are resistant to re-specification by 

environmental cues (FT Merkle et al., 2007; B Wei et al., 2011). However, altered cellular behaviour 

exhibited in vitro, resulting from  growth factors treatment cultures compared to culturing without, and 

recent studies indicating lineage switching in response to injury signalling indicates to the contrary 

(MA Hack et al., 2004; B Jablonska et al., 2010). 

The normal striatum is made up of 90% GABAergic spiny projection neurons, these cells are 

selectively killed with QA (KL Brickell et al., 1999; Y Kawaguchi et al., 1995). Dlx2 is involved in 
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normal GABAergic lineage progression in development and adult olfactory bulb neurogenesis, and re-

population of striatal neurons would require Dlx2 expression. Dlx2 appears to remain switched on in 

some GFP+ redirected cells, and in a larger number of bipolar cells, and can continue to direct 

neuroblast generation while in QA lesioned areas These results suggest that Dlx2 lineage specified 

neuroblasts are recruited which then attempt to follow the GABAergic lineage generating neuroblasts 

to replace those lost during QA lesioning. This supports the observation described in Chapter Two, 

where a rapid response of Dlx2+ TAPs and neuroblasts in the SVZ, aSVZ and RMS was observed 

following QA lesioning. 

If endogenous repair is to be successful, attraction of the appropriate neuronal subtypes to repopulate 

lesioned areas of the brain is essential. Plasticity of cell lineages differ between injury and disease 

models in the appropriate recruitment of sub-type specific cells. SVZ neural progenitor cells can either 

become redirected but stay on their normal lineage programme, become redirected and change their 

lineage to a different neuronal subtype or become redirected and have their lineage altered to a 

different cell type all together. For example, in an acute perinatal hypoxic-ischemic brain injury model, 

Emx1 lineage SVZ cells were observed to generate Sp8 expressing neuroblasts that migrated into 

lesioned regions. A small number of these neuroblasts generated striatal Sp8+ calretinin+ 

interneurons (B Wei et al., 2011; Z Yang et al., 2008). This is the normal lineage programme for 

Emx1+ SVZ progenitors destined for the olfactory bulb. In a striatal progressive degeneration model, 

rare calretinin+ cells were also observed in the damaged rodent striatum, although authors proposed 

that these originated from a mix of SVZ and parenchymal progenitor cells (F Luzzati et al., 2006; F 

Luzzati et al., 2011). In neither model were progenitors found to be redirected to GABAergic spiny 

projection neuron fate, but remained on their endogenous lineage even when redirected. However 

when Sp8 was conditionally inactivated in Emx1 progenitors, some cells ectopically expressed Pax6 

and altered their morphology to appear like a different neuronal cell types indicating that lineage 

remained plastic (B Wei et al., 2011). 

Parkinson’s disease and stroke models have demonstrated migration of specific SVZ progenitors that 

can generate cell types appropriate to the lesioned areas. Previously targeted degeneration of 

corticothalamic neurons in the neocortex and dopaminergic neurons innervating to the striatum (in 

combination with a transforming growth factor-α infusion) was shown to induce regeneration of the 

correct cell types from adult SVZ progenitors (J Fallon et al., 2000; SS Magavi et al., 2000). In other 

animal models of Parkinson’s disease, SVZ Pax6+ dopamine neuron progenitors, and olfactory bulb 

DA neurons were increased indicating appropriate regenerative programmes activated to replace cell 

types specific to those lost in the model (A de Chevigny et al., 2008).   

In addition, some models demonstrate neuronal sub-type switching to lineages not normally 

generated by SVZ progenitors but appropriate to the repair process. Neuronal subtype alterations 

were found in a phototoxic lesion model of the upper layers of the cortex. Retroviral tracing showed 

that SVZ born Tbr1 glutamatergic progenitors (that arose from NPCs signalling through Ngn2) were 

recruited up through the corpus callosum into lesioned upper cortical areas. When migrating 

progenitors reached the lesioned area they turned on the upper layer identity gene Cux1. Normal 
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Tbr1 lineage cells in the olfactory bulb do not generate Cux1 neurons, indicating a lineage change 

from glutamatergic to a cortical projection neural fate (MS Brill et al., 2009). Also, in stroke damaged 

striatum, Dcx cells were observed to migrate from the SVZ into the striatum and expressed Meis2+, 

and DARPP-32 indicating a striatal medium spiny projection neuron fate (A Arvidsson et al., 2002; JM 

Parent et al., 2002c). DARPP-32 fate is not normally generated in the olfactory bulb under normal 

migratory conditions indicating another example of a neuronal subtype switch. 

Complete lineage alterations of progenitors once they reach injured areas have also been observed. 

A neuronal towards oligodendroglial switch was observed after injury in a white matter lesion model 

(B Jablonska et al., 2010). Adult mice expressing GFP under the Dcx or GAD65 promoter were given 

a LPC lesion of the white matter near the SVZ. GFP+ cells originating from the SVZ of the neuronal 

lineage were found to migrate into white matter and express Mash1 and Olig2 by five dpl and 

oligodendrocyte lineage markers CC1, NG2 and CNP by ten dpl. FACS sorting cells from GAD65-

GFP SVZ from controls or lesioned animals and examining their in vitro differentiation potential also 

showed that GFP+ cells from lesioned animals altered their fate from MAP2+ neurons to Olig2+ and 

oligodendrocytes. This indicated that neuronal adult NPCs were induced to switch their molecular, 

cellular and migratory paths towards the oligodendrocyte lineage after injury (B Jablonska et al., 

2010). Chordin, a BMP antagonist upregulated in the SVZ post injury was found to direct this lineage 

switch in vitro and in vivo. This indicates that not only do chemokines and cytokines redirect migration 

and alter differentiation potential of cells after injury, signalling molecules from other pathways can 

also play a role.  

Conclusions 
It was found that RV-Pax6 and RV-Dlx2 produced different effects on SVZ progenitor cell number and 

fate in the lesioned striatum, and had different effects depending on the day they were injected. Only 

Dlx2 overexpression could overcome the limited neuroblast migration and switch in cell fate observed 

in Chapter Four. RV-Dlx2 significantly increased Dcx neuroblast numbers and neuronal fate in the 

striatum from cells born two dpl, a time point previously found in GFP+ controls to have extremely low 

neuroblast numbers. Differences in numbers of cells recruited into the striatum after overexpression of 

proneural genes could potentially be explained by different complements of chemokine receptors on 

Pax6 and Dlx2 cells. Alterations in cellular fate of recruited Pax6 or Dlx2 cells may be the result of 

reprogramming by factors released in areas of cell loss. This suggests that if neuroblast fate is to be 

increased within areas of cell loss, Dlx2 is a good candidate. However, further examination of anti-

neurogenic and pro-oligodendrogenic factors within areas of cell loss need to be performed if 

numbers and survival of neuroblasts is to be increased for the goal of successful endogenous repair.   
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Chapter 6. General Discussion 
 

6.1. Introduction 
Many thousands of newborn cells are generated in the adult brain every day through an eloquent 

system of neurogenesis, regulated by external signalling molecules that direct transcription factor 

expression in progenitor cells. A small number of progenitors that reside in the SVZ of the lateral 

ventricle can thus generate heterogeneous neural and oligodendroglial cell types that contribute to 

normal olfactory functioning and maintenance of white matter tracts. These processes are altered by 

brain injury and during neurodegenerative disease. To be able to harness the ability to manipulate the 

fate and migration of SVZ progenitors for the purposes of endogenous repair would be of incredible 

therapeutic use. However, before this is possible the underlying processes of how proneural and 

oligodendrogenic progenitors from the SVZ are regulated in normal and injured brains must be better 

understood.  

SVZ progenitors express combinations of transcription factors that direct their lineage and cellular 

fate, reminiscent of how progenitors of the forebrain and ganglionic eminence are generated during 

development. Expression of proneural genes Pax6 and Dlx2, or suppression of Olig2 has been shown 

to enhance neurogenesis, and even promote it within brain parenchyma where neurogenesis normally 

does not occur. Furthermore, overexpression of Pax6 can enhance endogenous repair in adult brain 

after cortical stab wound or stroke. Using an excitotoxic lesion model of striatal brain injury, the 

Connor laboratory had previously shown enhanced proliferation in SVZ progenitor cells, increased 

neuroblast migration down the RMS and redirection of migration into areas of striatal cell loss (RJ 

Gordon et al., 2007; AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). Birth dating SVZ progenitor cells using a GFP 

retrovirus confirmed redirected cells were born in the aSVZ-SVZ. However, out of all the cells 

redirected into the striatum, only some were Dcx+ neuroblasts, and the redirected migratory response 

was only transitory. The majority of cells with a migratory phenotype identified in the lesioned striatum 

were born in the aSVZ-SVZ on the days immediately before or after the QA lesion. Cells observed in 

the lesioned striatum born more than two days after injury exhibited a glial phenotype (RJ Gordon et 

al., 2007). It was hypothesized that reduced striatal neurogenesis was due to alterations in proneural 

transcription factor expression in the SVZ post QA lesion. This suggested that enhanced 

neurogenesis and endogenous repair of the striatum could potentially be stimulated through proneural 

Pax6 or Dlx2 gene overexpression in the SVZ after injury. 

The present thesis aimed firstly to investigate the alterations in SVZ signal transduction pathways and 

resulting transcription factor expression in TAPs and neuroblasts post QA induced cell loss. Secondly, 

it aimed to determine the effect of proneural gene overexpression on progenitor cell number and fate 

of redirected SVZ cells within the striatum. These aims were successfully achieved. 
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6.2. Summary of Main Findings 

To investigate alterations in proneural gene expression in TAPs and neuroblasts post QA lesion, 

expression of the transcription factors Mash1, Olig2, Dlx2, and Pax6 were quantified from adult rat 

SVZ sections using triple-label immunohistochemistry (Chapter Two). Initially, the percentage of 

bipotent Mash1 cells coexpressing Dlx2 or Olig2 was quantified to determine if a decrease in 

proneural TAPs was responsible for the previously observed decrease in neuroblast migration into 

lesioned striatum two dpl onwards (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). However, no significant difference was 

found in proneural Dlx2/Mash1 or oligodendroglial Olig2/Mash1 TAPs in either the SVZ or aSVZ post 

QA lesion compared to controls. This indicated that alterations in the balance of Mash1 cell lineages 

was not responsible for the switch in phenotype of cells in the striatum from neuronal to glial at two 

dpl onward. To further understand alterations in the SVZ post excitotoxic cell loss, the total numbers 

of proneural Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 Dcx- TAPs, and Dcx+ neuroblasts were then quantified. While 

neurogenic Dlx2/Mash1 cells were not altered, total numbers of these cells were changed by QA 

lesioning. In the aSVZ where the majority of cells were located, a significant decrease in Mash1 and 

Dlx2 populations within the first one to two dpl was observed. Total Mash1 cells then returned to 

control levels, and significant increases in Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs were observed from three to seven 

dpl. Regeneration of Mash1 and Dlx2 TAPs was also observed at three dpl in the dorsal-ventral 

aspect of the SVZ. This is similar to Mash1 regeneration timescale found in previous work using anti-

mitotic agents that killed all dividing cells, indicating possible SVZ B cell regeneration of Dlx2 TAPs 

following striatal cell loss. Numbers of Dlx2 or Pax6 expressing neuroblasts were also subsequently 

increased in the aSVZ. Furthermore, the total percentage of Dlx2+ neuroblasts was increased from 

two to seven dpl in the RMS, and Pax6+ neuroblasts increased at seven dpl. 

These results suggested that alterations in the mode of proliferation in either an asymmetrical or 

symmetrical terminal mode in the first one to two dpl generate more restricted precursor cell types 

and neuroblasts. The subsequent increase in Dlx2+ TAP numbers observed in the aSVZ at three dpl 

may then reflect a move towards symmetrical expansion of neural progenitor cells. Mash1 and Dlx2 

subtype alterations appeared similar to Notch-regulated proliferation and lineage regulation during 

forebrain development. To further understand what might be regulating the changes in TAP and 

neuroblast numbers, qPCR was performed on 84 neurogenesis pathway-related genes from mRNA 

isolated from SVZ collected one, two, three and seven dpl (Chapter Three). 

Quantitative PCR results showed that there were significant changes in members of all the major 

signalling pathways in the SVZ post QA lesion, indicating complex regulation of neurogenesis after 

injury. Significant upregulation in only a small number of genes was observed, including large 

increases in mRNA of the growth factors BDNF and FGF2, two genes previously shown to offer 

neuroprotection and enhance SVZ neurogenesis when infused into normal striatum, or SVZ in the QA 

lesion model (K Chen et al., 2007; RA Henry et al., 2007). Significant downregulation was observed in 

the majority of transcripts from the Wnt, Notch and Shh signalling families, with some downregulation 

also of BMPs. Quantification has previously indicated increased proliferation in the SVZ post QA 

lesion (AS Tattersfield et al., 2004). While some subpopulations of NPCs may potentially have 
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reduced proliferation, the results suggest overall increases in progenitor cell numbers are regulated 

by FGF2 and BDNF. Altered expression of cell cycle regulators including the Par proteins, ApoE, 

Fe65, and reduced transcription of components of the Notch, BMP, Wnt, and Shh pathways suggest 

that the mode of division in SVZ progenitor cells maybe altered by post QA lesion. Decreased mRNA 

for migratory regulators including Tenascin R, NCAM, Robo and Netrin was also observed. This may 

be permissive for detachment from migratory chains, allowing for migration of individual cells out of 

the RMS towards injured tissue. Differential expression of migratory regulatory elements could explain 

why only sub-populations of progenitors are redirected into lesioned striatum out of the RMS.  

Together, these results suggest excitotoxic cell death in the striatum stimulates alterations in many 

signalling pathways that led to changes in expression of Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 in SVZ TAPs and 

neuroblasts. Alterations in transcription factor expression and mode of cell division represent 

pathways to increase the production of neurogenic TAPs, and rapidly expand the neural precursor 

pool in the aSVZ during the first two days following cell loss. Specific responses of each TAP cell type 

to changing conditions are difficult to determine due to a lack of research into expression of receptors 

and ligands from signalling families on SVZ precursor cells. However, it appears that Dlx2 TAPs and 

neuroblasts are altered first in all regions, before the Pax6 populations. This is particularly interesting 

as QA lesioning selectively kills the GABAergic medium sized spiny projection neurons of the 

striatum, and Dlx2 is a key gene in GABAergic neuronal specification. These results therefore suggest 

that cell death in the striatum stimulates repair mechanisms that may target specific subtypes of adult 

NPCs. The results also indicate that the TAPs and neuroblasts found in the aSVZ-SVZ are 

heterogeneous, and respond to lesion induced cell death in a heterogeneous manner. Quantitative 

PCR results also demonstrate alterations in many genes not previously observed in the adult SVZ. 

Further investigation of these genes could lead to development of new concepts about how adult 

neurogenesis and regeneration are regulated after injury. 

After transcriptional changes in SVZ progenitor cells had been investigated, it appeared that 

transcription factor changes did not fully account for the switch in phenotype of cells redirected from 

the RMS into the lesioned striatum, as observed by Gordon et al. (RJ Gordon et al., 2007). To confirm 

and extend findings from Gordon et al., Chapter Four used a retroviral vector expressing GFP to birth 

date and track SVZ-derived progenitor cells two days prior to QA lesioning, and two, three, five and 

seven dpl. GFP+ cells were characterised as bipolar or multipolar cells, and then further by 

immunohistochemical markers Dcx, NG2 and GFAP and expression of transcription factors Mash1, 

Olig2, Dlx2 and Pax6. Chapter Four confirmed a transient, acute and significant GFP+ cell migration 

into the lesioned striatum from SVZ cells born on the day of lesioning and two dpl compared to 

unlesioned controls. Significant numbers of neuroblasts were observed in the striatum that originated 

from cells born on the day of lesioning. Also, in concurrence with previous work, a ‘switch’ away from 

bipolar towards multipolar cell types was observed from two dpl. Characterisation of bipolar cells 

found that Olig2+ oligodendrocyte progenitor cells migrated into the striatum in addition to 

neuroblasts. Dlx2+ migratory cells were also observed, but a large population of cells did not label for 

any marker. These cells were termed lineage negative cells. Multipolar GFP+ cells were found to be 
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from the oligodendrocyte lineage with Olig2 and NG2 positive cells observed. No GFAP/GFP 

astrocytes were found in the lesioned striatum that were generated by the SVZ post QA lesion. In 

addition, a population of multipolar GFP+ cells that could not be characterised was observed. These 

results indicated that in addition to neurogenic responses, an oligodendrogenic migratory response 

into the lesioned striatum was also stimulated by striatal cell loss. 

The acute nature of the neuroblast migratory response may be related to alterations in chemokine 

signals released in areas of cells loss (RJ Gordon et al., 2009). This chapter, supported by other 

recent studies indicate that chemokines could also be recruiting in OPCs and potentially stimulating 

their differentiation. While neuroblast migration was limited, OPC migration appeared more extensive. 

Signalling molecules released from lesioned areas also have the potential to alter lineage restriction 

of recruited cells once they reach areas of cell loss (B Jablonska et al., 2010). This could explain why 

a large number of GFP+ cells do not label for Dcx, NG2 or GFAP. They may be in the process of 

becoming reprogrammed by signals in the lesioned striatum that results in downregulation of 

characterisation markers.  

Neurogenesis is induced and oligodendrogenesis suppressed when Pax6 or Dlx2 are overexpressed 

in vitro and in vivo in the adult brain (MS Brill et al., 2008; D Colak et al., 2008; MA Hack et al., 2005). 

It was hypothesised that enhanced neurogenesis and endogenous repair of the striatum could be 

stimulated through overexpression of proneural transcription factors Pax6 or Dlx2 in the SVZ post QA 

lesion. Retroviral vectors were packaged that overexpressed Pax6-GFP and Dlx2-GFP. These were 

injected into the SVZ on the day of QA lesioning or two dpl, and the GFP+ cell types that migrated into 

the striatum characterised (Chapter Five). RV-Pax6 and RV-Dlx2 were found to produce very different 

effects on SVZ progenitor cell number and fate, and had different effects depending on the day they 

were injected relative to QA lesion. Importantly, only Dlx2 overexpression could overcome the limited 

neuroblast migration and switch in cell fate observed in Chapter Four. 

While RV-Dlx2 did not alter cell migration or fate when injected on the day of lesioning, it significantly 

increased Dcx neuroblast numbers and neuronal fate in the striatum from cells born two dpl. A time 

point previously found in GFP controls to have extremely low neuroblast numbers, excitingly 

indicating a neurogenic response at a previously non-neurogenic time point. RV-Pax6 led to 

decreased NPC recruitment of all cell types when injected on the day of lesioning, and surprisingly 

increased multipolar cell fate and NG2 cells from cells born two dpl. Differences in cell recruitment 

into the striatum after overexpression of proneural genes may be explained by different complements 

of chemokine receptors on Pax6 and Dlx2 cells. Alterations in cellular fate of recruited Pax6 or Dlx2 

cells may be the result of interactions between the proneural genes and chemokines released by 

areas of cell loss, leading to potential reprogramming away from a neuroblast fate towards an 

oligodendrocyte lineage. These results suggest that if neuroblast fate is to be stimulated within areas 

of striatal cell loss at non-neurogenic time points, Dlx2 is a good candidate. However, further 

examination of anti-neurogenic and pro-oligodendrogenic factors within areas of cell loss are needed, 

if the number and survival of neuroblasts is to be increased for the goal of successful endogenous 

repair.   
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The culmination of results from this thesis leads to the conclusion that excitotoxic cell loss in the 

striatum alters the mode of proliferation and cellular fate of SVZ progenitors in a heterogeneous 

manner. QA lesioning preferentially stimulates Dlx2-mediated endogenous repair mechanisms. Dlx2 

overexpression in SVZ progenitor cells can further increase this response through increasing 

neuroblast cell number and neuronal fate in cells redirected into areas of cell loss. Dlx2-GABAergic 

fate is the correct neuronal lineage for cell replacement in the striatum after QA lesion, and indicates 

the importance of understanding the role of transcription factors and what regulates them to fully 

explain endogenous repair mechanisms. 

6.3. Future Directions 

Analysis of the response of SVZ progenitor cells to cell loss is hampered by the belief that progenitor 

cells are homogeneous. Many previous studies into adult neurogenesis after injury describe gross 

changes in ‘neural progenitor cells’ or ‘BrdU positive cells’ without trying to identify alterations in sub-

populations that may be occurring. They therefore may be missing important information regarding 

generation of lineage-correct cell types for endogenous repair. This thesis has shown that TAPs and 

neuroblast subtypes respond differently to injury-induced signals in their gene expression, and 

potential lineage. To extend these findings, the types of receptors for the main signalling families, 

growth factors, and chemokines need to be characterised in Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs and 

neuroblast populations. This could be done using immunohistochemistry in normal and QA lesioned 

brain sections with appropriate antibodies.  

Investigations into SVZ cell cycle kinetics to determine when and how the mode of division is altered 

from asymmetric to symmetric after injury could help explain how specific pools of progenitors are 

amplified after injury. Asymmetric division of TAPs could be observed in adult brain through QA 

lesioning and RV-GFP tracking of cells in a slice culture model. Cell phenotype could be visualised 

and type of division observed using time-lapse microscopy. In addition, Notch signalling and the Par 

proteins are implicated in mode of cell division in radial glia during development. Notch signalling also 

regulates cell fate choices in Mash1, Dlx2 and Olig2 ganglionic eminence progenitor cells during 

development. A temporal study of the expression levels of Notch family members and the Par 

proteins could be investigated in Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6 TAPs using QA lesioned brain sections. This 

would allow investigation into whether a similar process is active in the adult and regulates 

proliferation after injury.  

Results from the qPCR chapter also identified several genes never before found to be expressed in 

the adult SVZ. These included Inhibin-βA, Fez1, Semaphorin4D, TenacinR, Fe65, Artenin, and Notch 

ligands Dll1 and Hey1, with potential roles in regulating cell cycle, progenitor migration, 

neuroprotection and call fate choice. Characterisation of the effect these proteins have on SVZ 

neurogenesis after injury could be examined through infusion into the lateral ventricle or AAV injection 

into the striatum in normal and QA lesioned brains. Analysis of the alterations in Mash1, Dlx2 and 
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Pax6 TAPs and neuroblasts in the SVZ, and redirected progenitors in the striatum could then be 

performed. 

A major problem with endogenous repair is the generation of the correct cell type to replace those that 

are damaged or dying. Injury and disease models to date have not shown any clear pattern for how 

and when a correct cell type is generated compared to when a different fate is expressed. The recent 

study by Jablonska et al. however shows that cellular fates from the SVZ are actually altered by 

diffusible molecules released from areas of injury. Chapter Five results indicated that signals released 

from areas of cell loss in the striatum could potentially reprogramme SVZ-derived progenitors away 

from a neuronal fate. To confirm these findings, a time course following Dlx2 and Pax6 expression in 

Dlx2-GFP or Pax6-GFP cells each day following lesioning could allow the identification of when 

proneural gene expression is downregulated. This study could be followed up with long-term 

differentiation studies using the RV-Dlx2 virus to determine if the survival of neuronal phenotypes was 

enhanced through Dlx2 overexpression. To discover what factor may be reprogramming Pax6-GFP 

cells, an assay of secreted factors found in the lesioned striatum at a number of time points after 

injury could identify potential signals in the striatum that act as exogenous reprogramming factors. If 

factors were identified that could promote neural TAP generation and differentiation within lesioned 

striatum, then a time course of infusion into the striatum could be performed in combination with Dlx2 

overexpression in the SVZ to attempt to further increase striatal regeneration. 

6.4. Conclusions 

In summary, this thesis has shown that adult SVZ TAPs and neuroblasts are heterogeneous in both 

their expression of Mash1, Dlx2 and Pax6, and in their response to QA-induced striatal cell loss. 

Progenitor cells appeared to potentially alter their mode of division to asymmetrical or symmetrical 

terminal in the first few dpl to generate more restricted cell types. Symmetrical expansion of Dlx2 

progenitors at three dpl in the aSVZ may then increase the progenitor pool and subsequent 

neuroblast generation. Quantitative PCR demonstrated a number of factors that could influence cell 

proliferation, and indicated the importance of BDNF and FGF2 in alterations in SVZ progenitors post 

QA lesioning. This assay also identified multiple genes that to my knowledge have never been 

described in the adult SVZ, these require further investigation. QA lesioning destroys GABAergic 

neurons of the striatum, Dlx2 expression is required for this neuronal subtype. It was identified that 

Dlx2 expression was preferentially altered before that of Pax6 in TAPs and neuroblasts, and the 

Dlx2+ neuroblast subtype was enriched in the RMS after lesioning. Retroviral Dlx2 overexpression in 

the SVZ also significantly increased neuroblast migration into lesioned striatum, and significantly 

increased the percentage of redirected GFP+ cells that expressed a neuronal fate. Therefore, Dlx2 

has an important role in endogenous repair after excitotoxic striatal injury, and is also an excellent 

candidate to target to enhance GABAergic neuronal repair in the future. However, if endogenous 

repair is to be successful with the correct cell types generated to facilitate repair, more understanding 

is needed on how exogenous factors affect the expression of proneural transcription factors and thus 

determine cell fate within damaged brain areas. 
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Chapter 7. Appendix 
 

7.1. Plasmid Vector and Insert Sequences 

Vector sequence pMXIG-GFP  

GGATCTTACCGCTGTTGAGATCCAGTTCGATGTAACCCACTCGTGCACCCAACTGATCTTCAGCA

TCTTTTACTTTCACCAGCGTTTCTGGGTGAGCAAAAACAGGAAGGCAAAATGCCGCAAAAAAGGG

AATAAGGGCGACACGGAAATGTTGAATACTCATACTCTTCCTTTTTCAATATTATTGAAGCATTTAT

CAGGGTTATTGTCTCATGAGCGGATACATATTTGAATGTATTTAGAAAAATAAACAAATAGGGGTT

CCGCGCACATTTCCCCGAAAAGTGCCACCTGCATAATGAAAGACCCCACCTGTAGGTTTGGCAA

GCTAGCTTAAGTAACGCCATTTTGCAAGGCATGGAAAAATACATAACTGAGAATAGAAAAGTTCA

GATCAAGGTCAGGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCTGTGGTAAGCAG

TTCCTGCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCT

GTGGTAAGCAGTTCCTGCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGTCCCCAGATGCGGTCCAGC

CCTCAGCAGTTTCTAGAGAACCATCAGATGTTTCCAGGGTGCCCCAAGGACCTGAAATGACCCT

GTGCCTTATTTGAACTAACCAATCAGTTCGCTTCTCGCTTCTGTTCGCGCGCTTCTGCTCCCCGA

GCTCAATAAAAGAGCCCACAACCCCTCACTCGGCGCGCCAGTCCTCCGATTGACTGAGTCGCCC

GGGTACCCGTGTATCCAATAAACCCTCTTGCAGTTGCATCCGACTTGTGGTCTCGCTGTTCCTTG

GGAGGGTCTCCTCTGAGTGATTGACTACCCGTCAGCGGGGGTCTTTCATTTGGGGGCTCGTCCG

GGATCGGGAGACCCCTGCCCAGGGACCACCGACCCACCACCGGGAGGTAAGCTGGCCAGCAA

CTTATCTGTGTCTGTCCGATTGTCTAGTGTCTATGACTGATTTTATGCGCCTGCGTCGGTACTAGT

TAGCTAACTAGCTCTGTATCTGGCGGACCCGTGGTGGAACTGACGAGTTCGGAACACCCGGCC

GCAACCCTGGGAGACGTCCCAGGGACTTCGGGGGCCGTTTTTGTGGCCCGACCTGAGTCCAAA

AATCCCGATCGTTTTGGACTCTTTGGTGCACCCCCCTTAGAGGAGGGATATGTGGTTCTGGTAG

GAGACGAGAACCTAAAACAGTTCCCGCCTCCGTCTGAATTTTTGCTTTCGGTTTGGGACCGAAGC

CGCGCCGCGCGTCTTGTCTGCTGCAGCATCGTTCTGTGTTGTCTCTGTCTGACTGTGTTTCTGTA

TTTGTCTGAAAATATGGGCCCGGGCCAGACTGTTACCACTCCCTTAAGTTTGACCTTAGGTCACT

GGAAAGATGTCGAGCGGATCGCTCACAACCAGTCGGTAGATGTCAAGAAGAGACGTTGGGTTAC

CTTCTGCTCTGCAGAATGGCCAACCTTTAACGTCGGATGGCCGCGAGACGGCACCTTTAACCGA

GACCTCATCACCCAGGTTAAGATCAAGGTCTTTTCACCTGGCCCGCATGGACACCCAGACCAGG

TCCCCTACATCGTGACCTGGGAAGCCTTGGCTTTTGACCCCCCTCCCTGGGTCAAGCCCTTTGT

ACACCCTAAGCCTCCGCCTCCTCTTCCTCCATCCGCCCCGTCTCTCCCCCTTGAACCTCCTCGTT

CGACCCCGCCTCGATCCTCCCTTTATCCAGCCCTCACTCCTTCTCTAGGCGCCCCCATATGGCC

ATATGAGATCTTATATGGGGCACCCCCGCCCCTTGTAAACTTCCCTGACCCTGACATGACAAGAG

TTACTAACAGCCCCTCTCTCCAAGCTCACTTACAGGCTCTCTACTTAGTCCAGCACGAAGTCTGG

AGACCTCTGGCGGCAGCCTACCAAGAACAACTGGACCGACCGGTGGTACCTCACCCTTACCGA

GTCGGCGACACAGTGTGGGTCCGCCGACACCAGACTAAGAACCTAGAACCTCGCTGGAAAGGA

CCTTACACAGTCCTGCTGACCACCCCCACCGCCCTCAAAGTAGACGGCATCGCAGCTTGGATAC
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ACGCCGCCCACGTGAAGGCTGCCGACCCCGGGGGTGGACCATCCTCTAGACTGCCGGATCCCA

GTGTGGTGGTACGGGAATTCCTGCAGGCCTCGAGGGCCGGCGCGCCGCGGCCGCTACGTAAA

TTCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCTTCTCCCTCCCCCCCCCCTAACGTTACTGGCCGAAGCCGCTTGGA

ATAAGGCCGGTGTGCGTTTGTCTATATGTTATTTTCCACCATATTGCCGTCTTTTGGCAATGTGAG

GGCCCGGAAACCTGGCCCTGTCTTCTTGACGAGCATTCCTAGGGGTCTTTCCCCTCTCGCCAAA

GGAATGCAAGGTCTGTTGAATGTCGTGAAGGAAGCAGTTCCTCTGGAAGCTTCTTGAAGACAAA

CAACGTCTGTAGCGACCCTTTGCAGGCAGCGGAACCCCCCACCTGGCGACAGGTGCCTCTGCG

GCCAAAAGCCACGTGTATAAGATACACCTGCAAAGGCGGCACAACCCCAGTGCCACGTTGTGAG

TTGGATAGTTGTGGAAAGAGTCAAATGGCTCTCCTCAAGCGTATTCAACAAGGGGCTGAAGGAT

GCCCAGAAGGTACCCCATTGTATGGGATCTGATCTGGGGCCTCGGTGCACATGCTTTACATGTG

TTTAGTCGAGGTTAAAAAAACGTCTAGGCCCCCCGAACCACGGGGACGTGGTTTTCCTTTGAAAA

ACACGATGATAATATGGCCACAACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTGTTCACCGGGGTGGT

GCCCATCCTGGTCGAGCTGGACGGCGACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTCAGCGTGTCCGGCGAGGG

CGAGGGCGATGCCACCTACGGCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCATCTGCACCACCGGCAAGCTGCC

CGTGCCCTGGCCCACCCTCGTGACCACCCTGACCTACGGCGTGCAGTGCTTCAGCCGCTACCC

CGACCACATGAAGCAGCACGACTTCTTCAAGTCCGCCATGCCCGAAGGCTACGTCCAGGAGCG

CACCATCTTCTTCAAGGACGACGGCAACTACAAGACCCGCGCCGAGGTGAAGTTCGAGGGCGA

CACCCTGGTGAACCGCATCGAGCTGAAGGGCATCGACTTCAAGGAGGACGGCAACATCCTGGG

GCACAAGCTGGAGTACAACTACAACAGCCACAACGTCTATATCATGGCCGACAAGCAGAAGAAC

GGCATCAAGGTGAACTTCAAGATCCGCCACAACATCGAGGACGGCAGCGTGCAGCTCGCCGAC

CACTACCAGCAGAACACCCCCATCGGCGACGGCCCCGTGCTGCTGCCCGACAACCACTACCTG

AGCACCCAGTCCGCCCTGAGCAAAGACCCCAACGAGAAGCGCGATCACATGGTCCTGCTGGAG

TTCGTGACCGCCGCCGGGATCACTCTCGGCATGGACGAGCTGTACAAGTAAAGCGGCCGGCCG

CCAGCACAGTGGTCGACGATAAAATAAAAGATTTTATTTAGTCTCCAGAAAAAGGGGGGAATGAA

AGACCCCACCTGTAGGTTTGGCAAGCTAGCTTAAGTAACGCCATTTTGCAAGGCATGGAAAAATA

CATAACTGAGAATAGAGAAGTTCAGATCAAGGTCAGGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCC

AAACAGGATATCTGTGGTAAGCAGTTCCTGCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGAACAGCT

GAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCTGTGGTAAGCAGTTCCTGCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAG

ATGGTCCCCAGATGCGGTCCAGCCCTCAGCAGTTTCTAGAGAACCATCAGATGTTTCCAGGGTG

CCCCAAGGACCTGAAATGACCCTGTGCCTTATTTGAACTAACCAATCAGTTCGCTTCTCGCTTCT

GTTCGCGCGCTTCTGCTCCCCGAGCTCAATAAAAGAGCCCACAACCCCTCACTCGGGGCGCCA

GTCCTCCGATTGACTGAGTCGCCCGGGTACCCGTGTATCCAATAAACCCTCTTGCAGTTGCATC

CGACTTGTGGTCTCGCTGTTCCTTGGGAGGGTCTCCTCTGAGTGATTGACTACCCGTCAGCGGG

GGTCTTTCACATGCAGCATGTATCAAAATTAATTTGGTTTTTTTTCTTAAGTATTTACATTAAATGG

CCATAGTTGCATTAATGAATCGGCCAACGCGCGGGGGAGAGGCGGTTTGCGTATTGGGGCGCT

CTTCCGCTTCCTCGCTCACTGACTCGCTGCGCTCGGTCGTTCGGCTGCGGCGAGCGGTATCAG

CTCACTCAAAGGCGGTAATACGGTTATCCACAGAATCAGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATGTG

AGCAAAAGGCCAGCAAAAGGCCAGGAACCGTAAAAAGGCCGCGTTGCTGGCGTTTTTCCATAGG

CTCCGCCCCCCTGACGAGCATCACAAAAATCGACGCTCAAGTCAGAGGTGGCGAAACCCGACA

GGACTATAAAGATACCAGGCGTTTCCCCCTGGAAGCTCCCTCGTGCGCTCTCCTGTTCCGACCC
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TGCCGCTTACCGGATACCTGTCCGCCTTTCTCCCTTCGGGAAGCGTGGCGCTTTCTCATAGCTC

ACGCTGTAGGTATCTCAGTTCGGTGTAGGTCGTTCGCTCCAAGCTGGGCTGTGTGCACGAACCC

CCCGTTCAGCCCGACCGCTGCGCCTTATCCGGTAACTATCGTCTTGAGTCCAACCCGGTAAGAC

ACGACTTATCGCCACTGGCAGCAGCCACTGGTAACAGGATTAGCAGAGCGAGGTATGTAGGCG

GTGCTACAGAGTTCTTGAAGTGGTGGCCTAACTACGGCTACACTAGAAGAACAGTATTTGGTATC

TGCGCTCTGCTGAAGCCAGTTACCTTCGGAAAAAGAGTTGGTAGCTCTTGATCCGGCAAACAAA

CCACCGCTGGTAGCGGTGGTTTTTTTGTTTGCAAGCAGCAGATTACGCGCAGAAAAAAAGGATCT

CAAGAAGATCCTTTGATCTTTTCTACGGGGTCTGACGCTCAGTGGAACGAAAACTCACGTTAAGG

GATTTTGGTCATGAGATTATCAAAAAGGATCTTCACCTAGATCCTTTTGCGGCCGGCCGCAAATC

AATCTAAAGTATATATGAGTAAACTTGGTCTGACAGTTACCAATGCTTAATCAGTGAGGCACCTAT

CTCAGCGATCTGTCTATTTCGTTCATCCATAGTTGCCTGACTCCCCGTCGTGTAGATAACTACGA

TACGGGAGGGCTTACCATCTGGCCCCAGTGCTGCAATGATACCGCGAGACCCACGCTCACCGG

CTCCAGATTTATCAGCAATAAACCAGCCAGCCGGAAGGGCCGAGCGCAGAAGTGGTCCTGCAAC

TTTATCCGCCTCCATCCAGTCTATTAATTGTTGCCGGGAAGCTAGAGTAAGTAGTTCGCCAGTTA

ATAGTTTGCGCAACGTTGTTGCCATTGCTACAGGCATCGTGGTGTCACGCTCGTCGTTTGGTATG

GCTTCATTCAGCTCCGGTTCCCAACGATCAAGGCGAGTTACATGATCCCCCATGTTGTGCAAAAA

AGCGGTTAGCTCCTTCGGTCCTCCGATCGTTGTCAGAAGTAAGTTGGCCGCAGTGTTATCACTCA

TGGTTATGGCAGCACTGCATAATTCTCTTACTGTCATGCCATCCGTAAGATGCTTTTCTGTGACTG

GTGAGTACTCAACCAAGTCATTCTGAGAATAGTGTATGCGGCGACCGAGTTGCTCTTGCCCGGC

GTCAATACGGGATAATACCGCGCCACATAGCAGAACTTTAAAAGTGCTCATCATTGGAAAACGTT

CTTCGGGGCGAAAACTCTCAA 
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Mouse Pax6 sequence in pMXIG-Pax6-GFP  

NCBI reference NM_013627.4 (splice variant without exon 4) 

ATGCAGAACAGTCACAGCGGAGTGAATCAGCTTGGTGGTGTCTTTGTCAACGGGCGGCCACTGC

CGGACTCCACCCGGCAGAAGATCGTAGAGCTAGCTCACAGCGGGGCCCGGCCGTGCGACATTT

CCCGAATTCTGCAGGTATCCAACGGTTGTGTGAGTAAAATTCTGGGCAGGTATTACGAGACTGG

CTCCATCAGACCCAGGGCAATCGGAGGGAGTAAGCCAAGAGTGGCGACTCCAGAAGTTGTAAG

CAAAATAGCCCAGTATAAACGGGAGTGCCCTTCCATCTTTGCTTGGGAAATCCGAGACAGATTAT

TATCCGAGGGGGTCTGTACCAACGATAACATACCCAGTGTGTCATCAATAAACAGAGTTCTTCGC

AACCTGGCTAGCGAAAAGCAACAGATGGGCGCAGACGGCATGTATGATAAACTAAGGATGTTGA

ACGGGCAGACCGGAAGCTGGGGCACACGCCCTGGTTGGTATCCCGGGACTTCAGTACCAGGGC

AACCCACGCAAGATGGCTGCCAGCAACAGGAAGGAGGGGGAGAGAACACCAACTCCATCAGTT

CTAACGGAGAAGACTCGGATGAAGCTCAGATGCGACTTCAGCTGAAGCGGAAGCTGCAAAGAAA

TAGAACATCTTTTACCCAAGAGCAGATTGAGGCTCTGGAGAAAGAGTTTGAGAGGACCCATTATC

CAGATGTGTTTGCCCGGGAAAGACTAGCAGCCAAAATAGATCTACCTGAAGCAAGAATACAGGT

ATGGTTTTCTAATCGAAGGGCCAAATGGAGAAGAGAAGAGAAACTGAGGAACCAGAGAAGACAG

GCCAGCAACACTCCTAGTCACATTCCTATCAGCAGCAGCTTCAGTACCAGTGTCTACCAGCCAAT

CCCACAGCCCACCACACCTGTCTCCTCCTTCACATCAGGTTCCATGTTGGGCCGAACAGACACC

GCCCTCACCAACACGTACAGTGCTTTGCCACCCATGCCCAGCTTCACCATGGCAAACAACCTGC

CTATGCAACCCCCAGTCCCCAGTCAGACCTCCTCGTACTCGTGCATGCTGCCCACCAGCCCGTC

AGTGAATGGGCGGAGTTATGATACCTACACCCCTCCGCACATGCAAACACACATGAACAGTCAG

CCCATGGGCACCTCGGGGACCACTTCAACAGGACTCATTTCACCTGGAGTGTCAGTTCCCGTCC

AAGTTCCCGGGAGTGAACCTGACATGTCTCAGTACTGGCCTCGATTACAGTAA 
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Mouse Dlx2 sequence in pMXIG-Dlx2-GFP  

NCBI reference NM_010054                

ATGACTGGAGTCTTTGACAGTCTGGTGGCTGATATGCACTCGACCCAGATCACCGCCTCCAGCA

CGTACCACCAGCACCAGCAGCCCCCGAGCGGTGCGGGCGCCGGCCCTGGCGGCAACAGCAAC

AGCAGCAGCAGCAACAGCAGCCTGCACAAGCCCCAGGAGTCGCCAACCCTCCCGGTGTCCACG

GCTACGGACAGCAGCTACTACACCAACCAGCAGCACCCGGCGGGCGGCGGCGGCGGGGGGG

CCTCGCCCTACGCGCACATGGGCTCCTACCAGTACCACGCCAGCGGCCTCAACAATGTCTCCTA

CTCCGCCAAAAGCAGCTACGACCTGGGCTACACCGCCGCGTACACCTCCTACGCGCCCTACGG

CACCAGTTCGTCTCCGGTCAACAACGAGCCGGACAAGGAAGACCTTGAGCCTGAAATCCGAATA

GTGAACGGGAAGCCAAAGAAAGTCCGGAAACCACGCACCATCTACTCCAGTTTCCAGCTGGCGG

CCCTTCAACGACGCTTCCAGAAGACCCAGTATCTGGCCCTGCCAGAGCGAGCCGAGCTGGCGG

CGTCCCTGGGCCTCACCCAAACTCAGGTCAAAATCTGGTTCCAGAACCGCCGATCCAAGTTCAA

GAAGATGTGGAAAAGCGGCGAGATACCCACCGAGCAGCACCCTGGAGCCAGCGCTTCTCCTCC

TTGTGCCTCCCCGCCGGTCTCGGCGCCAGCATCCTGGGACTTCGGCGCGCCGCAGCGGATGG

CTGGCGGCGGCCCGGGCAGCGGAGGCGGCGGTGCGGGCAGCTCTGGCTCCAGCCCGAGCAG

CGCCGCCTCGGCCTTTCTGGGAAACTACCCGTGGTACCACCAGGCTTCGGGCTCCGCTTCACA

CCTGCAGGCCACAGCGCCACTTCTGCATCCTTCGCAGACTCCGCAGGCGCACCATCACCACCAT

CACCACCACCACGCAGGCGGGGGCGCCCCGGTGAGCGCGGGGACGATTTTCTAA 
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